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U.S. ‘Recovery’ Was Debt
Dressed Up for Hallowe’en
by EIR Staff

Once again this year at Hallowe’en time—the beginning of ing bonds and taking credit lines; and the borrowing of Fed-
eral, state, and local governments, have produced about $2another election season—an AlanGreenspan midnight recov-

ery was conjured up in the U.S. economy, to distract its 20 trillion of additional debt annually. But during the second
quarter of 2003 alone, this growth of new indebtedness soaredmillion actually unemployed citizens (seeEIR, Nov. 7, 2003).

The Federal Reserve Chairman on Nov. 7 pronounced that a to about $850 billion, an all-time record by far. This huge
increase produced, in that quarter, a reported increase in GDP“real recovery” was now under way, after figures claiming an

annualized rate of GDP growth of 7% or so in the third quarter of $108 billion; for a ratio of $8 in new debt for each dollar
of GDP “increase.”of2003,wereannouncedon Oct.31by theCommerceDepart-

ment. On Nov. 5, Treasury Secretary John Snow had given Public budget deficits in that second quarter accounted
for 20% of the new debt. Government spending increasesan enthusiastic address to the Economic Club in Washington.

“We’ve seen a real turnaround this year. . . . It seems clear produced 38% of the new GDP. For Fiscal 2003 as a whole,
Federal government spending rose by an astonishing 12.3%that we have entered a new phase of economic expansion.

This is not a fleeting glimmer, there is real muscle behind the year-over-year, a rate of increase seen only twice before since
World War II. Government tax cuts produced 85% of thegrowth trend.” And by the time Greenspan spoke Nov. 6,

the Labor Department had reported the net creation of about increase in disposable income of households.
Figure 1 shows that over the last quarter-century, the ratio130,000 jobs in October.

But reality is quite different—as indicated by the fact that of cumulative debt in the U.S. economy, to the total GDP, has
grown in speculative spurts, up to more than three-to-one.in the same month, October,announced layoffs by American

corporations leaped to 172,000, according to the tracking firm But whenone looks at the amountof new debtbeing added
year by year, and compares that to the officially-claimed in-Challenger and Gray—two and a half times the previous

month and equal to the worst months of workforce shrinkage creases in GDP, it is clear from that the 1990s “New Econ-
omy” bubble onward, far more indebtedness has been re-in 2002. (Of the human resources executives polled by the

job agency, 78% did not see any significant upturn in hiring quired to pull up GDP at all (Figure 2). And when the process
is broken down quarter by quarter up through the secondwithin the next three quarters.) Like the “New Economy”

bubble of the late 1990s, the new hype about the American quarter of 2003 (Figure 3), the period since early 2000, when
the collapse of employment and industry hit, is shown to beeconomic “recovery,” is again based on two pillars: fraud and

debt. Preliminary figures indicate that in the third quarter, it still worse. More than $6 in new indebtedness has become
necessary, to produce a $1 increase in officially-reportedrequired $6-8 of new indebtedness, public and private, in the

U.S. economy, to generate each new dollar of GDP. GDP.
The debt-growth figures for the “spectacular” third quar-

ter are not yet available, but the biggestcomponents of rapidOverwhelmed by Debt Growth
The bulk of the increased GDP was achieved by the gener- debt increase did not let up—record mortgage refinancing,

record quarterly Federal budget deficits, large-scale corporateation of a tremendous amount of new debt. During recent
years, the combination of American private households’ bor- merger and acquisition activity, etc. If the third quarter’s debt

increase was comparable to the second quarter’s, it would berowing on mortgages and credit cards, etc; corporations’ issu-
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FIGURE 2

Year-Over-Year Increases in Debt and GDP, 
By Quarter, 1980-June, 2003
(Trillions of Dollars) 

Sources:  Federal Reserve, Bureau of Economic Analysis, EIR. 
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FIGURE 1

Dollars of Debt Per Dollar of GDP, 
1980–June, 2003
(Dollars of Debt) 

Sources:  Federal Reserve, Bureau of Economic Analysis, EIR. 
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six times the reported third-quarter increase in GDP, which
was claimed to be $168 billion.

Morever, that figure itself has been thoroughly massaged
by creative accounting. According to the Commerce Depart-
ment, GDP rose from $9,629 billion in the second quarter to
$9,797 billion in the third quarter, an increase of $168 billion
or 1.7%. The 7.2% “growth” rate was fabricated by annualiz-
ing—that is, by quadrupling—the quarterly growth rate.
Aside from increased debt, the factor which officially contrib-
uted the most to the GDP growth during the third quarter
was investments in computers, rising from $354.9 billion to
$390.3 billion, if measured in “1996 dollars.”

But the Commerce Department admitted in the same re-
port that actual computer sales increased only from $82.4
billion to $88.3 billion. How is this possible? The reason is
the notorious special method of manipulating the original
sales data in order to account for changes in the quality of
the products, called “hedonic” price indexing, denounced by
Lyndon LaRouche and EIR for years as having made GDP
figures so fraudulent that the measure must be scrapped en-
tirely. To put it simply: The Commerce Department merely
claims that a present computer with a market price of $1,000
in 2003, would have cost $4,420 in 1996. Therefore, if a
company buys a computer for $1,000, the GDP, as calculated
by the Commerce Department, immediately rises by $4,420!
Thereby, an increase in computer sales of $5.9 billion has
been turned into a $35.4 billion rise in the third quarter, a six-
fold increase. According to calculations by former Bundes-

FIGURE 3

Increase in Debt for Every $1 Increase in GDP, 
Year-Over-Year, By Quarter, 1980-June, 2003
(Dollars of Debt) 

Sources:  Federal Reserve, Bureau of Economic Analysis, EIR. 
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bank chief economist Kurt Richebächer in his newsletter for
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Nov. 7, “hedonic” false-pricing of computers accounted for over the last three years, states have had to close a cumulative
budget gap approaching $200 billion. On average, real state43% of U.S. GDP growth in the first quarter of 2003, and 44%

in the second; it appears to have accounted for more than 20% per-capita spending will be 5% lower in Fiscal Year 2004
than in 2001.of the third quarter’s “spectacular” growth.

And there are many other “ industrial” categories besides Reacting to the tremendous rate of increase of indebted-
ness in the American economy, including also its $500 billioncomputer investment where similarly notorious methods,

known as “quality adjustment factors,” are being used, as EIR per year trade deficit, long-term interest rates rose steadily
from July through mid-September, and after a pause, beganhas repeatedly exposed.

As for the “net jobs” created in the U.S. economy in the rising again in early November. The linked rise in mortgage
interest rates threatens to puncture the U.S. real-estate debtthird quarter, all were in service sectors of the economy; em-

ployment in manufacturing reportedly fell by a further 17,000 bubble which has been driving the entire “consumer econ-
omy” during the last three years’ collapse of the industrialjobs in October, its 39th consecutive monthly decline. Of the

net 130,000 jobs created, some 30,000 were in “employment economy as a whole.
An international interest-rate shift is on the horizon. Onservices” ; that is, unemployed workers getting jobs—or start-

ing their own businesses—looking for jobs for their unem- Nov. 5, the Reserve Bank of Australia surprisingly announced
that it had raised its key interest rate, to cool down the home-ployed neighbors! As noted above, EIR has recently shown

that real unemployment—including discouraged workers, lending boom, which threatens the stability of the Australian
economy. Similar to the situation in the United States andthose dumped from the labor force by Labor Department

counters, and those forced to work part-time—totals 20 Britain, mortgage lending in Australia has recently hit annual
growth rates of more than 20%. On Nov. 6, the Bank of Eng-million.
land (BoE) raised its prime rate by a quarter percentage point
to 3.75%, after British mortgage borrowing just hit a historicMortgage Bubble May Soon Pop

The U.S. Congressional Budget Office (CBO) sees noth- record of £8.8 billion ($15 billion) in the month of September.
The BoE move was the first rate rise by one of the four leadinging but $400-500 billion-per-year Federal deficits for the next

ten years, in its latest estimate produced Nov. 6 at the request central banks in the world since the year 2000.
That same day, U.S. Federal Reserve Governor Jackof the so-called Blue Dog (conservative) Democrats in the

House of Representatives, led by Rep. Charles Stenholm (D- Gwynn said, at a public event in Louisiana, that a U.S. “ recov-
ery” will mean that interest rates obviously “will have to rise.”Tex.). These Democratis had asked the CBO to revise its

baseline estimates based on the assumed implementation of Reflecting fears that the housing bubble may pop, Greg-
ory Mankiw, chairman of the White House Council of Eco-the Bush Administration’s entire economic policy, including

assuming that all the Administration’s proposed discretionary nomic Advisers, on Nov. 6 pointed to the systemic risk posed
by the two giant mortgage corporations or Federally-backedbudget levels for 2004-08 are enacted and extrapolated

through 2013, and additional spending for the wars in Iraq “enterprises” known as Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac. While
the debt of Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac is not formally guar-and Afghanistan go as planned by the White House. The value

of the CBO’s resulting estimate of deficits is purely indica- anteed by the U.S. Treasury, the government’s sponsorship
is widely believed to include a public bailout in case of ative—it nearly doubles the Administration’s own forecasts

using the “same assumptions,” and thus points to the fact that financial emergency. Mankiw warned, “The [government’s]
subsidy creates a source of systemic risk for our financialthere is no reduction in Federal deficits in prospect; rather,

the size of these deficits will continue to increase from their system.” Even a small error in risk management by the compa-
nies, at this point, could cause ripples in U.S. financial mar-record levels. For this Fiscal Year 2004, the reported deficit

should exceed $500 billion, and leaving aside the looting of kets, he said.
Presidential candidate Lyndon LaRouche estimates thatSocial Security and Medicare Trust Fund surpluses to pay

government bills, that deficit will be $6-700 billion or more. when—not if—this last, real-estate debt bubble falls in the
near term, not just the value of homes, but average incomesAt the same time, a survey of 21 U.S. Federal states proj-

ects another collective budget deficit of at least $32 billion may fall by 30-50% in some sectors of the American popula-
tion. LaRouche has announced policy steps that he will takefor Fiscal Year 2005—these are the 21 states which have

prepared budget estimates that far ahead. The Center on Bud- immediately on taking office—and will try to force into action
earlier—to put the vastly-indebted banking system into bank-get and Policy Priorities in Washington estimates that the

total for all states will exceed $40 billion as more states issue ruptcy reorganization, and to employ a “Super TVA” public
infrastructure-rebuilding policy to produce credit and revenueestimates over the coming months. These new amounts are

on top of the estimated $78 billion shortfall that they faced for states, and skilled productive jobs for the unemployed.
Without such a dramatic shift in policies at the Federal level,when they enacted their FY2004 budgets, and the large defi-

cits which forced them to cut budgets in in FY2002 and 2003. there is no “ recovery” under way or in prospect in the United
States economy.The National Conference of State Legislatures estimates that
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duction plants, where some workers are literally kept as in-
dentured servants (seeEIR, Nov. 14). Here, we look at how
Wal-Mart has laid waste communities from Iowa to Missis-
sippi, from Ohio to Oklahoma.Wal-Mart Collapses
Destroying IowaU.S. Cities and Towns

Iowa represents the paradigm of Wal-Mart’s destruction
of a state and its communities. Iowa is a leading agriculturalby Richard Freeman
state, with an industrial center in its northeast. In 1983, Wal-
Mart opened its first store in the state. Since that time, the

During the last 20 years, Wal-Mart has moved into communi- number of other retail stores that Wal-Mart has forced to close
in Iowa, in communities of 5,000or fewer people, is immense.ties and destroyed them, wiping out stores, slashing the tax

base, and turning downtown areas into ghost-towns. This is Sam Walton started Wal-Mart in his home town of Be-
ntonville, Arkansas in 1962. At first he concentrated on Ar-accomplished through Wal-Mart’s policy of paying workers

below subsistence wages, and importing goods that have been kansas, Oklahoma, and Texas, along with a few other south-
ern states. Beginning in the 1980s, he spread Wal-Mart out asproduced under slave-labor conditions overseas. Often, com-

munities will even give Wal-Mart tax incentives, for the right a national chain, shifting from discount stores with 40-70,000
square feet ofsalesspace, to increasinglybuilding Sam’sClubto be destroyed.

Wal-Mart both reflects, and is, a major driving force for and supercenters, which typically have 150-200,000 square
feet. The idea was to use its ability to sell a huge volume ofAmerica’s deadly implementation of the Imperial Rome

model. Unable to produce physical goods to sustain its own goods, its sweat-shop pay to American workers, and its flood
of cheap imports, to blow apart any competition. In the Octo-existence, the United States, like Rome, sucks in imported

goods from around the world, using, in this case, a dollar that ber 1996 issue ofWal-Mart Today, an internal company
newsletter,TomCoughlin,executivevicepresident foropera-is over-valued by 50-60%. America has been transformed

from a producer to a consumer society. From the 1940s tions, summed up the approach: “At Wal-Mart, we make dust.
Our competitors eat dust.”through the early 1960s, through its technologically-ad-

vanced manufacturing-agricultural economy, America pro- In looking at Iowa, we encounter a myth: that when Wal-
Mart opened a store in Town A, it may have hurtby a smallducednew value that contributed to mankind’s advancement.

Through a “post-industrial society” policy, the bankers haveamount the sales of stores in other towns neighboring Town
A—as the people from the other towns went to Wal-Martpushed Wal-Mart to the top of the heap, so that it is now the

world’s largest corporation, with $245.5 billion in sales last to do some of their shopping; but nonetheless, Wal-Mart so
increased the volume of sales at its own store and other storesyear. Wal-Mart, which producesno value-added whatsoever,

dominates the geometry that governs the U.S. consumer soci- in Town A, that the overall region experienced significant
sales growth and job growth. Wal-Mart hired compliant re-ety. America consumes goods that others produce, which

Wal-Mart markets. Wal-Mart dictates, through its demand search and marketing firms to “prove” this, but it is a lie.
We look at what happened to Iowa communities of 5,000for low prices, that its suppliers outsource their production

to foreign nations, further ripping down America’s battered or fewer people. Significant research has been done in this
area by Prof. Kenneth Stone of Iowa State University, whichdomestic manufacturing and agricultural capability, in a self-

feeding process. we draw upon. Since it is difficult to see what effect occurred
after only one or two years, we look at the effects after tenPresidential candidate Lyndon LaRouche has called for

an international boycott of Wal-Mart. He told a cadre school years or longer. Using sales tax records, Professor Stone com-
pared the change in sales volume at stores located in townsof the LaRouche Youth Movement on Nov. 10: “Wal-Mart is

probably one of the major foreign enemies of the United where Wal-Mart opened one of its stores (a “Wal-Mart
Town”), and in the neighboring towns where Wal-mart didStates! And, it’s basedin the United States. Where Wal-Mart

strides, whole communities collapse! It runs in like a vampire: not open a store (“Neighboring Non Wal-Mart Town”). In
cases selected from the study, the sales at Wal-Mart storesIt flies in by night, and sucks the blood of the citizens, and the

cows, and so forth. In the morning, there’s not much left! themselves are not included, since the focus here is to measure
the “Wal-Mart effect”: Once Wal-Mart opens a store, whatExcept unemployment and cheap labor. What Wal-Mart is

doing to many communities of the Americas, is comparable happens toall the other stores in the neighboring communi-
ties, in Iowa communities of 5,000 or fewer people?to what happens to the poor Chinese, who are victims of

the cheap-labor programs, which supply most of the product Figure 1 presents the change in sales volume for Iowa
home furnishings stores (furniture stores, major appliancewhich Wal-Mart sells, as cheap-labor product.”

Wal-Mart pays its American workers sweat-shop wages, stores, drapery stores, etc.). One year after Wal-Mart opened
a store in a town, in the neighboring Non Wal-Mart Towns,and enforces a worldwide system of concentration camp pro-
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FIGURE 1

Iowa Wal-Mart Towns vs. Neighboring 
Non-Wal-Mart Towns* 
Home Furnishings Sales—After 10 Years

Source:  Impact of the Wal-Mart Phenomenon on Rural Communities, by 
Dr. Kenneth E. Stone, Iowa State University.
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FIGURE 2

Specialty Stores Sales—After 10 Years 

Source: Dr. Kenneth E. Stone, Iowa State University.
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FIGURE 3

Apparel Stores Sales—After 10 Years

Source: Dr. Kenneth E. Stone, Iowa State University.
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at home furnishing stores the sales volume collapsed by 14%.
People from the Non Wal-Mart Towns travelled to the towns
where a Wal-Mart had opened, to purchase a share of their
home furnishings at the Wal-Mart store. However, by the
tenth year after the Wal-Mart store had opened, in the neigh-
boring Non Wal-Mart Towns, at home furnishing stores the
sales volume had fallen a stunning 31% below the level it had
been ten years earlier. A large number of home furnishing
stores were forced to close. In the Wal-Mart Towns, by the
tenth year after the Wal-Mart store had opened, the sales
volume at home furnishing stores had declined by only 1%.
Clearly, the home furnishing stores located at neighboring
Non Wal-Mart Towns, had suffered the brunt of the damage.

Figure 2 presents the change in sales volume for Iowa
specialty stores (sporting goods stores, druggists, jewelry
stores, card and gift shops, florists, etc.). In the Wal-Mart
Towns, by the tenth year after the Wal-Mart store had opened,
the sales volume at specialty stores had plunged by 17%. In
the neighboring Non Wal-Mart Towns, by the tenth year after
the Wal-Mart store had opened, the sales volume at specialty
stores had tumbled by 28%. stores in neighboring Non Wal-Mart Towns would fall by a

small amount, and that the sales volume by a range of stores inFigure 3 presents the change in sales volume for Iowa
apparel stores, showing a 28% decline by the tenth year in Wal-Mart Towns would rise significantly, is completely false.

Putting aside this myth, Figure 4 shows the catastropheboth Wal-Mart Towns and Non Wal-Mart Towns. The Wal-
Mart Towns had not escaped the Wal-Mart effect. caused by the Wal-Mart effect in Iowa, inclusive of towns

that did and did not have a Wal-Mart store. The period underThus, Wal-Mart’s assertion that the sales by a range of

8 Economics EIR November 21, 2003



FIGURE 4

% Change in Sales Volume at Iowa Stores, 
1983-96*

Source: Dr. Kenneth E. Stone, Iowa State University.
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including employment at rising wages and benefits, the gener-
ation of taxes, etc., will not be restored.

Wal-Mart destroyed other communities and cities:
Toledo, Ohio. Author Al Norman describes the effect of

Wal-Mart and Home Depot (another outsourcing chain) on
Toledo: “When I went for a walk in downtown Toledo, I
passed the old Lamson dry goods store: 9 stories of empty
retail space. Each floor is the size of a football field. The
building served as the home of a Macy’s Department store
from 1924 to 1984. For the past fourteen years, the store has
been empty. The City now owns it, which means the taxpayers
of Toledo are paying the freight for its upkeep.”

Nowata, Oklahoma. In 1982, Wal-Mart opened a store
on the outskirts of Nowata, a town of 4,000 people. Half of
the small businesses in downtown Nowata shut down. Then
in 1994, Wal-Mart abruptly closed this store, as well as an-
other in a nearby town, and opened up a supercenter in Bartles-
ville, which is 30 miles away, leaving Nowata prostrate.

Mississippi. A study found that in small towns in the state,
five years after the opening of a Wal-Mart, the dollar volume
of grocery store trade had collapsed 17%.

Vermont. In an attempt to stop Wal-Mart, various towns
passed restrictions that would halt Wal-Mart construction.
Wal-Mart built stores in the neighboring New Hampshire and
New York, which sucked business out of Vermont.

Despite all this, many states and communities are using
taxpayers’ money to finance subsidies to Wal-Mart, to come

TABLE 1 in and rape them. In 1999, it was reported that in Olivette,
Number of Stores Closed in Iowa, 1983-93* Missouri, a developer received a tax incentive of up to $38.9

million for a Wal-Mart and a Sam’s Club—more than a thirdGrocery Stores 552
of the projected total cost of the project. In 1998, it was re-Hardware Stores 298
ported that the city of Chesterfield, Missouri was supplyingBuilding Supply Stores 293

Variety Stores 161 $25.5 million in tax incentives toward the construction of a
Women’s Apparel Stores 158 $100 million-plus mall, anchored by a Wal-Mart. In 2001,
Shoe Stores 153 Ohio approved $10 million in tax credits and other assistanceDrug Stores 166

for Wal-Mart to build two distribution centers and an eye-Men’s and Boys’ Apparel 111
glass-manufacturing facility.

*In Iowa Communities of 5,000 or Less People
Source: Professor Kenneth Stone, Iowa State University.

These insane subsidies draw down the public finances.
At the same time, Wal-Mart decimates the tax-base through
other methods:

• Many stores which, unlike Wal-Mart, did not get taxconsideration is 1983-96, three years longer than the earlier
study, giving three more years of the devastation. By 1996, breaks, are closed. This causes the loss to many states of sales

taxes, and to all states of corporate profit taxes.13 years after a Wal-Mart had opened in a town, the volume
of sales at department stores, which includes Wal-Mart and • Workers at established stores closed by the Wal-Mart

effect, who were paid higher wages than workers at Wal-other large discount chains, rose by 42%. However, since
1983, sales at grocery stores fell by 11%; sales at drug stores Mart, have been fired, reducing state income taxes.

• Wal-Mart’s outsourcing caused the loss of 1-1.5 mil-fell by 32%; and sales at men’s and boys’ stores dropped
headlong by 59%. Iowa’s retail and grocery stores, which lion manufacturing production jobs, and thus cost the taxes

that these workers and the manufacturing plants that theyform the underpinning of communities, had been ravaged.
Table 1 shows the second phase of the Wal-Mart effect: worked at, would have paid.

• States and cities often have to finance downtown revi-the closing of stores whose revenues had collapsed. All told,
a staggering 7,326 stores closed in Iowa communities of 5,000 talization programs for the areas devastated by Wal-Mart.

Wal-Mart certainly produces a wealth effect: loss ofor less people (the table covers a ten-year period through
1993; through 1996, the number of store closings would be wealth. Walk through any community downtown with its

empty or boarded-up stores, to see the Wal-Mart effect.even greater). The health and vitality of these communities,
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including 278 psychiatric-care beds, is considered the most
comprehensive VA psychiatric hospital in the nation, and the
only one in Texas for long-term psychiatric care—as also,
for the rehabilitation of blinded veterans. It serves tens ofLaRouche Puts Spotlight
thousands, employs a staff of 800, and is 90% occupied. Its
closure would drive these patients to other cities, includingOn Veterans’ Healthcare
the thousands who require daily outpatient care; or, the VA
will privatize their care, and/or unload elderly nursing homeby Carl Osgood and Linda Everett
patients into whatever facility Medicare would allow. The
barbaric thinking behind this policy was exposed by Jim Gar-

The Bush Administration’s so-called war on terrorism, and rett of the Texas Veterans of Foreign Wars at an October
hearing on CARES. He quoted Veterans Affairs Secretaryits consequent military actions in Afghanistan and Iraq, have

made its policies on the treatment of veterans, including veter- Principi saying that “Warehousing mental patients is old-
fashioned. With the advances in medicine, we can now giveans of its military actions, lightning-rod political issues on

Capitol Hill, especially for Democrats. The importance of the them a pill and send them home to their families.”
The planned shrinkage of the VA medical system is partveterans’ healthcare system was sharpened on Oct. 22 by

presidential candidate Lyndon LaRouche, who made restor- of the broader take-down of the healthcare and public health
infrastructure of the nation. It is the dumping of thousands ofing the Veterans Administration’s hospital system among the

first actions he will take upon assuming the Presidency. The chronically ill and elderly, that LaRouche vowed, in his Oct.
22 webcast, to reverse.Bush Administration, meanwhile, has been implementing the

opposite policy, dismantling the veterans hospital system and On Capitol Hill, the veterans’ healthcare issue is burning
hotter than ever, in part, because of the well-publicized mis-working to block Congressional initiatives to improve veter-

ans’ benefits overall. treatment of many Iraq war veterans returning to the United
States, especially members of the National Guard and theSecretary of Veterans Affairs Anthony Principi, on Nov.

7, described the Administration’s CARES program—the Army Reserve. On Nov. 6, Sen. Christopher Bond (R-Mo.),
who, along with Sen. Pat Leahy (D-Vt.), co-chairs the SenateCapitol Asset Realignment for Enhanced Services plan—as

a “comprehensive 20-year plan to update the VA’s legacy National Guard Caucus, inserted into the Congressional Re-
cord a report on the condition of about 650 National Guardinfrastructure . . . to meet the needs of 21st-Century veterans,

to keep theVA on the cuttingedge of medicine, not the trailing and reserve troops at Fort Stewart, Ga. on medical hold status.
About two-thirds of them had been medically evacuated fromedge of the century gone by.” He complained that many VA

facilities “were designed for the hospital-centric health care Iraq with injuries and illnesses, whereas the remainder had
been disqualified from deployment for pre-existing medicalsystem of the past, rather than patient-centered modern medi-

cine.” He said that for the VA to properly care for “21st- conditions. All were being kept in poor housing conditions,
and had been waiting months for their status to be resolved.Century veterans,” it “must be able to respond to the revolu-

tionary advances of modern medicine, including improve- Members of Congress in both Houses used the Fort Stewart
scandal as the impetus to pass legislation, and funding, toments in technology, telemedicine, telehealth, digital radio-

logy, drug therapies, modalities of treatment.” allow members of the National Guard and the reserves to
buy into the Pentagon’s Tricare health insurance program forVeterans’ groups are not buying the CARES plan as an

improvement in the services the VA is supposed to provide. active-duty soldiers, in spite of veto threats from the White
House.Under the plan, seven hospitals are to be closed: in Canandai-

gua, N.Y.; Pittsburgh, Pa.; Brecksville, Ohio; Waco, Texas; On Veterans Day, accompanied by Senators Patty Murray
(D-Wash.), Debbie Stabenow (D-Mich.), and Mary LandrieuLivermore, Cal., Gulfport, Miss.; and Lexington, Ky. While

two new hospitals are to be built and outpatient clinics ex- (D-La.), Leahy appeared before reporters to support making
veterans’ healthcare a mandatory entitlement, so that it wouldpanded, thousands of hospital beds will be lost, and tens of

thousands of veterans will be forced to travel long distances not be subject to the annual appropriations process. The “Vet-
erans’ HealthcareFunding Guarantee Act” hasbeen languish-for care, when many are too elderly or sick to make such trips.

Staff who are highly experienced in taking care of veterans’ ing in the Senate Veterans Affairs Committee since it was
introduced in January. Murray said that passage of the billneeds will be dispersed. Veterans are already underserved,

even without the CARES plan, from lack of staff, resources, would make veterans’ healthcare “an automatic priority for
our nation.”and beds. As the elderly veterans need more services, and the

injured from Iraq and other military operations return needing But the Fiscal 2004 budget for the VA is still unresolved,
with Democrats vowing to fight for an additional $1.8 billionveterans’ medical services, VA capacity is shrinking.

A case in point is the Veterans Medical Center in Waco for veterans’ healthcare that they say was promised in this
year’s budget but not included.targeted forclosureby theCARESplan.This346-bed facility,
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ure also meant that those states which are growing at a rate of
India 4% or so, would suddenly find it possible to double their

growth rate.
The present multi-party coalition government, led by the

Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP), will have to go to the polls
before October 2004. Having emerged on the Indian politicalBoost Infrastructure
scene in 1998 as the instruments of change, after the country
had gone through almost 45 of its 51 years of existence underTo Speed Up Growth
one-party rule by the Congress Party, the BJP was not short
on promises. But it is evident that the BJP-led governmentby Ramtanu Maitra
has done little to satiate the Indians’ demand for growth and
yearning for a less uncertain life.

The Confederation of Indian Industry (CII) on Nov. 11 re- The failures of the BJP-led government’s economic poli-
cies were not so much in what they did not do, but in whatvised projections for the growth of Indian economy in fiscal

2003-04 to 7.2%—up from the 6.8% forecast during the Sum- they could have, and should have, done. This is especially
evident in light of the growing economic muscle of China. Inmer. CII chief economist Omkar Goswami attributed the in-

crease to an “excellent monsoon, higher than expected food the early 1980s, India and China were almost at par economi-
cally; but in the last 18 years or so, the economic balance hasgrain growth and agricultural income, and significantly better

performance of the industrial, manufacturing, and service sec- shifted dramatically in favor of China. The Chinese leader-
ship, despite the umpteen obstacles they faced, remainedtors.” The breakdown of the growth rate predicted by the CII

indicates that the agricultural sector, which accounts for 24% steadfast in bringing up their country’s physical infrastruc-
ture, qualitatively and quantitatively.of India’s GDP, would grow by 7.5%; the industrial sector

(26% of GDP) by 6.3%; and the services sector (almost half In contrast, India moved slowly forward, undeterred by
economic recessions and booms elsewhere in the world, do-of GDP) by 7.5%.

Although a 7.2% growth rate is a definite improvement ing little to strengthen the cornerstone of its economy: infra-
structure. Now, more than ever, Indian businessmen and wageover the last year’s 5.7%, it is evident—and Goswami spelled

it out in no uncertain terms—that to sustain this growth rate earners put the blame squarely on the succeeding govern-
ments for the decrepit infrastructure and relatively low eco-in the future, India would need to concentrate on building in-

frastructure. nomic growth.
Beside its “benign neglect” of the key sub-sectors of infra-Performance varies widely from state to state. The states

of Andhra Pradesh, Gujarat, Karnataka, and Tamil Nadu— structure, the BJP-led government went on to foster a lot of
illusions—illusions that were not their creation, but whichall having better infrastructure than most other states—have

recorded close to 10% growth over the last five years. On they latched on to nevertheless. The administration has seri-
ous shortcomings in its understanding of the real problemsthe other end of the spectrum, Bihar, Orissa, Jharkhand, and

Assam—all with poor infrastructure—have been close to a facing an economy which is as large and diverse as that of
India. Moreover, belonging to the opposite end of the eco-4% growth rate.

At the same time, there is now in India a new self-confi- nomic ideological spectrum dominated by the socialists and
the liberal Fabians for decades, the BJP had all along been adence, based on the country’s steady trade growth, despite

worldwide economic recession, and a positive outlook in strong proponent of less government regulations and more
private sector interventions. The administration defines priva-business expectations.
tization as a panacea for all economic ills, and Prime Minister
Atal Behari Vajpayee has pursued this mirage with utmostNew Delhi’s Illusions

The growth figures, however, fall significantly short of devotion. As a result, economic growth suffered, the employ-
ment situation failed to improve, and more damage was in-what the recently published Tenth Five Year Plan for 2002-

07 had projected. Goaded by the Vajpayee government to flicted on the basic sectors.
In the Indian context, privatization and disinvestment arecome up with a growth rate which would be able to find

employment for 10 million or so Indians who join the job one and the same thing. The objective of privatization was
ostensibly to unshackle the growth potential of the facilitiesmarket every year, the Planning Commission decided on an

8% annual growth rate. This was a bold announcement, in involved, and to use the proceeds from the sale of publicly
owned shares in enterprises, to bring money into the centrallight of the fact that the government had shown no intent to

create a reserve fund (separate from annual budgetary alloca- government’s coffer for developmental requirements. Both
these goals have been exposed as illusions.tions) to accumulate the vast sums needed for development

of India’s decrepit infrastructure—education, health care, To begin with, the disinvestment money was never put
into any pool to take care of India’s physical economy; in-railroads, power and water supply, in particular. The 8% fig-
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(HPCL) and Bharat Petroleum Corp Ltd (BPCL)—has im-
TABLE 1

plicitly questioned why profitable PSEs should be hawked.India’s Fiscal Deficit
Yet another pointer is the fact that, as India’s private

(% of GDP)
sector has become globalized, so have many government

Combined Center States companies, such as Oil and Natural Gas Company Videsh
(overseas), Indian Railway Construction Co, and Engineers

1990-91 9.4 6.6 3.3
India Ltd, while remaining profitable. This simple fact raises

1996-97 6.4 4.1 2.7
a political question, whether the government could have

2000-01 9.9 5.7 4.5
been more circumspect on the privatization issue. But the

Source: Reserve Bank of India. government has not been able to spell out a clear policy on
the matter.

New Mantrasstead, it went to reduce the annual budget deficit—otherwise
known as the “bottomless hole.” India’s disinvestment poli- The second illusion of the present Indian administration

is the increasingly heavy dependence on the service sector forcies have scarcely generated more than $2 billion revenue in
any given year. But even that amount, over 10-15 years, would economic growth. It is not that the Indian service sector cannot

enjoy sustained growth; but it is almost impossible to findcreate a significant fund for developmental activities. On the
other hand, India’s fiscal deficit is close to $50 billion, and a historical case where service-sector growth was sustained

without a buoyant industrial sector, which, in turn, dependsrising (see Table 1). With such a huge fiscal deficit, in a
country where the tax base is still very low and budgetary mainly on well-functioning physical infrastructure.

The proponents of service sector-based economic growthrequirements very high, pumping the disinvestment money
in to reduce the huge gap serves nothing. It merely takes away point at India’s success with Information Technology. Of the

four sectors of the IT industry—the production of main frame,the funds which could have been used for development of the
physical economy. network and PCs in the hardware sector, as well as their opera-

ting systems and service providers in the software sector,
India serves only the last one.Poor Execution

Despite the central government’s disinvestment of 10% New Delhi is expecting a huge contribution of the IT
sector in the employment of educated youth in the comingof the equity of the public sector enterprises (PSEs), this has

made no impact on the reduction of government debt. Nor years. According to recent reports, India’s software sector
added 130,000 personnel in fiscal 2002, bringing employmenthas it helped the performance of the disinvested public enter-

prises, even where majority shares of such enterprises were in the sector to 650,000. The National Association for Soft-
ware and Services Company (Nasscom) had predicted earliersold. In addition, the procedure that was adopted to sell the

shares of the PSEs has raised questions. Analysts pointed that the IT-related employment would be as high as 1.41 mil-
lion by April 2005. It is almost a certainty that the numbersout that by announcing the outfits to be divested, the central

government was responsible for bringing down the share were highly exaggerated.
Similarly, a Nasscom-McKinsey report on annual reve-prices, making the sale more profitable to the private buyer

and less so for the central government. Moreover, disinvest- nue projections for India’s IT industry in 2008 pegs the num-
ber at $87 billion. By the end of Fiscal 2002, annual revenuement was made at a time when India’s capital market was

suffering from slow growth of the overall economy. of the same was about $16.5 billion—a tidy sum, but one
which requires almost a magical growth rate to achieve whatOn the other hand, efforts to ensure that public enter-

prises improve their managerial efficiency do not get suffi- is being projected for 2008. Such optimism is also expressed
in the export potential of the IT sector. While the export earn-cient priority, although some of the best-run companies in

India, such as the Indian Oil Corporation (IOC) and National ings by the sector were $7.2 billion last fiscal year, the Nas-
scom-McKinsey report projects that exports will shoot up toAluminum Corporation Ltd. (NACL), are still in the public

sector. A Ministry of Finance report shows that in 1991- $50 billion in 2008. Out of 181 countries, nine account for
the bulk of India’s electronics hardware and software services92, the 237 PSEs recorded the ratio of gross profit/capital

employed as 11.6%, while 235 PSEs in 1998-99 raised the exports in 2002-03. The United States accounted for 58% of
total exports, followed by the United Kingdom with 13%,figure to 14.6%.

While there is a consensus that disinvestment must go Germany with 4%, and Singapore and Japan with 3% each,
it said.hand in hand with strengthening managerial efficiencies and

the technological base of the PSEs, the actions of the BJP- What the analysts tend to overlook, is that all the major
importers of India’s IT services are in deep recession. Aled government go against this. Even India’s Supreme Court,

which stopped the privatization of India’s two top revenue- straight extrapolation of growth in such a recessionary condi-
tion is a gross mistake.generating companies—Hindustan Petroleum Corp Ltd
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Over the last four years, Cabinet ministers have made it a
TABLE 2

mantra to announce at every opportunity how well the econ- Foreign Direct Investment Inflows
omy is doing, citing India’s high foreign exchange reserves.

($ Billions)
In 1991, India’s foreign exchange reserves were less than a

1996 1998 2000billion. With more than $90 billion in foreign loans at the
time, and a perpetual trade imbalance, New Delhi was under

India 2.6 2.6 2.3
massive financial pressure from abroad. It is therefore no

China 40.2 43.8 40.8
mean success to build up foreign exchange reserves to more

Brazil 10.5 28.5 33.5
than $90 billion by the Summer of 2003. The upswing is

Malaysia 7.3 2.7 5.5
mainly attributable to the resurgence in exports in the last

South Korea 2.5 5.4 10.2
four quarters; increase in capital inflows, including foreign

Source: UNCTAD, World Development Report 2001: Promoting Linkages.investment; and appreciation of the rupee. Further, the reduc-
tion in the current account deficit (from a deficit of $1.3 billion
in 2001 to a surplus of $2.5 billion in 2002) contributed to a

after the abolition of restrictions on imports which took effect20% increase in reserves.
in April 2001, are further causes of investment famine.However, the question is not how high the reserves are,

Confronted with this situation, the central governmentbut whether the $90 billion-plus has been put to good use. It
resorted to absurd promises, such as to bring in more andmust also be noted that around $50 billion of these reserves
more Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) in the coming years tois “hot money.” Once the hot money component is omitted,
build infrastructure.the actual reserves are around $40 billion. Most of the foreign

In its World Investment Report, 2003, released recently,exchange reserves were kept parked abroad. doing little to
UNCTAD said that FDI flows to India rose from $3.40 billionhelp the Indian economy.
in 2001 to $3.44 billion in 2002, sustaining its position asDoes it make sense for India to hold such high reserves
the largest recipient in South Asia. UNCTAD also said thatand keep them virtually idle, earning a meager 2-3% interest?
though India and China both received increased FDI flows,Being a developing economy with a large and growing manu-
their performance had been strikingly different. While Chinafacturing sector, India’s import demand is going to be contin-
would continue to be a magnet of FDI flows and India’s big-uously high in the coming years, and will require large foreign
gest competitor, FDI flows into India were set to rise, helpedexchange reserves, especially when export growth may not
by a vibrant domestic enterprise sector, if policy reforms con-be able to keep pace with import demand.
tinued and the government remained committed to attractingTherefore, India must begin to use much of these reserves
FDI. In fact, China attracted seven times more FDI than Indiafor import of capital goods and technology. Part of the
in 2002, its share being 3.2% of its gross domestic productinflows could also be used to replace external commercial
(GDP) compared with 1.1% for India (see Table 2).borrowings (ECBs). Thus, the contradictory situation, where

What New Delhi never tells its citizens, is why the FDIthere is more commercial borrowing (large foreign exchange
bypasses India. It would like to give the impression that theinflows) and lack of demand for domestic rupee resources,
much-needed infrastructure would be taken care of, once thecan be avoided. Further, a sizeable proportion of resources,
FDI starts flowing in. But there are a number of reasons whytaking the stock of foreign reserves available, can be used
the FDI will not flow into India the way it does to somefor domestic investment, particularly in building up In-
other countries.dia’s infrastructure.

To begin with, in many developing countries, a lot of FDI
has gone into export-oriented manufacturing industries whichNeed for Investment
supply the global markets. The Indian economy, on the otherThe task before the Indian political leadership is to gener-
hand, is not an export-oriented economy—for good or ill.ate off-budget sources for funding an infrastructure build-up.
The reasons include its labor laws, its policy of small-scaleAccording to Indian economist Prahlad Basu, India needs
industries reservations (instead of going for modernization ofimmediate investment of at least $100 billion to meet the
these industries), the weakness of its infrastructure base, andcurrent gap between supply and demand in electrical power,
a slow-moving bureaucracy. In addition, while craving FDI,telecommunications, roads, and bridges. If one adds to the list
India sets caps on foreign equity holding in the telecom, air-the modernization of railroads, education, health care, and
line, banking, and insurance sectors, amongst others. It is toport development, the financial requirement could be as high
be noted that the foreign direct investors, many of which areas $300 billion.
financial predators, look for buying up well-oiled manufactur-The low growth rate of industry over almost 12 years has
ing or service-sector outfits. The setting of caps on foreigncreated a massive investment famine, in a country where the
equity holding surely keeps the predators at bay, but, at thereal cost of capital remains as high as 8%. The plethora of
same time, reduces the FDI potential in the country.local taxes, as well as the emerging competition from China
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Business Briefs

Thaksin Shinawatra in his visit to Rangoon A new container terminal was opened atEnergy
Nov. 10 for a meeting with his counterparts the Caspian Sea port of Olya last month, and

an even bigger terminal is being built atfrom Cambodia, Laos, and MyanmarWorld Needs $16 Trillion
(Burma). Thaksin was to meet with My- Makhachkala port. The Olya terminal, near

Investments by 2030 anmar Prime Minister Gen. Khin Nyunt. Astrakhan, can handle 20,000 TEU (twenty
Thailand is expected to offer Myanmar foot-equivalent units) containers per year,

According to a study released by the Interna-about $50 million (1.9 billion baht) in the whereas the Makhachkala Port will be able
tional Energy Agency (IEA) on Nov. 5, form of aid, and a low-interest loan to sup- to handle 30,000 TEU containers by the end
about$6.6 trillion in energy investmentswill port the construction of transportation links of 2003.
be needed in the OECD countries, $3.2 tril- between the countries, Thai Deputy Prime Also, thegovernmenthas cutport calling
lion for the United States and Canada alone.Minister Korn Dabbaransi said Nov. 4. The tariffs by 45% to encourage use of the new
Russia and other “transition” countries ac- grant will fund construction of an 18 kilo- terminals. Izmailov toldThe Hindu that
count for $1.6 trillion in energy investment meter-long stretch linking the Thai border “much depends now on the activity of Indian
needs.Andabout$8 trillionofenergy invest- town of Mae Sot and the Myanmar town and Russian trade partners.” He called on In-
ments are required in the developing sector,of Myawaddy. dia and Russia, when Prime Minister A.B.
including $2.3 trillion in China alone; an- Korn said an additional $445 million Vajpayee visits Russia in mid-November, to
other $2.5 trillion in other Asian countries; will be granted in the form of a low-interest set up a joint carrier company to operate the
$1.2 trillion in Africa; and $1 trillion in the loan. Thailand also wants to jointly develop route. “It would obviously make sense if In-
Middle East. The report, “World Energy In- plantations for corn, potatoes, beans, and dian and Russian companies give thought to
vestment Outlook,” was released on Nov. 4bamboo shoots in Myawaddy. Thai busi- establishing an international consortium for
at the IEA’s Oil and Money Conference in nesses, including members of the Thai container shipment along the North-South
London. Chamber of Commerce, have agreed in prin- Transport Corridor.”

A substantial part of the $16 trillion will ciple to buy the produce from the planta-
be needed “simply to maintain the presenttions. Thailand has also agreed to support a
level of supply. Oil and gas wells are deplet- study into the construction of a deep-seaport
ing, power stations are becoming obsolete,at Myanmar’s Tavoy, and is studying com- Reconstruction
and transmission and distribution lines needmercial feasibility.
replacing. Much of the new production ca- Iraq’s Economy Alreadypacity brought online in the early years of
the projection period will itself need to be Being Hyperinflated
replacedbefore2030. In total, 51%of invest-Transport
ment in energy production will be needed “America brought us freedom . . . to go back
simply to replace or maintain existing and to the Stone Age,” lamented a skilled IraqiRussia Building Upfuture capacity.” worker quoted by theWall Street Journal

The IEA figures are based on rather con-Corridor to India on Nov. 12; he had had to build a new roof
servative projections of future demand. The out of mud for his house, located in a now-
report emphasizes that even in the case theRussia is striving to increase traffic along the impoverished Baghdad neighborhood of
full $16 trillion is spent on energy infrastruc- North-South transport corridor Russia-Iran- well-built concrete houses. He couldn’t af-
ture, there will still be “1.4 billion people India, bybuilding biggercontainer terminals ford to buy concrete because the U.S.-led
without access to electricity in 2030,” com- on the Caspian Sea and a 50-km railway to occupation’s buying power has sent the
pared to 1.6 billion today. “Advanced tech- link the Caspian Port of Olya with Russia’s prices of cement—once the cheapest in the
nologies being developed today, including national rail network by 2005,The Hindu re- region—and of building iron, soaring. Con-
carbon sequestration, hydrogen, fuel cells,ported on Nov. 8. This was announced by crete is requisitioned for U.S. military uses:
and advanced nuclear reactors, could dra-Deputy Transportation Minister Chinghiz runways, military housing, and defense
matically alter energy investment patternsIzmailov on Nov. 7. walls.
and requirements in the longer term.” This corridor, first put forward for devel- Compared to the pre-war subsidized

price of $10 per ton, Iraqi cement now costsopment by the Russian Transport Ministry
in early 2001, is a “North-South Eurasian $80 per ton, more than double the factoryFinancing
Land-andSea-Bridge”; it linksandupgrades price in nearby Lebanon or Turkey. In addi-

tion, cement production is a mere one-sixthrailroads running from European RussiaThailand Offers Myanmar
down through Iran to the Indian Ocean—in- of its pre-war level. Deregulation of cement

prices, part of coalition plans to remove IraqiTransportation Loan cluding Caspian port facilities upgraded for
more rapid and efficient freight move- subsidies, is another reason for the sticker

shock.Bangkok’sThe Nation reported the offer of ment—and then links by sea to the Indian
port of Bombay.a low-interest loan made by Prime Minister Some officials of the U.S.-led occupa-
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Briefly

SHANGHAI’S final testing of its
magnetic-levitation train line was
successful. With Nov. 7’s new speed
record reached on the track between

tion authority fear that the planned price yue said, in response to a journalist’s ques- Shanghai and Pudong Airport, the
rises for fuel and basic foodstuffs in next tion. Since no power plant is planned, she German-Chinese maglev train ran at
year’s budget will lead to riots, and more said, there was no question of signing any 471 kilometers (about 280 miles) per
attacks on U.S. troops. “We’ve created a agreement with countries like India and hour along the 34-kilometer distance.
new economy and then inflated it out of the Bangladesh. Here, as well as in other tests during
reach of ordinary Iraqis,” said a U.S. military The river called the Yarlung Zangbo in the past weeks, no major problems
coordinator with the Iraqi government. Tibet, flows into India and Bangladesh, have been noted; so that with some
“ It’s crazy.” where it is named the Brahmaputra. additional preparations that have to

“No clear reconstruction program has be made, full commercial service of
started yet,” insisted Walid Khidr, a top ad- the two-way track can begin, on
visor to Iraq’s industry minister. schedule, at the beginning of 2004.

Venezuela The Shanghai project is the first of
this kind, worldwide.

Economy Sinks Under
China GERMANY’S Red-Green govern-The IMF and Chávez ment’s pension cuts provoked the

first-in-Germany’s-history protestBeijing-Shanghai May Be
According to Venezuelan media and first- rally of mayors on Nov. 5. Nearly 200High-Speed, Not Maglev hand reports from that country in the second mayors from throughout Germany
week of November, its economy is falling rallied in Berlin. The action, by the

Social Democratic-Green Party gov-China may not use magnetic levitation tech- rapidly from a combination of International
Monetary Fund forced shrinkage over a de-nology for the full route of the Beijing- ernment of Chancellor Gerhard

Schröder, is also a first ever: It votedShanghai high-speed railroad, according to cade, and the lunatic rule of President
Hugo Chávez.reports in the Chinese press. Also, the Chi- up a freeze on pensions for 2004 and

a new rule that pensions be paid onlynese Foreign Ministry has denied that China Venezuelan purchasing power has fallen
as much as 7.3% below what it was 50 yearswill build a power plant on the Yarlung at the end of a month, from 2004 on.

This is the first real net pension cut inZangbo (Brahmaputra) River in Tibet. ago. according to a study just issued by the
UN Development Program (UNDP) and re-According to a Sept. 28 report in Peo- Germany, since the 1957 pension leg-

islation.ple’s Daily, “Feasibility studies on the [for- ported in the daily El Nacional of Nov. 10,
According to another report by the Venezue-mer] project are under way. . . . Earlier, re-

lated experts pointed out that if maglev is lan Teachers Federation, the average family ITALY was advised to go back to
nuclear energy, in a report presentedadopted, the total cost will amount to 400 income now covers only 39.7% of the re-

quirements for the most indispensible food,billion yuan, or 300 million per kilometer on Nov. 1 by the International Energy
Agency’s Director Claude Mandil, to(about $35 million). Whereas the use of rail goods, and services.

On-the-scene reports contradict claimstechnology will cost a total of 130 billion Italy’s Industry Minister Antonio
Marzano. The report recommendsyuan, 100 million yuan per kilometer. The by the Chávez government that the health of

the population has improved as the result ofEconomic Newscast of CCTV quoted a per- that Italy reverse its dependence upon
imported electricity—which is nowsonage from the Ministry of Railways say- his “ import” of Cuban doctors (the majority

are paramedics). Medical services, in partic-ing that under the contract, construction of 17% of all power use, and has resulted
in national blackouts—and that it “ re-the project will be divided into several parts. ular, are collapsing, residents say, to the

point that patients at public hospitals areFor instance, track-laying will be under- start the public debate on its nuclear
power option.”taken by Chinese enterprises, while rolling forced to bring everything with them, from

cotton pads to blood to syringes.stocks respectively by firms of Germany,
Japan, and France through competitive bid- According to a report by the UN’s Eco- UNEMPLOYMENT continued to

increase in France through Septem-ding. Of these three source-lands of high- nomic Commission on Latin America,
Venezuela’s economy contracted 27.6% inspeed railways in the world, Germany puts ber, with 2.435 million registered job-

less, for a national official unemploy-emphasis on maglev technology, while Ja- the first quarter of this year, helped along by
the effects of the nationwide strike in the be-pan and France take rail technology as ment rate of 9.7%. The figure is up

25,000 from August, and 130,000primary.” ginning of the year which was unsuccessful
in ousting dictator Hugo Chávez from office.India’s Press Trust reported that the Chi- from September 2002. France is as

hamstrung by the European Union’snese Foreign Ministry on Nov. 6 said that The economy fell an additional 9.4% in the
second quarter, putting Venezuela belowChina would not build a power plant on the “Maastricht Rules” as Germany, with

its 10.4% national unemploymentBrahmaputra. “We don’ t have any plan to even Argentina as the Ibero-American econ-
omy with the severest recession on the con-build a power plant on the river,” Chinese rate.

Foreign Ministry spokeswoman Zhang Qi- tinent.
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Preface: The Curse of Modern Empiricism

The most common source of the great, truly tragic failures of official society’s
attempted practice of physical science, are found in the chasm which separates
science pursued merely as a professional occupation, from science pursued as a
mission for discovery of truth. In the first case, the professional asks, “Will it be
accepted? Will it work?” In the second case, he asks, “Have I proven that this is
actually true?”

Forget the customary academic double-talk! Forget what your peers say! “Is it
really true? Do you really know it to be true, or do you merely expect that your
peers will share your wish to believe that it is true? Do you believe it, only because
you fear ridicule if you do not?”

“Should you actually believe in what you propose?” For the so-called “practical
mind,” the usual philistine of business, politics, or science, the difference between
the two may be thought to be slight, even of merely trivial significance. On the
contrary, between the two states of mind there is a gulf, a deep gulf, and one which
is almost unbridgeable, a gulf which represents what is often a tragic difference,
not only for the scientist, but for the culture itself.

In today’s politics, for example, I am confronted currently by nine pathetic
rivals for the Democratic Party’s 2004 U.S. Presidential nomination. Some of these
are intelligent and capable legislators, but as Presidential candidates they have
been, so far, a pitiable pack of pure disaster. Among those few of that pack worth
mentioning, the problem is not that they lack the intelligence-potential for a reason-
able understanding of the issues of war, economics, and social justice which menace
our republic today. The problem is, that in their roles as candidates, they lack the
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“The fraudulent defense of Isaac Newton, on an issue of mathematics, became a central feature of the Eighteenth-Century, and presently
continuing attack on the political movement which led into the U.S. 1776 Declaration of Independence.” The great Benjamin Franklin
(left) worked with Europe’s Leibnizian circles, notably the mathematician Abraham Ka¨stner. Newton (right), the dabbler in black magic,
was promoted to become a cult figure by Paolo Sarpi and his followers.

simple “guts” even to address these issues publicly, just as Newton, Leonhard Euler.
Given Euler’s extensive accomplishments in mathemat-they have each and all shown the lack of “guts” to debate

relevant matters such as the current, systemic economic crisis ics as such, his sundry attacks on Gottfried Leibniz’s uniquely
original discovery of the infinitesimal calculus, were notpublicly with me, a nationally leading candidate for the nomi-

nation, and, on the public record, the world’s leading long- merely wrong, but a fraud, a dirty lie. For more than two
centuries, Euler’s sundry—each vicious—hoaxes againstrange economic forecaster of the past several decades to date.

The general type of psychopathology responsible for this Leibniz, have been copied, more or less directly, by a majority
among our culture’s relevant textbooks and classrooms. To-emotional failure by those otherwise capable persons, is of

crucial significance for understanding those specific matters day, those false premises which Euler had employed have
become an implicitly self-evident dogma, even for many pro-of economic science on which our attention will become fo-

cussed in the body of this report. fessionals. The notable, if radically extreme examples of that
dogma, include the influence of such acolytes of the patheticFor this occasion, I shall now precede the presentation of

my proposed solution for that problem with a description of Ernst Mach and thoroughly evil Bertrand Russell as Norbert
Wiener (the “information theory” hoax), John von Neumannthe principal source of relevant expressions of the presently

continuing scientific incompetence often met among leading (the “systems analysis” and “artificial intelligence” hoaxes),
and also the latters’ dupes, still today.university-trained economic professionals and others today.

Hence, the immediately following prefatory summary of the All dirty lies!
As I shall show, these hoaxes by Euler and his empiricistmodern political history of this problem of physical scientific

practice. After that summary, I shall turn, in the body of this followers may not have caused all of the leading systemic
incompetencies of today’s university and related professionalreport, to the meat of that problem as reflected in the crisis of

the presently onrushing breakdown of the world’s present training in the subjects of economic policies; nonetheless,
they did cause much of it, and they typify the erroneousmonetary-financial system.

For that purpose, I devote this preface to the exemplary, method which has been the principal cause of the rest.
Euler’s fraud was premised on the version of empiricismtragic case of a very famous, professed devotee of Isaac
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associated with such followers of that influential Paris-based to ancient sources such as the Sophists, or, to the same effect,
the method of rhetoric employed, against Plato’s work, byVenetian, Antonio Conti, who played a guiding hand, from

Paris, in transforming what had been a relatively obscure Demosthenes’ pupil Aristotle. All the most famous modern
hoaxes of European professional mathematical physics, aredabbler in black magic, Isaac Newton, into a Voltaire-backed

celebrity of the Eighteenth-Century British-French “Enlight- derived from the sophistry of Aristotle, either directly, or as
Paolo Sarpi’s founding of the more radical sophistry of mod-enment.” Although the system of moral corruption known

as empiricism had been introduced to Seventeenth-Century ern empiricism echoed the medieval irrationalist William of
Ockham.England and France by the influence of Venice’s Paolo Sarpi

on such Anglo-Dutch and French figures as Sir Francis Bacon,
Thomas Hobbes, René Descartes, and John Locke, it was the ‘Power’ Versus ‘Energy’

Take the Classical conflict between the concepts of1688-89 capture of the British Isles, as led by the Netherlands
India Company’s William of Orange, and the related political “power” and “energy” as a most appropriate illustration of

that point.and military developments of 1689-1714, which gave new
twists to Sarpi’s neo-Ockhamite doctrine. It is only from this The crucial issue of contemporary mathematical physics

posed by that Plato-Aristotle conflict, that summarily detailedpoint of historical reference, that we are able to situate the
present-day political significance of reductionists such as Eu- by my associates Mr. Antony Papert and Dr. Jonathan Ten-

nenbaum, is a pivotal point of the deadly controversy, on theler, Lagrange, Kant, Laplace, Cauchy, et al. for reference.
The clinical characteristic common to most of the forego- subject of geometry. Where Plato writes what modern usage

translates as “power” (dynamis), or the Kraft of Leibniz’sing, or similar cases of behavior from among academics and
the like today, is that person’s hysterical blindness to what German, Aristotle writes “energy.” The two terms, “power”

or “energy,” so employed, signify directly opposite meanings,should have been obvious to him as folly in choice of method.
Such behavior from among professionals, or the like, can not and refer to directly opposite kinds of objects: Power repre-

sents the role of universal physical principles in being thebe fairly classed as anything but psychopathological “hyste-
ria.” The irrelevant kind of emotional outbursts which often cause of a specific quality of action; Aristotle’s notion of

energy, as brought into modern practice by such empiricistcolor the polemics of such persons, must be recognized as
just that. Their outbursts often reflect passions which were opponents of Carl Gauss, Wilhelm Weber, and Bernhard Rie-

mann as Clausius, Kelvin, Grassmann, Helmholtz, Maxwell,better attributable to neuroses, or worse, than issues of sub-
stance. In the matter of their worship of their demigods, such Boltzmann, and the pack of radically reductionist, positivistic

fanatics associated with the cult of Ernst Mach, et al., repre-as Newton, Euler, Lagrange, Laplace, and Cauchy, many dev-
otees even among professionals, are, as I shall show here, no sents an effect.

“Power,” as Plato emphasizes, is typified by what thebetter than religious fanatics.
This pathology among professionals is usually expressed Pythagorean Archytas demonstrated as the solution for dou-

bling the cube by nothing but geometric construction.as follows.
The referenced frauds by Euler et al., typify cases in which “Power” signifies the practical effect (e.g., physical effect) of

employing the discovery of an experimentally defined univer-formal, deductive-inductive consistency is employed as such
a kind of sleight of hand. The crucial point to be made in sal principle to effect a qualitatively superior outcome of

some human action upon our universe. Aristotle’s “energy,”diagnosing those tricks, is that that person’s deductions are
controlled by the reductionist’s use of essentially fictive (e.g., as adopted by the Nineteenth-Century authors of a reduction-

ist mathematical thermodynamics, is an irrational “demon,”a priori) forms of “self-evident” definitions, axioms, and pos-
tulates. Such are the fictions of Euclidean geometry, of the such as that Maxwell demon who exists only under the floor-

boards of bad dreams. Modern sophists insist, as sophistsempiricist’s William of Ockham, or Descartes. As in the case
of the widespread corporate folly of substituting what is called would be expected to do, that these empiricists were speaking

as scientists; the truth of the matter is, that these were sophists“benchmarking” for actual engineering design, these fictions
have been used by them as a relatively cheap replacement substituting a nasty sort of religious belief for science. The

religion in question is properly identified as “demon”-for that experimental proof of principle which is required to
define any rational form of elementary proposition of mathe- worship.

For example, Bernard Mandeville’s The Fable of thematical physics. Scholars of modern literature should recog-
nize that kind of behavior among mathematicians as some- Bees argues that the unleashing the willful “demon” of indi-

vidual wickedness (“vices”) of individuals makes societything from English academic life of early Eighteenth-Century
Britain, which Jonathan Swift described in his allegorical ac- prosperously happy. Physiocrat François Quesnay’s notion

of laissez-faire, and Adam Smith’s plagiarism of Quesnay’scount of the Voyage of Lemuel Gulliver to Laputa.
In the longer history of European mathematics, the form laissez-faire as “free trade,” proffer exactly the same worship

of the irrational “demon” vice as does Mandeville’s Theof the issue posed by hoaxes such as Euler’s, is traced back
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Fable of the Bees.1 To the same effect, radical positivist Nor- the meaning of a line. Now, attempt to construct the doubling
of a length of such line within the bounds of “lineness” sobert Wiener invoked the powers of “Maxwell’s demon” to

found his “information theory” hoax. defined. Ah! We must proceed to an added, higher principle,
the notion of a surface: lines as determined by surfaces. 2.)“Power,” as defined by the arguments of Plato and

Leibniz, is typified by the principled discoveries of physical Double a square by construction, not arithmetic. The paradox
of irrationals now supersedes simple linearity. A mean princi-chemistry, through which we have progressed from use of

simple solar radiation, through the higher, Promethean power ple, between the original square and its double must be de-
fined. 3.) Now, to double a cube by construction; the so-calledrepresented by controlled use of fire, through the successively

higher powers represented by rotating machinery, and Delian Paradox requires a successive pair of mean actions.
The actions by which we may proceed from an apparent line,through use of nuclear and thermonuclear reactions. Each of

these steps takes society upward in respect to man’s power to a surface, and from a surface to a solid, are required to
deal with the universe as presented to us in an intrinsicallyover his circumstances, per capita and per square kilometer.

This progress is accomplished through those discoveries of paradoxical form by sense-perception. Thus, these principles
of constructive geometry’s domain of astronomy-cued spher-principle by means of which we deploy the same effort to

achieve a qualitatively more effective result. Plato’s concept ics, are efficiently universal physical principles, principles
which are expressed as phenomena of constructive geometry,of power, is the principle underlying the successful perform-

ance of the practice of technology in bringing about the very examples which show us the physical-experimental basis on
which the existence of a competent (e.g., Gauss-Riemann)existence-in-fact of all successful phases of modern European

political-economy. mathematics depends.
A special, fourth case, beyond the line, surface, andThis notion of power may be traced for today directly

from the Pythagoreans’ use of a pre-Euclidean method of solid—that of the uniqueness of the constructability of a series
of Platonic solids—shows us, as both Plato and Kepler fam-constructive geometry, a method derived from that ancient

progress in astronomy which they named “spherics.” It was ously illustrated this point, that the physical universe is not a
self-evident sort of empty space invaded by particles—notfrom viewing the visible heavens as a display of motion within

a spheroidal space of very, very large diameter, both as astron- the space of “action-at-a-distance.” The universe, including
what sense-perception attributes to space, is governed entirelyomy, and as the related matter of principles of transoceanic

navigation, that a Classical Greek culture of such as Thales, (as Leibniz showed, pervasively and perfectly-infinitesimally
throughout), by universal physical principles; the very exis-Solon, and Pythagoras, one informed by the magnificent

Egyptian knowledge to be read from the design of the Great tence of space (and, also, time) depends upon principles which
must be discovered in an experimental-physical way, neverPyramids, introduced the concept of “efficiently universal

principles” to European civilization. That crucial point should a priori.
To recapitulate, and re-enforce this crucial point justbe restated for clarity, as follows.

The Pythagorean school of pre-Euclidean, Classical ge- made, reflect upon the following cases.
Kepler’s uniquely original discovery of universal gravita-ometry, adopted the crucial paradoxes of a constructive geom-

etry as typifying the effect of the action of universal physical tion; Fermat’s principle of quickest (rather than shortest)
pathway; Leibniz’s definition of an infinitesimal calculus;principles. Thus, they associated the notion of universality

with the behavior of the spheroid universe perceived around Leibniz’s discovery of the interrelated notions of the catenary,
of a physical principle of universal least action, and of theus, and defined universal physical principles as those unseen

causes which generate the lawfully recurring anomalies of the associated notion of natural logarithms; make a distinction
between sense-perception and the universal principles whichobserved “spheroidal” domain. So, for Kepler, the paradoxi-

cal apparent back-looping of the Mars orbit, reflected the role are not directly sensed, but whose existence is proven to be
the efficient authorship of the relevant paradoxes of sense-of universal gravitation in the organization of the relations

among the planets of our Solar system. perception.
The problem of representing the relationship betweenThus, they asked such elementary questions as: 1.) Define

sense-perception and a provable physical principle, as was
presented by Kepler’s discovery of gravitation, was solved,1. Adam Smith, The Theory of the Moral Sentiments (1759). This was
successively, by the work of defining the complex domain,published three years prior to Lord Shelburne’s assignment of Smith to the

project which included Smith’s plagiarizing of the Physiocrats Quesnay and by, chiefly, Carl Gauss and Bernhard Riemann. This latter
Turgot. This 1759 work reflects chiefly the influence of the same David Hume method preserves the Pythagorean notion of spherics, and, in
who was chiefly responsible for the mind-set of his German representative the case of the catenary-related notion of universal physical
Immanuel Kant. The coincidences in method of the 1759 Smith and his

least-action, employs the principle adopted by Archytas tolater plagiarisms of the work of Quesnay and Turgot, as also Locke, and
solve the doubling of the cube by construction. That latterMandeville, are reflections of a consistency, respecting the attributed nature

of man, which pervaded the Eighteenth-Century “Enlightenment.” model, as referenced by Gauss’s 1799 paper on The Funda-
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Archytas’ Construction for Doubling of the Cube

Archytas’ solution to the Delian paradox typifies the work of pre-
Euclidean, physical, constructive geometry. Here, members of the
LaRouche Youth Movement have built a pedagogical device to
demonstrate his solution, which creates a cone, a torus, and a cylinder
in order to find the geometric means between two magnitudes—AC and
AB in the drawing.

mental Theorem of Algebra,2 has served as the guide to de- which defined a comprehensive notion of a universal physical
geometry, and defined, for me (during 1952-53), the neededveloping an appropriate form of mathematical representation

of the relationship between sense-perception and the unseen, notion of a practicable form of that science of physical econ-
omy which is reflected in this paper.but efficient principle.

Those principles, so conceived, represent powers in the Indeed, through the span of the history of specifically
European civilization, since the work of Thales, Solon, andPlatonic sense.

Unfortunately, under the Romans, civilization took a gi- the Pythagoreans, there has been a see-saw battle between the
forces of Classical humanist science, as typified by Plato, andant step backward from the science and culture of Classical

and Hellenistic Greece. The hoaxster Claudius Ptolemy’s the opposing forces of reductionism, as the latter is typified
by the Delphi cult of the Pythian Apollo, the Sophists, andAristotelean system of astronomy, which continued to domi-

nate European civilization until the discoveries of Kepler those celebrated “featherless bipeds” known as the Aristote-
leans. The judicial murder of Socrates by that Democraticoverthrew the astronomy of Ptolemy, Copernicus, Brahe, and

of Sarpi’s Galileo, is typical of long-ranging frauds, such as party of Athens otherwise known as the Sophists, typifies the
essence of the fundamental division in all European civiliza-the empiricism which has gripped Euler and his followers to

the present day. tion, from before the Age of Pericles to the present day. Mod-
ern reductionism, as expressed by the referenced work ofThose distinctions between the scientific principle of

“power,” and the reductionist “demon” (or, “vice”) called Euler and Lagrange, is essentially a symptom of the continu-
ing controversy, a controversy which the judicial murderers“energy,” are implicit in the original discoveries of Kepler and

Leibniz, but began to be made clearer through the influence of of Socrates defined as an issue of religion, the issue of that
form of pagan religious fanaticism expressed by Euler’s fraudthe great Eighteenth-Century educators Abraham Kästner and

Hofrath A.W. von Zimmermann on their student Carl Gauss. against Leibniz.
The origin of the form of neo-Aristotelean and empiricistKästner’s argument prescribed a return to anti-Euclidean

(and, also ante-Euclidean) constructive geometry. This was doctrines specific to Europe’s Sixteenth Century, was the ef-
fort, by the reactionary forces left over from medieval society,reflected simply and clearly in Gauss’s 1799 The Fundamen-

tal Theorem of Algebra, and in the subsequent development to eradicate the leading influence of Europe’s Fifteenth-Cen-
tury, Italy-centered Renaissance. The account of the Eulerof the general principles of curvature leading into that cele-

brated 1854 habilitation dissertation by Bernhard Riemann controversy must be situated clinically in that context.

The Origins of Euler’s Empiricism2. Carl F. Gauss, Demonstratio Nova Theorematis Omnem Functionem
Consider the political history of that hoax by Euler et al.Algebraicam Rationalem Integram Unius Variabilis, Werke III, pp. 1-31.

Various translations. This Fifteenth-Century Renaissance had produced the
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first modern nation-states which were premised upon the prin- Sarpi and his followers to the specific purpose of uprooting
that conception of the individual human mind (and, therefore,ciple of national sovereignty of those kinds of governments

committed to the defense and promotion of the general wel- soul) upon which all scientifically valid distinction of man
from human cattle depends.fare of all the population and its posterity. These principles

were not new in themselves; the Classical Greece of Solon, For those reasons, as I shall show here, the introduction
of empiricism to supplant the Judeo-Christian-Muslim con-Socrates, and Plato had already defined those principles. The

Christianity of the Apostles John and Paul had put the Platonic ception of man—man as made in the likeness of the Creator—
defined empiricism as implicitly a pro-Satanic form of reli-principle of agapē (“ the common good” ) at the center of the

practice of Christianity. However, it was almost two millennia gious practice. The term “Satanic,” so employed, identifies
the generic quality of each and every systemic effort, suchlater than the lifetime of Plato, that Louis XI’s France and

Henry VII’s England appeared as the first two such states as that of the empiricist, to bestialize man as, for example,
Thomas Huxley, Frederick Engels. Friedrich Nietzsche, Be-actually based on the common good (the general welfare) to

exist in known history of the world. rtrand Russell, and the so-called “Frankfurt School” have
done. The history of the modern development of empiricism,The existence of modern political-economy dates from

precisely those reforms institutionalized by the Fifteenth- since Sarpi, is summarized as follows.
This continuing struggle by the Venetian tradition, to up-Century Renaissance, and brought to a concrete form of real-

ization under Louis XI and Henry VII. The modern state be- root the institutions of the Fifteenth-Century Renaissance,
assumed a slightly altered political form with the late Seven-gins when that state ceases to tolerate the degradation of large

sections of the population to the status of human cattle, such teenth-Century decline of Venice as a state with former claims
to imperial maritime power. The period of the wars ofas slaves or serfs. It is the perfectly sovereign state’s assump-

tion of inalienable responsibility for the general welfare of France’s Louis XIV, the coup d’état of William of Orange,
and the 1714 seating of George I on the newly establishedall the living population and its posterity, which creates the

indispensable natural-law basis for sovereign nation-states British throne, shifted the location of the imperial political
power formerly deployed by Venice, to those virtual clonesand for all doctrine of political-economy. Unless the govern-

ment assumes its accountability for the maintenance and im- of Venice’s financier oligarchy which appeared in the form of
an emerging Anglo-Dutch Liberalism, a form which becameprovement of the general welfare of all its people and their

posterity, that government is not acting as a legitimate nation- known during the course of the Eighteenth-Century as “The
Venetian Party.” Out of this process of change, a modifiedstate under moral, e.g., natural law.

That poisonous weed, the form of society which that Re- organization of the empiricist cause emerged under the name
of “The Eighteenth-Century French and British Enlight-naissance sought to destroy, was, immediately, the medieval

rule of most of Europe and its vicinity by the combined forces enment.”
Beginning 1689, but especially with the subsequent ac-of the imperial maritime power of Venice’s financier oligar-

chy and the Norman chivalry. It was the latter, unrepentant cession of George I to the British throne, the emerging Eigh-
teenth-Century Enlightenment came increasingly into con-medievalist forces, led by Venice, which struck back with

their effort to crush the Renaissance; that, by such means as flict with a growing impulse of old Europe of that time, a
growing impulse toward establishing a true modern republicthe religious warfare spawned repeatedly over the course of

the 1511-1648 interval. among the English colonies of North America. With the 1763
British peace treaty with France, Lord Shelburne’s BritishThis Venetian reaction was typified in significant part

by the roles of Cardinal Pole, Thomas Cromwell, and royal East India Company and its puppet-king, George III, moved
to crush, “preventively,” the emerging American tendencymarriage-counselor Zorzi (a.k.a. “Giorgi”), in Venice’s re-

cruitment of England’s King Henry VIII. The new Aristote- toward independence. Opposite to the rabid empiricists of the
British East India Company’s “Venetian Party,” was the newleanism of Sixteenth-Century Venice, complemented by the

introduction of empiricism by Venice’s Paolo Sarpi and his Classical humanist movement which emerged around such
figures of Germany as Abraham Kästner, Gotthold Lessing,household lackey Galileo Galilei, coupled religious and re-

lated forms of warfare with the political role of the Habsburg and Moses Mendelssohn. This Classical movement, which
spread its influence against empiricism throughout much ofdynasties, not only for the purpose of restoring those medieval

practices which had degraded most persons to the condition Europe, formed the intellectual basis for spiritual and physical
support of the cause of American independence, up to theof virtually inhuman cattle; they sought to accomplish this

with aid of a systemic effort to uproot those Fifteenth-Century point of July 1789 and the subsequent Jacobin Terror.
For related reasons, the center of the conflict betweenconceptions of natural law which set all persons absolutely

apart from and above the beasts. The crucial fact to be empha- Classical humanism and empiricism (“The Enlightenment”)
in Europe was centered in Frederick the Great’s Berlin, wheresized through this report, is that empiricism, the cult which

produced such included, characteristic phenomena as the the empiricist forces represented by Voltaire, de Maupertuis,
Euler, Lambert, Lagrange, et al., were in pitched intellectualfigures of Isaac Newton and Leonhard Euler, was crafted by
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battle with the opposing forces grouped around the Leibniz infinitesimal function, as Kepler, Pascal, Leibniz, and Jean
Bernouilli had successively defined this. Euler was also in-tradition of Kästner, Lessing, Mendelssohn, and their follow-

ers. It was the deaths of Mendelssohn and Lessing which formed of the work of Leibniz and Jean Bernouilli, including
the principle of physical least action, the notion of the infini-cleared the way for the appearance of an Immanuel Kant who

would have been demolished politically had he published his tesimal calculus, and that notion of natural logarithms which
Euler parodied from Leibniz’s original work. This was theinfamous collection of sophistries, called Critiques, while

Lessing and Mendelssohn were active as the intellectual lions kernel of the fact exposed by Gauss in 1799.
The principal experimental proofs, which were fraudu-of Berlin, Leipzig, et al. It was the French Revolution and its

Napoleonic aftermath which restored the Romanticism of the lently evaded by Euler, were two. I now include some restate-
ments of some of the points made above, in this specificEighteenth-Century Enlightenment to a vengeful hegemony

over most of the political life and culture of Europe, and thus context.
The first such proof, was Johannes Kepler’s warning ofprepared the way for the two great wars of the Twentieth

Century. the need to develop an intrinsically infinitesimal calculus, for
astronomy, as this need was demonstrated experimentally,Euler had been a leading part of the anti-Leibniz cabal

during the period of influence of Lessing and Mendelssohn. for the case of the planetary orbits, by Kepler’s 1609 The New
Astronomy. Leibniz’s work in Paris, including the relevantIt was the writings of Lagrange and Immanuel Kant during

the middle through late 1780s and 1790s, which embedded study of the work of Fermat and Pascal, and Leibniz’s collabo-
ration with Christiaan Huyghens, produced Leibniz’s originalthe broader philosophical implications of Euler’s empiricist

corruption more widely within what was to become Napole- discovery of such a calculus, from about the time of his 1676
submission of that discovery to a Paris printer. The second,onic Europe’s insurgency of the Nineteenth-Century German

Romanticism of Kant, G.W.F. Hegel, et al. more comprehensive such proof, was the outcome of continu-
ing work on this through the beginning of the next century,The precepts of that Newton cult are usually presented,

as by Euler, solely as a matter of the indoctrination of profes- work which led Leibniz, working in collaboration with Jean
Bernouilli, to the elaborated development of the physicalsionals in a form of blind utopianism, a form of utopianism

which is, without exaggeration, a pathetic form of religious principle of universal least action. This latter was a more
adequate version of his earlier development of a calculus, asbelief. Or, to restate that point, the faith expressed by such

clinical cases expresses the kind of sharing of belief we should developed through a deeper examination of the evidence of
physical pathways of quickest action (rather than the naiveassociate with phenomena of mass-psychosis, such as a mass

delusion. The notable proponents of this cult of empiricism notion of shortest Euclidean pathway).
Leibniz had addressed this latter point in a richer elabora-do not actually know what they say; but, rather, rely upon their

mere wish to believe certain arbitrary, axiomatic assumptions tion of his uniquely original, earlier discovery of the infinites-
imal calculus, in demonstrating the universal principle ofconstructed as a matter of blind faith. That wish thus assumes

the functional role of a unproven, “self-evident” axiom. physical least action, a demonstration which Euler referenced
in his own, fraudulent attack, from Berlin, on this work byThe specific form of this religious faith which I am ad-

dressing here, the cult belief which Euler shared, is to be Leibniz. This added work by Leibniz, clarified the universal
physical significance of the catenary, and defined the notionrecognized as the Anglo-Dutch empiricism associated with

the Anglo-French Eighteenth-Century “Enlightenment’s” of natural logarithms before Euler’s effort to redefine such
logarithms from a reductionist standpoint. This work bynotorious scalawag Voltaire. The personal relationship be-

tween Leibniz-haters Euler and Voltaire in Berlin, is typical Leibniz was to serve as a starting-point for Carl Gauss’s defi-
nition, from 1799 on, of the complex domain and relatedof the connections among the “Enlightenment” faction of

that Century. general principles of mathematical-physical curvature.
Study of the practical implications of seeing the path from

Gauss’s development of the general principles of curvature,Leibniz & Gauss Versus Empiricism
This Eighteenth-Century hoax spread by the circles of to Riemann’s 1854 habilitation dissertation, illustrates the

crucial importance of these issues for the teaching and prac-Conti, Voltaire, Euler, the French Encyclopedists, Euler, et
al., is the same fraud exposed as such by Carl Gauss’s state- tice of science today.

Euler’s hateful attacks on Leibniz’s work were thereforement of the case for the complex domain, in his 1799 The
Fundamental Theorem of Algebra. a product of asserting an argument which Euler knew to be

false. In this way, he laid the basis for Immanuel Kant’s reli-The most immediate proof that Euler’s argument is willful
fraud, is that that admittedly expert mathematician, and ance, in the latter’s Critiques, on the argument by Euler and

Lagrange, in Kant’s own defense of axiomatic irrationalism.Leibniz-hating fanatic, Euler, was fully knowledgeable re-
specting those characteristics of the generalized conic func- As I have already announced that intention above, I shall

explain here, that the subject of Euler’s hoaxes is not merelytions which demonstrate that the rate of change of curvature
of an elliptical function is intrinsically, and ontologically, an a problem internal to the formalities of classroom mathemati-
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Gottfried Leibniz (1646-
1716) and Carl Gauss
(1777-1855). Gauss’s 1799
“ Fundamental Theorem of
Algebra” exposed the
fraud of Euler’s famous
attack on Leibniz, the
discoverer of the
infinitesimal calculus.

cal physics; it is nothing but a religious issue, the issue of the on the political movement which led into the U.S. 1776 Decla-
ration of Independence.nature of the assumptions of belief, respecting the nature of

man in the universe. Mathematicians shall not hide behind The political motive is the same motive behind the British
monarchy’s repeated 1763-1865 efforts to crush the U.S. re-their blackboards, nor digital computers; the issue is not one

peculiar to the department of mathematics, but to the domain public in its cradle. An understanding of that same specific
type of motive behind the Newton hoax, is of crucial import-of religious belief from which empiricism has drawn the poli-

cies which it has imposed, as axiomatic, upon empiricist prac- ance for understanding the hoax itself. The key to understand-
ing that motive is found, by treating philosophical empiricismtice of mathematics. It is, therefore, only in its relationship to

religious belief that empiricism could be competently judged. for what it is, a form of pagan religious cult traced from
sources such as the Phrygian cult of Dionysus, the DelphiThe appropriate treatment of such an issue does not belong

in the department of arithmetic, but in the department of phi- cult of Apollo, and the Sophists’ judicial murder of the ever-
Sublime Socrates, in Athens at the close of the Fifth Centurylosophy. By philosophy, I point to the subject of epistemol-

ogy, in which attention is focussed upon the choice of the B.C.
Thus, as I shall show here, the importance of exposing thekind of slippery assumptions which modern sophist Euler, for

example, superimposed arbitrarily upon the form of argument Newton myth as a hoax, in this way, is that: Only those with
the personal integrity, and courage, to attack a religious prob-he employed against Leibniz. From the standpoint of episte-

mology, Euler’s argument for his savage defamation of the lem of sophistry, such as the matter of empiricism, are capable
of leading mankind to freedom, away from a repetition ofmodern Socrates, Leibniz, was essentially a parody of the

methods of the ancient Sophists. the worst horrors which globally extended modern European
civilization has experienced to date.The religious side of this matter is one which needs to be

made clear, with all delay removed: U.S. Speaker of the House So far, what I have said in these prefatory remarks, either
has been said, or might be said, by my collaborators (amongof Representatives Tom DeLay, for example.

All that argument which I have summarized here so far, other qualified reporters). I give that entire matter a different
frame of reference, the role of emotion in the practice ofis true in its own right, as a mathematical-physics proposition

as such. However, merely stating the formal proof of a fact is scientific discovery and belief. I bring thus to physical science,
the crucial importance of a moral issue, the issue of the differ-not sufficient. The proven facts I have cited so far, do not

explain the essential practical implication of Euler’s hoax for ence between merely doing one’s duty in the sense of perform-
ing an assigned task, and the seeking of and fulfilling a dutythe political situation in Europe and the U.S.A. still today.

We must show how and why this fraudulent defense of Isaac which is selected as a necessary service of a life’s mission of
immortal importance in itself.Newton, on an issue of mathematics, became a central feature

of the Eighteenth-Century, and presently continuing attack In other words, we must distinguish between science, for
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U.S. Speaker of the House Tom
DeLay (left) typifies the
infectious influence of the
epistemological hoaxes
perpetrated by Leonard Euler
(1707-1783). “ The subject of
Euler’s hoaxes is not merely a
problem internal to the
formalities of classroom
mathematical physics; it is
nothing but a religious issue, the
issue of the nature of the
assumptions of belief, respecting
the nature of man in the
universe.”

example, practiced as a means to an end, and the practice of tice Antonin Scalia’s doctrine of “shareholder value” do to-
day, those Venetian novelties known as neo-Aristoteleanismscience as an end in itself. Science as a means to an end, poses

the question, “Will it work?” Science as an end in itself, poses and empiricism defined themselves as pro-Satanic religions:
as I shall show that connection here.the question, “But, is it also true?” All the sad or even ugly

failures of what might appear to be technically competent The relevant argument, which I have made frequently in
earlier publications, may be fairly summarized as follows.science, fall into the gulf lying between those two distinctly

different ways of practicing science. Were man merely a more developed form of higher ape,
as Britain’s Thomas Huxley and Frederick Engels insisted,One way, perhaps the best way of illustrating that point

to a relevant contemporary audience is, as I have already the population-potential of the human species would never
have exceeded several millions living individuals. Today, westated here, to lay the emphasis on the fact that the frauds of

such as Leonhard Euler must be attributed to a nasty variety have a reported population in excess of six billions. An argu-
ment to the same general effect was made by Russia’s V.I.of explicitly religious belief.
Vernadsky, in showing, on the evidence of geobiochemistry,
that mankind expresses a power, of a principled form, which
is categorically absent in such inferior species as the higher1. Empiricism As a Religion
apes, a noëtic power typified by the discovery of experimen-
tally valid universal physical principles.

I shall now show that the adopted empiricism of Euler Vernadsky’s successive definitions of the Biosphere and
and his co-thinkers is a religion. Noösphere, divided the known universe of experimental

In the preceding introduction, I have indicated summarily physical science among the three Classical categories which
that the Venetian neo-Aristoteleanism and empiricism which are now known to modern science by the names of the abiotic,
erupted as instruments of medieval reaction during the Six- the living, and the noëtic. These are, functionally, respec-
teenth and Seventeenth Centuries, were implicitly and chiefly tively, phase-spaces; they are, when taken together—as they
anti-Christian religious movements. That is to say, move- must be to make sense of our universe—multiply-connected
ments which sought to defend not only the medieval, but phase-spaces. This implicitly defines our known universe as
earlier practice of holding the masses of the population in a Riemannian, in the sense of Bernhard Riemann’s 1854 habili-
state of virtual bestiality, as human cattle, such as slaves or tation dissertation.3

serfs. This was done by placing the claims of financier-oligar- Although Vernadsky’s argument is grounded on the evi-
chical usury above the principle of human life, that in the dence of an experimental physics in the tradition of his teacher
same spirit a farmer might cull a herd of cattle, for profit, Mendeleyev, especially in an expanded view of physical
convenience, or, as the Spartan tradition or the Emperor Nero chemistry, our ordinary sort of experimental knowledge of a
would have done, mere amusement. relevant principle of life, and of a noëtic principle, remains

By invoking an irrationally arbitrary principle of dogma,
such as John Locke’s or Adam Smith’s notion of “profit,” in
opposition to Christianity, in particular, as U.S. House 3. Cf. Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr., The Economics of the Noösphere (Wash-

ington, D.C.: EIR News Service, 2001).Speaker Tom DeLay and U.S. Associate Supreme Court Jus-
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essentially negative. We can demonstrate the presence, or as typified by Archytas’ solution for the Delian paradox, and
the treatment of the physical implications of the Platonic sol-absence of life; but, by the nature of the situation, a principle

of life can not be positively affirmed from the standpoint of ids by Plato, Kepler, et al.
This signifies to the mathematician that we must adopt thean ordinary abiotic physics. Thus, abiotic and living processes

are shown, by experimental methods, to belong to respec- standpoint of spherics as the elementary form of the physical
geometry of sense-perception. In that experimental domain oftively different phase-spaces, but both are, nonetheless, effi-

ciently multiply-connected phase-spaces. Furthermore, all physical geometry, we are confronted with formally insoluble
paradoxes, such as the case of the physical implications of thethree—abiotic, living, and noëtic—are multiply-connected

as a functional set. Similarly, the existence of the noëtic func- Platonic solids in demonstrating a difference in mathematical
principle between abiotic and living processes. At that point,tion, as distinct from that occurring in any known form of life

other than man, is clear; but, the principle of noësis itself can we must leave the department of mathematics, as Bernhard
Riemann concludes his habilitation dissertation, for the de-not be accessed positively from the standpoint of an abiotic

physics, nor even living processes in general. partment of experimental physical science.
Archytas’ solution for the Delian paradox is perhaps theThose difficulties should force our attention to a subject

which was first defined for us, in terms of surviving literature, best point from which to start such studies. The advantage is,
that two mean actions can each be represented in a visual way,by Plato’s dialogues. The human sense-perceptual processes

are functions of our biology. Therefore, we can not claim but they, as actions by which the cube is doubled, are invisible
to an attempt to view the actual doubling of the cube. Thisthat sense-perception shows us the world “outside our skins”

directly; but, as Plato employs his allegory of “The Cave” to paradoxical picture, typifies the necessity of Gauss’s develop-
ment of the notion of the complex domain, and also affords usconvey this notion, qualified experience does show that the

human individual’s matured sense-perceptual processes pres- efficient insight into the physical implications of Riemann’s
leading work. From that point, proceed as follows.ent us with the shadows which many among the processes

outside our skins cast upon our mental-sensory processes. Take as our first choice of illustration, Kepler’s uniquely
original discovery of universal gravitation, as sufficiently il-For that specific reason, several years ago, I proposed to

the members of my then emerging youth movement (princi- lustrated by his 1609 The New Astronomy. The evidence
that, a) the orbit of Mars is virtually elliptical, and that b) thepally of persons in the 18-25 age-interval of university stu-

dents), that they remedy their present education by beginning rate of change of the motion of the planet along that normal-
ized set of observations of its orbital pathway is inconstant,with the ironies of Carl Gauss’s definition of the complex

domain, as encountered in his 1799 The Fundamental Theo- signifies some agency from outside our powers of sense-per-
ception is controlling this visible behavior. Similarly,rem of Algebra. I proposed that they define the concept of an

idea from the standpoint that 1799 paper proffers; and that Fermat’s experimental demonstration that light follows a
pathway of quickest action, rather than shortest (Euclidean)they, then, organize their studies historically, as a matter of

the history of ideas, as ideas are so defined implicitly. I have distance, provided the point of departure for the further work
of Christiaan Huyghens, Leibniz, and Jean Bernouilli, leadingoften repeated that proposal, as now, again.

I shall now show, that, from that standpoint, the refer- to the principle of universal physical least action, and
Leibniz’s uniquely original discovery of the catenary-relatedenced paradoxes posed by Vernadsky’s presentation of the

concepts of Biosphere and Noösphere, can be approached notion of natural logarithms. These kinds of experiences,
throughout the scope of physical science, define that modernwith some degree of approximate success. I explain.

The enduring elegance, and pure delight afforded by notion of universal physical principles, which is consistent
with what was set into motion by Nicholas of Cusa’s foundingGauss’s first published work, his 1799 The Fundamental

Theorem of Algebra, is that, although it is greatly indebted on of the unfolding process of development of modern science,
in his De Docta Ignorantia.that account to the education provided by his great teachers,

Zimmermann and Kästner, it establishes the essentially rele- To repeat here what must be repeated from my frequent
published statements to the same effect: By the nature of ourvant, direct connection of the modern tradition of Nicholas

of Cusa, Leonardo da Vinci, and Leibniz to that tradition’s processes of sense-perception, our direct perception of the
world “outside our skins” (so to speak) does not show usancient Classical roots in the founding of modern European

science by the circles of Thales, Heraclitus, and Pythagoras. that world “outside our skins,” but, rather, the impact of that
unperceived real world upon the biology of our mental-sen-I shall begin the illustration of this specific argument by re-

turning to the case of Kepler. sory processes. In other words, the shadows on the wall of
Plato’s Cave. However, it is a specific quality of the human
mind, a quality absent in other living species, that we are ableWhat Is a Universal Principle?

To repeat here what must be often repeated: Once we have to adduce paradoxes from among the processes of sensed
experience, and able to comprehend those paradoxes as exper-abandoned the reductionist’s misconception of space, as that

is associated with Euclid, Descartes, et al., we are impelled imentally demonstrable universal physical principles.
This specific quality of the human mind is congruent withto return to a pre-Euclidean, physical, constructive geometry,
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any experimentally validated univer-
sal physical principle, one generated
by the individual mind’s power to
form experimentally validatable,
non-self-evident ideas. For example,
consider the Aristotelean’s self-evi-
dent conception of a Creator as a
creature who, by creating the uni-
verse, had deprived himself of the
power to alter the course predeter-
mined by the laws built into the origi-
nal creation. God the Creator is not
an object of Creation, but a continu-
ally acting Creator; we are a particu-
lar (individual) expression of that
process of continuing creation. We,
as individuals, are a mirror of the im-
age of that Creator. It is by express-
ing that creativity that we are acting
as representatives of the human
species.

This brings us directly to the cru-LaRouche movement organizers in Chicago demonstrate Leibniz’s work on the catenary (the
shape traced by a hanging chain): a discovery of universal physical principle in physical cial issue of the science of physical
geometry, whose importance is ignored by the empiricists. economy. The human being who fol-

lows faithfully in imitation of the tra-
ditional ways of economic life in

which his or ancestors acted, as the code of Diocletian, forthe three-phase-space characteristic of our known experience
of the universe as a whole: that from our standpoint, as example, prescribes, is living as human cattle, not as a human

being. He or she is behaving, not as a human being, but asVernadsky made this distinction, the universe is composed
of a multiply-connected array of abiotic, living, and human a cow.

That cow is selected from the breeding process by quali-mental processes, such that the relatively lower can not access
the specifically characteristic principle of the higher, but that ties estimated to be fruitful for the cattle-herder, a process

which sends some to early culling, slaughter. The cow who isthe higher can access control over the lower. So, the attempt
by radical positivists to adduce the principle of life from the privileged to survive, is “cared for,” herded into the field,

impregnated by the chosen bull, milked and fed in the barn,abiotic, or the noëtic from biology in general, are to be classed
technically as behavior symptomizing the typical effects of a until the time for her culling (slaughter) has come. If it appears

to the farmer that the bulls are being permitted to enjoy thereductionist’s delusion. What that says, is that the universe as
a whole, which is composed of a multiply-connected ordering cows, the farmer also watches the results of the breeding

closely, to determine whether or not the progeny of thoseamong the three specific phase-spaces, acts upon all aspects
of that universe. This works to the included effect of superim- unions are satisfactory; if not, off to the slaughter-house with

them! The accountants have decreed: No expenditure wastedposing upon a specific quality of living organism, the human
being, a quality of those noëtic powers which are typically on health-care for those who have passed their productive

prime!expressed as that quality of human reason whose existence
reductionists such as Kant and Laplace denied. What distinguishes a person’s life of labor from the nature

of a mere beast? What else but freedom from the way of theWe, as individuals, are not some creature which evolved
from the upward evolutionary progress internal to living medieval European guild!? Change, in the sense of develop-

ment, is human freedom! It is the expression of the noëticmuck; we reflect an intervention into that muck, from above,
an intervention which distinguishes us absolutely from the powers of the individual, as typified by a society committed

to an upward track in scientific and technological progress,apes.
For example: The most crucial of the issues of religious which distinguishes human beings, in practice, from beasts.

In a manner of speaking, a human personality is definedbelief, are located in that way.
by what that individual accomplishes within the scope of that
temporary visit to current history called individual life. How-The Religious Side of Empiricism

Notably, the monotheistic idea of God as the Creator of ever, important as such deeds must be, those deeds alone do
not satisfy the more essential need of the mortal person. Thethe universe, is an actual idea of the same specific qualities as
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essential quality of human need is located in a social process of Gauss and his collaborators and followers, including Abel
and Riemann.based upon the individual’s development for its own sake. A

person is what he, or she is the process of becoming. Becom- Second, those future mathematicians must develop a truly
infinitesimal calculus corresponding to the implications ofing is those actions which express the fulfillment of the noëtic

potential of both the individual as such, and the development Kepler’s discoveries in gravitation. This was accomplished,
first, both by the uniquely original discovery of such a calculusof the society through the individual’s interventions into its

life. Human life is noësis per se, a particular expression of the by Leibniz, and by Leibniz’s subsequent refinement of that,
in collaboration with Jean Bernouilli, in defining a universaluniversal creativity located in the Creator of the universe.

It is being such a person which is the highest condition of principle of physical least action. The generalization of such
a mathematical physics was accomplished by the work onindividual humanity.

Such is human nature. Such is the premise of all natural reforms of taught mathematics of the time, which were ac-
complished through emphasis on those higher principles oflaw respecting human beings, physical science, Classical ar-

tistic composition, and society. geometry which had been evaded by the empiricists. This was
brought to a rounded state of generalization, by a number ofI shall return to this at a suitable point, later in this report.

Now, return to the focus on physical science. crucial successors of the circles of Gauss and Riemann, with
an essential contribution by Abel. The generalization of this
challenge by Riemann, was modelled on thinking in that di-The Complex Domain of Noësis

If and when we discover and prove the efficient existence rection accomplished by Gauss.
This sweep of the development of the hypothesis of uni-of a universal physical principle, we are implicitly confronted

with the following problem of mathematical representation versal gravitation into the form of an experimentally demon-
strated universal physical principle, typifies the case I amof that discovery.

Our discovery began with recognition of a special sig- addressing at this juncture. This referenced case illustrates
crucial features of all human knowledge, and, therefore, ofnificance of a paradox in the evidence presented to us by our

sense-perceptions. Kepler’s discovery, through normaliza- categorical distinctions of human nature from that of beasts
and empiricists alike. Such experience of scientific progresstion of observations by Tycho Brahe and himself, of the para-

doxical features of the elliptical orbit of Mars, is an example also demonstrates several crucial challenges to those who
would represent themselves as purveyors of mathematicalof this. Kepler sought the invisible principle which had caused

this anomalous effect; he sought what his translator termed physics.
Firstly, although discovery shows that the images of“the intention”—the Creator’s intention—which had pro-

duced that apparently anomalous effect. This intention he sense-perception are shadows of reality, rather than sub-
stance, we can not deny the role of sense-perception. Yet,identified as his hypothesis respecting a principle of universal

gravitation. Through measures he reported in that book, and experiment has shown that sense-perception as such does not
represent the universal physical principles which control ouralso additional qualifications reported in subsequent writings,

he accomplished four things of relevance, as examples, for universe, the universe whose passing footprint is reflected as
the shadows of sense-perception. Therefore, to define anyour present discussion here.

First, he qualified his discovery of universal gravitation event, we must combine both elements, shadow and sub-
stance, in a single expression of the form typified by Gauss’sas not only an appropriate form of hypothesis, but an experi-

mentally demonstrated universal principle. definition of the complex domain. There is no “imaginary”
component in that complex domain; what the empiricist fanat-Second, he developed a general observation on certain

anomalies of mathematics previously addressed by Plato, and ics D’Alembert, Euler, and Lagrange defined as “imaginary
numbers,” were an indispensable aspect of a reality in whichby such followers of Nicholas of Cusa as Luca Pacioli and

Leonardo da Vinci, respecting the implications of the Platonic real perception and real, unseen causes are united in a single
form of representation.solids, and related implications for music.

Third, from this work he concluded the necessary former This challenge, as met by Gauss beginning 1797 (as re-
flected in the 1799 Fundamental Theorem of Algebra), didexistence of a missing planetary orbit between those of Mars

and Jupiter, the orbit of a planet which destroyed itself be- not spring from a mere response to the blunders of Euler, et
al. on issues posed by the Cardan problem of cubic roots.cause of anomalous harmonic characteristics of its deter-

mined-as-necessary orbit. This Kepler hypothesis was essen- Gauss was a student of the Kästner and Zimmermann, who
were among the leading proponents of the mathematics worktially proven by Carl Gauss’s discovery of the orbit of such

principal asteroids as Ceres. of Leibniz at that time.
Look at the political history behind the prevalent present-Fourth, he pointed to two incomplete features of his own

discoveries, problems which he relegated to future mathema- day academic nonsense on the subject of the content of
Gauss’s 1799 paper. Leipzig-born Göttingen University Pro-ticians:

First, those future mathematicians must define elliptical fessor Kästner was the leading teacher of mathematics in Ger-
many of that time, and also not only the leading, public de-functions. This problem was solved in essentials by the work
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Leonardo da Vinci’s drawings for
Luca Pacioli’s geometry text, The
Divine Proportion. Kepler
identified the importance of the
anomalies of mathematics
respecting the Platonic solids, and
related implications for music.

fender in Germany of the work of two other names of Leipzig, of France; the hegemony of the empiricists was established
under the ascending slime of Romanticism which spreadLeibniz and J.S. Bach; but the mentor of another, the Ephraim

Lessing who, in concert with Moses Mendelssohn, had virtu- throughout the scientific and artistic culture with the rise of
Napoleon and the aftermath of the Metternich-Castlereaghally founded that late-Eighteenth-Century Classical Human-

ist renaissance from which the international Classical Hu- (sexual) Congress of Vienna (where the counting of votes was
done by countesses arranged in bedrooms according to themanist movement of the late Eighteenth Century spread

throughout Europe and into the Americas. provisions of Metternich and the princedom’s same Chancel-
lor-run Geheimpolizei which spied against Beethoven duringKästner was also the one-time host and helper of founder

of the U.S. republic, Benjamin Franklin, and the German comparable periods of time). The letters of Gauss prompted
by Jonas and Wolfgang Bolyai’s complaints against Gauss’swhose inspiration was crucial in rescuing Shakespeare from

a British Enlightenment artistic garbage-dump, to give rebirth announcement of the originality of his own youthful discov-
ery of an actually anti-Euclidean geometry, reflect, thus, theto England’s own, great but discarded English literature; this

done, in large part, through the revival of the true Shakespeare police-state atmosphere under which European science was
still menaced during most of the later life of Gauss’s sponsorin Germany.

Kästner was also the founder of rebirth of that ante-Eu- Alexander von Humboldt.
Such is often the political history, even police-state his-clidean physical geometry properly recognized as anti-Eu-

clidean today. Thus, when Gauss, nearly a half-century later, tory of science. Secret-police agencies and ministers of justice
are often boorish fellows, but they, or their employers, havewrote to Jonas and Wolfgang Bolyai about Gauss’s own origi-

nal discovery of an anti-Euclidean geometry, Gauss was not learned that real ideas are the most powerful forces in the
history of mankind, such that a single idea, once spread, mayreferring to interesting so-called “non-Euclidean” geometries

of Lobatchevsky and young Bolyai, but the kind of actually be more powerful in shaping history than even a large army.
The suppression of politically unwanted ideas, is the domi-anti-Euclidean geometry declared by Bernhard Riemann in

the opening paragraph of Riemann’s 1854 habilitation disser- nant feature of the history of brutal official and kindred forms
of oppression. If one can not put the idea in prison, or, at thetation. Essentially, as Gauss’s argument in the 1799 paper

attests, his views on geometry, as reflected in that 1799 paper, least, ostracism, putting the thinker there may produce the
effect desired by his enemies, if, perhaps, as my own case haswere already an anti-Euclidean geometry, one built upon

modern supplements to the work of pre-Euclidean construc- demonstrated, only temporarily.
The fascinating feature of the history of ideas, such astive geometry in the Pythagorean tradition.

The sponsorship of empiricist Lagrange’s decrees by the those of the ancient Pythagoreans, Plato’s Academy of Ath-
ens, the Fifteenth-Century Renaissance, Kepler, Leibniz,Emperor Napoleon Bonaparte, would have almost extin-

guished Gauss’s scientific career but for the intervention of Gauss, Riemann, et al., is that these ideas sometimes spring
forth afresh, sometimes after intervening leaps of many gener-the circles of the Ecole Polytechnique of France’s Lazare

Carnot et al. Gauss was a special target of persecution during ations. In numerous cases, the rebirth of such an idea occurs
as a rediscovery which was prompted by recognition of theportions of the reign of Napoleon.

Later, the dictatorship of Lagrange disciples Laplace and work of a named discoverer, even thousands of years after his
death. Some, reflecting on this, ask: “Has God intervened inCauchy, virtually wrecked the Ecole, a wrecking officially

prescribed by the London-appointed Restoration monarchy the interest of justice?” In a certain way, the answer is “Yes.”
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population of a few ape-like millions which appears, in prac-
tice, to have been the desire of such reductionists as the empir-
icists. Even the fanatically empiricist Euler was a very clever
fellow, remarkably useful in some ways. The power which
intervened to set the human species apart from, and above all
other forms of life, expresses the intervention as a simmering
potential, waiting to spring forth from each newborn human
individual.

The crime to be prevented, is the suppression of that happy
outcome in the young. Empiricism is such a crime against
humanity, an offense against the Creator’s clearly expressed
intention.

Reductionism and Satanism
The difference, therefore, between man and beast, is ex-

pressed, in a unique manner and degree, by man’s willful
access to knowledge and control of what we have identified
here as universal physical principles. The nature of man lies,
thus, in the way in which the human mind is capable of com-
prehending what Gauss, in opposition to Euler and Lagrange,
et al., defines as the complex domain. Reality is as Riemann
states the principled case sharply in the opening of his habili-
tation dissertation. This is man in the image of the Creator.

The reductionists, from such traditions as the Delphi cult
of Apollo, through the Sophists as such, Aristotle, and the
modern intellectual and moral degenerates known as the em-
piricists, positivists, and existentialists, et al., either simply

Members of the LaRouche Youth Movement in Seattle use cubic reject the notion of man as in the image of the Creator, or
blocks to investigate the principle of powers. “ The power which invent a diabolical concoction—such as that of Quesnay and
intervened to set the human species apart from, and above all

Adam Smith—the willful demon which they proffer as a sub-other forms of life, expresses the intervention as a simmering
stitute for the Creator. Empiricists Hobbes, Locke, Mande-potential, waiting to spring forth from each newborn human
ville, Hume, Adam Smith, and Jeremy Bentham, likeindividual.”
Quesnay, quite plainly define what Smith calls “The Great
Director of Nature” as a demonic creature expressing the same
nature as the vice worshipped by Mandeville. Like ThomasWe who discover, or rediscover, are the instruments by which

such seeming miracles may be accomplished, as if we were Huxley, these other reductionists do not merely describe man
as a beast; they also demand that society be ordered in such aancient prophets on a modern mission. The principle we ex-

press by such work, is the highest-ranking principle known way that morality of state, church, and individual alike, is
defined, as Hobbes did, as the obligatory, predatory nature ofto us as existing in the universe: the principle which sets us

apart from and above apes such as Thomas Huxley professed beast-men. From the standpoint of science, there is no differ-
ent definition of Satan and Satanism than that.himself to be, and such as Huxley’s virtual pet baboon, H.G.

Wells, who demonstrated the bestiality, perhaps sexually and The motive for such Satanism as that of Sarpi, Hobbes,
Locke, et al., is essentially political. If the majority of human-otherwise, which he had been taught at his master’s beck-

oning. ity is to be hunted or herded, and culled, as Locke’s Essays
on Human Understanding prescribe, as beasts are, then manWith the birth of each child, a potential discoverer ap-

pears, ready to revive and advance the cause of noësis. It must be defined politically, and by law. or in other expressions
of public immorality, as nothing better than a beast. Thisappears to us, that the likelihood of such a happy outcome of

that newborn human life usually depends upon the nurture of purpose of such wickedness is not merely to entertain a low
opinion of, and predatory behavior toward one’s fellow-crea-the young, and might be restricted, therefore, by the qualities

of opportunities afforded to the young and adult individuals. ture. The purpose is to prevent those parts of humanity held
subject to the status of human cattle, from learning to practiceSometimes, what is justly recognized as a genius, erupts in

seeming defiance of all those circumstances of individual life the kind of behavior which would cause them to recognize
the essential distinction between themselves and beasts. Thiswhich would seem to have prevented such a happy outcome.

The fact remains, that mankind has risen from that level of is accomplished by prohibiting the lower classes, such as the
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lower eighty percentiles of U.S. family-income brackets to- Renaissance, presented the reductionists with a new threat:
the emergence of a systemically practiced modern science;day, from actually practicing scientific and technological

progress. The predator interest requires that the idea of actual and, also, the related developments of Classical humanist
modes of artistic composition; as both were but typified withscientific and technological practice be uprooted, or even

made abhorrent, as the so-called “ecology movement” has a certain extraordinary excellence, by the intellectual fertility
of Leonardo. Experience showed the reductionists that theexpressed this maliciously intended perversion.

It is not possible for modern society, with its post-Fif- role of a systemically practiced modern science must be at-
tacked in a new way. A more vicious expression of the soph-teenth-Century population densities, to persist, if it were to

resist scientific and technological progress altogether. Conse- istry of Aristotle was required by them. The empiricism pion-
eered by Sarpi and his personal lackey Galileo Galilei, wasquently, the feasible objectives of the predatory classes are:

to tend toward inhibiting scientific and related progress when the result.
Therefore, if it were not possible for a durable form ofits immediate necessity can not be avoided; and, above all, to

deny the subjugated strata of society the right to know the national culture to ban the impact of scientific progress from
general practice of society absolutely, a sophistical sort ofgeneral principles for generating such progress; that, as a

capability which is characteristic of the human individual. substitute for that science might be concocted. Galileo’s
fraud, “action at a distance,” typified the result of such schem-The object is to cause the victims not merely to believe that

they are cows, but to be prepared to fight fiercely to maintain ing. By explaining the results of science in the fraudulent
fashion a modern form of sophist would desire, it were feasi-their proud status as mere cattle. Such was the intention of the

Sophists, as this was exposed by Plato, and the intention of ble to train people in the practice of the new technologies,
without exposing them to the methods by which discoveriesAristotle after them. Such has been the intention of reduction-

ists such as the modern empiricists and their offshoots, the of universal physical principles had occurred up to that time.
In this way, by crafting the approved methods of teaching ofpositivists, pragmatists, and existentialists, since Sarpi. Such

was the intent of Hobbes’ “each against all,” and of what the practice of science to the effect of making the victim of
such education hostile to that essential principle—the Pla-Locke termed “property” and Justice Scalia “shareholder

value.” Modern science, as introduced by the Fifteenth-Cen- tonic principle of hypothesis defining the process of discovery
of fundamental principles—the fruits of science might betury circles of Brunelleschi, Nicholas of Cusa, Luca Pacioli,

and Leonardo da Vinci, has confronted the modern philosoph- plucked by the aristocratic rulers without letting the prestige
of modern science infect the population with what the reduc-ical descendants of the Sophists with a new degree of chal-

lenge on this account. tionist sort of political philosophers and kindred scoundrels
might consider to be excessive admiration for the practice ofThe Fifteenth-Century Renaissance not only reversed the

awful collapse of European population which was character- scientific progress. Therefore, by such “ brainwashing” of
popular opinion, they might suppress what might be deemedistic of the preceding century’s “New Dark Age.” The Renais-

sance set into a motion a long-term improvement of the stan- excessive enthusiasm for the sacred distinction of the human
individual. So, lunatic Newton wrote: “hypothesis was notdard of living and fecundity of the European and other,

affected populations. The improved conditions of individual necessary.” So, during the 1890s, after he had been driven
insane by his persecutors, Georg Cantor repudiated his greatand social life unleashed by the Renaissance and its effects,

depend upon a long-ranging trend of improvement in the po- achievements of the preceding decade by writing the same
lunatic’s motto, “hypothesis was not necessary.”4tential relative population-density of mankind, a trend which

depends upon realized scientific-technological and related Appropriate study of the case of Gauss’s 1799 theorem,
cultural progress. Were this progress to be halted for a genera-
tion or more, the long-term effects would be a tendency to-

4. Georg Cantor, Beiträge zur Begründung der transfiniten Mengelehre,
ward a plunge into a new dark age, with deep levels of depopu- 1897. English translation published as Contribution to the Founding of the
lation, and even eradication of entire branches of human Theory of Transfinite Numbers, reprint of the 1915 Jourdain translation,

with extended introduction by Philip E. B Jourdain (New York: Dover Publi-cultures. Moreover, collapses of this class could not be pre-
cations Reprint edition). Under the impact of a savage, inquisitional qualityvented without new leaps in scientific-technological progress
of attack, led by Leopold Kronecker, the brilliant Georg Cantor of his middlein the productive powers of labor and standard of living. No
1880s work fell into fits of insanity which orbitted around an embarrassing

general turning back of the clock of progress were possible effort to induce Pope Leo XIII to adopt the method of Isaac Newton. The
which did not lead into a catastrophic new dark age, perhaps theosophist Rudolf Steiner and Bertrand Russell came to play typical, patho-

genic roles in fostering some of this problematic behavior. However, aparta planetary new dark age. Since that Fifteenth-Century Re-
from the importance of his Grundlagen and his complementary correspon-naissance, scientific and technological progress is now the
dence on that subject during the middle to late 1880s, there was a deeplylaw of civilization; cultures which resist that law will disap-
humanistic side to Cantor, which he identified with his ancestor Josef Böhm,

pear, destroyed by their own will and hand. the collaborator of Beethoven on the performance of the late quartets, and
Thus, the practice of modern European science since those the method of the Böhm school of violin performance of which Cantor was

a qualified amateur performer.developments within, and following the Fifteenth-Century
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hypothesizing and proving hypotheses experimentally. Yet,
Euler et al. insist that these so-called “imaginary” components
of mathematical-physical reality are not real; and they misuse
the word “imaginary” as a sophist’s way of lying, by denying
that these elements are not merely real, but indispensable for
scientific progress.

The Satanic aspect of their misuse of the term “imagi-
nary,” is made apparent by considering the categorical nature
of the effect their sophistry concocts. They not only deny a
truth which is important for the continued existence of our
species; they prohibit man from knowing his own nature, and
thus degrade the credulous students of their doctrine into a
form of mere human cattle. That is Satanic!

2. Science & Passion

For example:
Most among today’s teachers and professors of mathe-

matics are, in effect, clinically insane in their customary treat-
ment of that and related subject-matters. The experimental
proof of that fact has been lately demonstrated, more or less
widely, on two continents, North America and Eurasia. It is
implicitly demonstrated on all of them.

In the U.S.A. itself, the presently generally accepted prac-
tice of public education has reached the proportions of what
might rightly be called “menticide.” The textbooks, examina-For the lunatic Isaac Newton, “ hypothesis was not necessary.”
tion-and-grading procedures, and teachers and professors ofHere, Harpo Marx as Newton in the 1957 film “ The Story of

Mankind.” this quality, assume that the consistency of a closed deductive-
inductive system, if perfectly consistent in its own chosen
terms, is therefore real knowledge. That form of sophistry, as
practiced by such persons and institutions, is, in fact, a formneatly illustrates the way in which the empiricist frauds of

Sarpi, Galileo, Euler, Lagrange, et al., were crafted. of nothing other than clinical schizophrenia: a form of what
may be called either “legalized,” or “popularized” schizo-As I have repeatedly restated my frequent argument in

this report, the scientist’s distinction of the human being from phrenia.
This point is more or less readily demonstrated to be true,the beast, points to the fact that what are demonstrated experi-

mentally to be universal physical principles are ideas which by challenging almost any professor of mathematics or math-
ematical physics who merely accepts that notion of mathe-exist beyond the direct reach of human sense-perception.

They are known only through the process of hypothesizing, as matical consistency in defiance of the issues posed by Carl
Gauss in his 1799 The Fundamental Theorem of Algebra.Plato’s dialogues, or the earlier precedents of pre-Euclidean

Greek constructive geometry illustrate that fact. The conse- The customary reaction from that professor, if challenged in
an efficiently rigorous way, will be a sudden explosion intoquence of this knowledge of the nature of such principles is

that modern mathematical physics is obliged to combine the the type of utterly irrational, childish tantrum specific to a
mental disease. The instances of specific tantrums of thatapparent action, as sense-perception defines action, with

those discovered universal physical principles which exist wildly irrational type, from such pedagogues and the like,
continue to be numerous.only beyond the direct reach of sense-perception. The func-

tional interrelationship of these two is the reality of the com- The pedagogical point I am emphasizing in introducing
that issue of sanity at this moment, is that the pretense of thatplex domain.

The use of the term “imaginary” for the square roots of sort of mathematician, or mathematical physicist, is his claim
that his claimed objectivity is intrinsically unemotional. Innegative numbers, as by Euler and Lagrange, is provocative.

These are really imaginary in one sense of the use of that other words, he or she assumes that physical science is based
on reductionist mathematics, and that that mathematics isword, but only in the sense that they are the most significant

aspect of a reality, an image of a reality reachable by human purely deductive-inductive. The explosion of emotion in the
referenced sort of tantrum, proves that they, as professionals,knowledge only through the human individual’s power of
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Construction of Platonic and
Archimedian solids in a
Schiller Institute Summer
camp, using the pre-Euclidean,
constructive geometry of
“ spherics.”

are living a very, very emotional, big, very personal, lie. By the ontological quality of a fear-stricken emotion of repres-
sion. That fear is what had imprisoned them, acting to thisidentifying the fallacy of the definitions which they have

adopted as a substitute for the real, physical universe outside effect as what we experience from their wildly irrational out-
bursts, as the habituated set of emotional shackles on theirtheir Laputan fantasies, a knowledgeable critic can trigger a

clinically crucial, insane outburst from them. minds.
The emotion expressed by their explosions of irrationalTheir insanity has principally two aspects. The first princi-

ple of their systemic insanity, is their delusion, that truth is rage, was the “force” which herded them into the set of so-
called self-evident assumptions which they had pretended,“objective”: rooted in the combination of sense-perception

with a set of purely fictitious choices of sets of deductive until provoked, to express in an emotion-free way. That was
the “force” of intellectual repression. When you made visibleforms of definitions, axioms, and postulates. The second prin-

ciple, which is assumed to be a correlative of the first, is that the barrier which contained their conditioned-as-emotion-
free views; by merely making that barrier visible, you touchedemotion has no place in mathematical, or comparable modes

of supposedly reasonable thinking. In point of fact, their off the explosive charge that barrier represented.
One must add, that provoking such a reaction in that way,minds are like goldfish swimming in a bowl, such that, for

them, nothing exists outside the water contained within that is not “doing a bad thing;” it is not a violation of what we
could, defensibly, call polite behavior. Only if and when suchbowl. In their mathematical schemas, the reality of mathemat-

ical physics exists in a goldfish bowl-like sub-universe, from a professor has, first of all, experienced such a “catharsis,”
will he or she be capable of becoming sane. It is not naughtywhich emotion and reality, alike, are shut out. To cause a leak

in that container which holds the water, unleashes a flood of to make lunatics sane; quite the opposite. Thus, telling the
truth will usually touch off those or similar kinds of explo-emotion in them.

We who might have provoked this reaction, did not actu- sions of anger; the way to avoid such outbursts is to condone
and nourish the lies, which is itself a form of lying commonlyally cause that emotional display by them. We simply un-

locked it, like tapping on a vial of overheated nitroglycerine. practiced by cowardly candidates for the U.S. Presidential
nomination, and others.The explosion was an expression of the brutal repression

which had been their continued experience, usually since Take the case of Euclidean geometry as an example of the
way in which such forms of functional schizophreniachildhood. This emotionally charged repression, this, their

internalized Gestapo, had been the mechanism by which they function.
The Thirteen Books of Euclid, are like a Scotsman’s hag-were conditioned to adopt the ivory-tower assumptions at

issue. The emotion expressed by the irrational outburst of gis, a lot of things, picked up from here and there, and stuffed
into a kind of pudding. Many of the pieces which might beemotion by them, was the result of pushing their attention to

the fact of the container in which their delusory notion of picked out of that pudding were generated as fruits of serious,
competent investigations. When the pudding is taken as amathematical principles was contained. The container was of
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whole, the arrangement among the component parts is riddled
with paradoxes, especially respecting the contents of the
Tenth through Thirteenth of those books. Those latter books
should be recognized as implicitly contradicting the set of
so-called self-evident definitions, axioms, and postulates, on
which the entirety of the content of Euclid’s Elements de-
pends.

The paradoxes reflected there, are a result of the fact that
Euclid has replaced the real domain of “spherics,” from which
the ironical content of the Tenth through Thirteenth books
was, chiefly, derived, by a childish fantasy-world in which
objects are floating within an imaginary soup of linear space
and time. The most critical features of the last three books,
reflect the contributions of the pre-Euclidean, constructive
geometry. This latter is the geometry which the Pythagoreans,
et al. derived, as “spherics,” from the kind of interrelated
knowledge of astronomy and oceanic navigation which the
emerging Greek culture derived chiefly from that Egyptian
tradition typified by the design of the Great Pyramids. The
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error of the Euclidean or kindred sorts of a priori definitions,
LaRouche’s “ Triple Curve” schematic diagram, first presented inaxioms, and postulates, is what polluted the so-called “main-
1995, shows how the cancerous rise of financial and monetarystream” of European science’s mathematics, as Riemann re-
aggregates destroys the physical economy at an increasing rate.ported in the opening two paragraphs of his 1854 habilita-

tion dissertation.5

Riemann thus reaches back to a time prior to Euclid. In
fact, he combines the historical tradition of the pre-Euclidean, tures” paradox depended upon showing the common ontolog-
constructive geometry of “spherics,” of Thales, Heraclitus, ical characteristics of Classical artistic principles of non-
the Pythagoreans, and Plato, with the principal accomplish- plastic art and scientific discovery, the latter as expressed by
ments of modern science since Nicholas of Cusa’s De Docta increase of the productive powers of labor through technolog-
Ignorantia, the latter including the work of such successors ical progress.
of Cusa as Leonardo da Vinci, Kepler, Fermat, Huyghens, As a result of that work, which was done at sundry inter-
Leibniz, and Riemann’s principal predecessor, Carl Gauss. vals of 1948-1953, I was able to eliminate the need for efforts
Following the line of Gauss’s 1799 attack on Euler, Lagrange, to derive principles of political-economy from monetary pro-
et al., in Gauss’s The Fundamental Theorem of Algebra, cesses, as the British Haileybury school had done; and, in-
Riemann makes the most crucial of the steps which implicitly stead, to define monetary processes from the standpoint of
free European civilization’s science from the relics of thou- comparative potential relative population-density (per capita
sands of years of reductionist decadence. and per square kilometer). The organization of my effort had

My own, 1948-1953, crucial original contributions to the following features of relevance for the subject of the pres-
Leibniz’s 1671-1716 founding of the science of physical ent report. Since late 1995, I have illustrated the effects of
economy, had the specific, crucial significance of resolving applying that method of physical economy, to design of a
what C.P. Snow fairly named the “two cultures” paradox of series of pedagogical charts [Figures 1-5], comparing relative
contemporary education. That is to say, the division of physi- changes in physical output with those expressed as monetary
cal science from Classical art. My solution to this “two cul- and financial aggregates. These charts cut through the nonsen-

sical estimates of the U.S. economy which have been preva-
5. From the Henry S. White translation, in D.E. Smith, A Source Book in lent during the 1996-2003 interval of the Clinton and Bush
Mathematics, New York, 1959. “It is well known that geometry presupposes

administrations.6
not only the concept of space but also the first fundamental notions for
constructions in space as given in advance. It gives only nominal definitions
for them, while the essential means of determining them appear in the form 6. As I pointed out in an early 1984, half-hour network TV broadcast: By

about the end of 1983, the Federal Reserve System and U.S. government hadof axioms. The relation of these suppositions is left in the dark; one sees
neither whether and in how far their connection is necessary, nor a priori introduced a monstrous fraud into the official reports on the state of the

national economy. This hoax was called the “Quality Adjustment” index. Itwhether it is possible.
“From Euclid to Legendre, to name the most renowned of modern writers is now sometimes described as the “hedonic index,” a notion derived from

British East India Company utilitarian (and coordinator of the British-di-on geometry, this darkness has been lifted neither by mathematicians nor by
the philosophers who have labored upon it. . . .” For the German original of rected Terror in 1789-1794 France) Jeremy Bentham’s 1789 An Introduc-

tion to The Principles of Morals & Legislation. This was the same Benthamthose opening paragraphs, see Bernhard Riemann’s Gesammelte Werke,
H. Weber ed. (New York: Dover Publications reprint, 1953), pp. 272-273. of thekindred, shortbut notorious piece, In Defence ofUsury. Since1983, all
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This elaboration of the “ Triple Curve” shows the onset of

FIGURE 3

The U.S. Economy’s Collapse Function Since 
1996

Source:  EIRNS.
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hyperinflation, as the values for monetary aggregates exceed the
financial aggregates. This began to occur around the onset of
Federal Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan’s Y2K “ wall of
money” policy at the end of 1999, as Figure 3 shows. must be acquired is a memory of a relived experience, the

experience of reliving the process of the relevant discovery
and its transmission to present times. Proper education in

I describe the most relevant aspects of the process of my science, is science re-enacted, and relived, as an historical
discovery as follows. drama, in the mode of a Classical tragedy or the like.

For me, my cultivated antipathy, since early childhood,
Targets: Wiener and von Neumann toward learning something merely because it was the taught,

The best way to convey any idea is to present the relevant or the popular view, impelled me, from about the age of four-
audience with the process of experiencing the unfolding pro- teen, to take up an intense reading of English-language edi-
cess of the idea’s discovery. So, as Friedrich Schiller empha- tions from among the best-known writings of the leading Eng-
sized, the Classical stage is the best medium for the study of lish, French, and German philosophers of the Seventeenth and
history. The member of the audience, seated perhaps in the Eighteenth Centuries, from Francis Bacon through Immanuel
balcony of the Classical theater, relives the history, or history- Kant. This was prompted, in part, by my sense of horror at
like legend on the stage of his or her own imagination. Seeing being confronted with such shibboleths as what I later consid-
the doom gripping the leaders of a society unfold, on that ered as the plainly fraudulent, purportedly self-evident defi-
stage of the imagination, the ordinary citizen is inspired to nitions, axioms, and postulates of my first encounter with a
judge the principles which have brought an entire society to standard Plane Geometry. My adolescent search for truth was
its tragic or sublime outcome. Thus, as Schiller reports, the soon steeped in enmity against what I have identified here as
ordinary citizen, so uplifted to the status of statesman, leaves “reductionism.” By about the age of sixteen, I had become a
that theater a better person than he entered it a few hours follower of Leibniz engaged in preparing a refutation of the
earlier. The same principle applies to the proper method for principal thesis of Kant’s first Critique.
teaching science. The mastery of science is the reliving of By the close of the 1939-1945 war, I was occupied with
the actual historical process of discovery and transmission of the relationship and systemic distinctions among the three
ideas. What must be retained is not textbook-like recollection Classically defined categories of abiotic, living, and cognitive
of the formal, dictionary-like features of a discovery; what processes. How does the mind generate an idea, which is an

unseen but efficient principle? For a period, I wrestled with
official U.S. reports on inflation and economic growth have been a worsening

the implications of William Empson’s Seven Types of Ambi-gigantic fraud, as the continuing, post-1977 fall of the relative physical stan-
guity, with the purpose of identifying those features of Classi-dard of living (market basket) of the lower eighty percentiles of U.S. family

households attests. cal irony, as in poetry, which corresponded to the relationship
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FIGURE 4
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FIGURE 5
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income brackets is suggested by Figures 4 and 5, which give the lie
to claims of a “ Recovery.” Households have been forced to take
on more jobs, longer work hours, longer commutes, and more
debt, in order to survive.

tions of the Mars orbit, is a model case. The successful
composition of a Platonic form of Socratic hypothesis defines
a conjectured principle which might solve the paradox. Thisbetween systemic paradoxes and successful hypothesis in

physical science. It was a continuation of my adolescent occu- conjecture, that working hypothesis, requires a specific kind
of experiment, something corresponding to a proof-of-princi-pation with affirming Leibniz against Kant’s Critiques.

Against that background, in January 1948, I was loaned, ple experiment.
If the experiment were successful proof of that principle,through Professor Norbert Wiener’s daughter, a copy of the

Paris pre-publication, reviewers’ edition of his Cybernetics. we adduce from the relevant design of that experiment, certain
features which directly echo the tested principle. So, we areThat date is significant only because the chain of develop-

ments leading to my discoveries in physical economy began able to proceed from the work of the laboratory-experimental
machine-tool or comparable designer of the experiment, tounder those circumstances. By March of that year, I was

deeply committed to the intent to refute Wiener’s argument the application of those features of the experimental design
which reflect the newly defined principle.for “information theory.” The portion of the book devoted

to control mechanisms, was delightful. The use of the term In a general way, this is the image of the role of technology
in the improved design of products and processes of pro-“cybernetics,” to signify what Wiener defined as information

theory, was a hoax, a logical positivist’s intellectual horror- duction.
Reflect on what was going on stage, so to speak, as thatshow. Since that time, most of my intellectual life has been

entwined, in one way or another, in warfare against the pure procedure from paradox to new technology unfolded. The
beginning of the process occurred within the sovereign cogni-evil typified by Bertrand Russell and such among his numer-

ous, self-dehumanized devotees as Wiener and John von Neu- tive processes of an individual human mind. The development
of the appropriate hypothesis, and its experimental or equiva-mann. The point of reference for my argument against the

specific evil of Wiener’s notion of an “information theory,” lent validation, produced a technology by means of which
man’s power over nature, per capita and per square kilometer,was as follows.

In competent science, we begin the discovery of a princi- was increased. Contrary to Wiener, the radically reductionist
statistical method of Ludwig Boltzmann has no place in thisple, or student’s-like reaction to such a discovery, with atten-

tion to a systemic paradox. Kepler’s discovery of the implica- process. In representing the increased physical power of labor
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Norbert Wiener (left) and John von Neumann. Since 1948, LaRouche writes, “ most of my intellectual life has been entwined, in one way or
another, in warfare against the pure evil typified by Bertrand Russell and such among his numerous, self-dehumanized devotees as Wiener
and John von Neumann.”

as a result of a statistically ordered process, Wiener had com- ture.7 This is an agency outside the reach of both abiotic and
merely living processes, as Vernadsky followed the relevantmitted a fraud: a fact which would not have astonished the

David Hilbert who threw both Wiener and John von Neumann Classical Greek tradition on this point. Just as the principle
of life exerts an increasing role in determining the geologicalout of Göttingen University for their committing precisely

such kinds of hoaxes. development of the planet as a whole, so the human creative
principle uniquely specific to the sovereign human individu-I do not accept Hilbert’s delightful, descriptive notion of

what he describes as (what translates from German as) the ality, has the power to transform both the abiotic and living
processes in general. Thus, were mankind, whose population“intuitive” methods of pure geometry which are essential re-

placements for standard classroom algebra, for purposes of is presently reported to exceed six billions persons, merely a
higher ape, the living population would have never exceededcrucial aspects of advanced scientific work. Nonetheless, I

recognize his intention to refer to something valid, something several millions.
Man’s ability to increase our productive power overwhich I do recognize as a real phenomenon of human creative

work, but which I locate in what would be considered the nature, per capita, by willfully efficient intention, is the
only true source of what might be called “profit” and thestrictly Platonic methods of the Pythagorean tradition, as I

do in my present report here. Better than “intuition,” were accumulation of physical capital. Such is mankind’s power
to increase the human species’ power to exist, something“insight.” However, whatever terms are used to refer to the

phenomenon, it signifies the Classical Greek noësis, a quality which can occur among lower species only through an evolu-
tionary up-shift of species, not by any willful potential avail-which distinguishes human beings from apes, man as made

in the likeness of the Creator. Call it “intuition,” or not, the able to that species.
That is not the end of the argument against Wiener, vonintent of Hilbert’s argument on this point coincides, in fact,

with my own ontological sense of what Classical tradition Neumann, et al. The development of the productive powers
of labor, is generated by individuals, but its realization isdefined as the noëtic quality of cognition. In all that I have

read from the work of both Wiener and von Neumann, and of social, not merely individual. This brings us to the principal
their kindred modern sophists, that quality of scientific insight
is precisely what is conspicuously lacking, even willfully, 7.E.g., theCreator didnot deprivehimself of the power to change the universe

by creating it. Note the importance of the German educator Herbart for bothsavagely excluded.
Riemann and, later, Georg Cantor, on this point. Whatever is discovered toThis (noëtic) power of creativity is not something which
be a validated universal physical principle, is a definite object. See Riemann’s

was done to man; it is a sovereign power of the individual Werke, on “Geistesmasse,” Zur Psychologie und Metaphysik, pp. 509-520.
person. It is not man acted upon by creativity; it is man ex- This Herbartian ontological feature of the work of Riemann and Cantor was

crucial for me in 1952-53.pressing that creativity which is already embedded in his na-
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follies of Wiener, von Neumann, et al., the subject of human of the human population, demands a relevant source of anti-
entropy.8 There must be, first, the specifically anti-entropiccommunication.
characteristic of living processes, as distinct from that of abi-
otic processes. There must be, second, another specifically‘Communication Theory’

In that increase of mankind’s power to exist which is anti-entropic influence which is otherwise absent among in-
ferior living species, but specific to human beings. The func-generated by newly discovered universal physical principles,

there is an element which is uniquely sovereign to the individ- tion of a science of physical economy, is to define the kinds
of measurements by which society might successfully defineual mind. How is such an element transmitted, as communica-

tion, from one mind to another? Each such discovery is a some of those policies which will lead to net improvement of
the human condition over a span of several generations torevolution, for which nothing existed within the realm of that

person’s sense-perception, up to that point. Therefore, it come. The development of such ideas by individuals, is not
sufficient. There must be a communication of such and alsowould be clear that no literal statement within the existing

language could contain the relevant communication of the certain other classes of ideas within the society. This latter
task has two principal, relatively distinct aspects.pertinent new idea. With that, the claims to a body of “statisti-

cal communication theory,” such as that of Wiener, von Neu- First, there is the matter of the communication of specifi-
cally anti-entropic ideas among individuals, as I, not Wiener,mann, or MIT’s Marvin Minsky, break down.

This brings us back to the ambiguities posed to me implic- have summarily defined anti-entropy above. Second, there
must be the discovery of an additional class of universal prin-itly by Empson’s work. That brings me back to a long-favorite

passage from P.B. Shelley’s essay, “In Defence of Poetry,” ciples which, like what are ordinarily considered physical
principles, pertain to the necessary ordering of social pro-and to some fascinating work by one of my favorite American

spies, Edgar Allan Poe. During certain periods, there is an cesses.
Society is not a simple aggregation of individual or other-increase of “the power of imparting and receiving profound

and impassioned conceptions respecting man and nature.” wise local activities. A modern national economy, for exam-
ple, is a kind of “social organism,” in which the most signifi-What Shelley references thus, is the power of irony and meta-

phor associated with the great Classical humanist resurgence cant effects are a reflection of individual actions directly on
the economy as a functionally indivisible whole, rather thanof the late Eighteenth Century. Compare the case of the fa-

mous Third Act Hamlet soliloquy: “To be, or not to be. . .” as an accumulation of localizable effects. This means that the
members of a society must, to a very large degree, subordinateLanguage uses ambiguities arising in the use of language,

or mathematical physics (for example), to define systemic what local experience suggests to be their interests, to a supe-
rior definition of that local interest as defined by proceedingparadoxes having the quality of distinctness shown by

Kepler’s reflections on the implications of a corrected image from the society as a whole, rather than the particular to the
whole.of the Mars orbit. These are the ambiguities, of a validatably

systemic quality, which point toward the sovereign creative There are maddened fanatics who seek to deregulate ev-
erything, arguing that any interference with their antic im-powers of the individual human mind, toward the discovery

of a relevant hypothesis. By the same means, the use of well- pulses were not merely a wrongful assault on their individual
will, but necessarily bad for the society as a whole. This luna-crafted ironies, such as metaphor, one mind is able to provoke

another to replicate ideas which can not be explicitly stated tic view was that proposed by Mandeville’s paean to vice in
his The Fable of the Bees; in John Locke’s notion of “prop-in previously established use of language as known pre-

viously to those engaged in that communication. This genera- erty”; in Quesnay’s “ laissez-faire” doctrine that peasants are
merely cattle; and in Adam Smith’s 1759 Theory of the Moraltion and receipt of such communication is accomplished

through the principle of Plato’s Socratic hypothesis. Sentiments and 1776 anti-American propaganda-piece The
Wealth of Nations.When Wiener, for example, sought to argue that an anti-

entropic progress in the human condition could be effected in In fact, approximately half of the allotted effort of a
healthy form of modern nation-state economy, is expendedways determined by Boltzmannian statistical mechanics, he

perpetrated a fraud, as Hilbert would have understood Wie- to produce and maintain those forms of basic economic infra-
ner’s behavior on this account. The theory of the brain, of
mathematical economics, and of artificial intelligence, by von 8. The term “anti-entropy” is coherent, both formally and functionally, with
Neumann, were frauds of the same general class of hoaxes. “anti-Euclidean.” The concept is of the type associated with the Classical

paradoxes of doubling the line, square, and cube, in the Pythagorean modeThese considerations led me, by 1953, to a preliminary
of pre-Euclidean constructive geometry. The shadowy effects of such proce-general notion of the differences and consonances of the prin-
dures in defining relatively higher orders of existence can be described inciples of composition of Classical non-plastic art and of physi-
algebra, but the process of generation of those results belongs entirely to

cal science. Both taken as one, define a validatable science of the domain of constructive geometry, as the case of Archytas solution for
physical economy. doubling the cube typifies this. Again, the notion of anti-Euclidean geometry

is not to be confused with a merely non-Euclidean geometry.The increase of the potential relative population-density
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structure which are of general importance to the economy of states of existence in the universe, kinds of effects which
did not exist prior to man’s such willful action. New elementsthat region, rather than merely to some particular enterprise

within that area. Generation and distribution of power, water and isotopes are merely typical. If we could control what
we define experimentally as matter-antimatter reactions, thatmanagement, general transportation, health-care systems, ed-

ucational systems, urban organization, and so on define the would be quite stunning. That seemingly paradoxical effect
is perhaps the most intellectually stunning expression ofcharacteristics of the general environment within which indi-

vidual activities are situated. man’s creative nature.
In all cases, a change in those aspects of our physical-For example, two ostensibly identical factories situated

in different environments will have different characteristic space-time geometry which are more or less immediately im-
portant for society’s present functions, may alter the way inphysical productivities. The quality of sources of generation

and distribution of power, development of water resources, which ordinary action occurs in the detailed features of social
and economic life. Generally, man’s power over nature in-and so on, are relatively more obvious. Then consider the

lower productivity of the plant, if placed in an area which creases, and man’s ability to accomplish positive actions is
sped up. The tempo of processes may be accelerated or slowedrelies on highways rather than modern mass-transit systems

for passengers and freight. The inherent social cost of the relative to specific, important functions of daily life and econ-
omy generally. This relationship between the physical geom-highway travel is greater per capita, and the time lost by reli-

ance on highway transport is multiply a cost-factor, that for etries of the whole environment in which we live, and the
relative value of space and time of our actions, is the truereasons which include the substantial, if indirect effects of a

diminishing of the quality of family life. practical meaning of relativity.
So, we have the following picture. The source of increaseThe development of infrastructure coheres with level of

technology in defining the geometry of the society and its of the productive powers of labor is, on the one side, the
creative power of the individual, especially the productiveeconomy as a whole. The addition, or elimination of some of

the functional elements which characterize that society as a individual, such as the scientist, the inventor, the true entre-
preneurial farmer, manufacturer, and so on. However, thewhole, will determine a variation in the productivity ex-

pressed by the individual firm so situated. The source of this increase of the productive powers of labor is not limited to
action at the proverbial “point of production.” Improving thevariation is not the firm, but the general economic infrastruc-

ture’s impact upon the actions occurring within the firm. This basic economic infrastructure can increase the productivity
of the individual enterprises within society even without anyrelationship between infrastructure and individual enterprise

is of the form of a Riemannian geometry. The interpolation notable change in the behavior internally generated by those
enterprises themselves. To sum up the sundry arguments soof a short explanation of that, will suffice here.
implied, the physical geometry of the basic economic infra-
structure within which the particular enterprises of a societyMan in the Universe

The crucial paradox presented by realized forms of appli- are contained, is the boundary-condition which determines
the general level of productivity which may occur within indi-cation of fundamental physical principles, is the following.

What man discovers, in uncovering a universal physical vidual parts of that economy. The development of basic eco-
nomic infrastructure therefore represents the primary “cost ofprinciple, as Kepler discovered universal gravitation, is a pre-

existing principle of the universe. Generally, we think of this materials” of any society as a whole. If that cost of infrastruc-
ture is not fully paid, the productivity of that economy col-in terms of principles presumed to exist prior to the appear-

ance of mankind. When man discovers and applies such a lapses significantly.
Return to the problem of communication from that van-principle to change the universe, he has not added an abso-

lutely new principle to the universe; but, the added re-applica- tage point.
In respect to those qualities of the human mind which settion of that pre-existing principle to the universe, by the will

of mankind as discoverer, changes the universe. the human individual apart from all lower forms of life, the
individual human mind is the most sophisticated design-workWe must therefore think of physical geometries of the

universe along the following lines. we encounter. Whenever we attempt to proceed from rela-
tively simplistic explanations of “human nature,” we are notThe immediate physical-geometry of reference for us,

is, in first approximation, the universe as represented by a merely wrong, but probably dangerously muddleheaded med-
dlers. The “structure” of the system of relations representedset of principles whose effects we know. If the universe

contains m principles, we know a mere portion, n, of such by social processes, is the most scientifically challenging of
all of the topics of scientific inquiry we might choose. Plato’sprinciples. Can man increase the number of principles corres-

ponding to m? When man applies a discovered universal dialogues offer us a core of principled insights into those
processes. On that matter, the context of this present reportphysical principle, such as controlled nuclear fission or fu-

sion, we change the universe; this effect occurs not by our permits us to limit ourselves to saying this much of the follow-
ing about that subject-matter.discovery of that principle’s existence, but our willful appli-

cation of that principle to produce new kinds of principled The characteristic feature of the individual human mind
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is what is illustrated by the Platonic principle of hypothesis. and attaches the immortal quality of personality to the discov-
ered principle itself.That principle of hypothesis, which is the foundation of all

Classical artistic composition and physical science alike, is Thus, to the degree a person is a consistent reductionist,
he or she is virtually dead, or worse, spiritually.the key to the distinction of man from all lower forms of

life, and is, for our knowledge, the principle from which all It is this sense of being part of humanity as a whole, a
sense accessible to us only through our roles in an ongoingother characteristics of social processes must be adduced.

So, in the known history of human cultures, those aspects social-noëtic process, which is the proper source of a sane
passion for science, or for the creation and performance ofof communication which share the attributes of Classical

artistic composition, typify the means by which successive Classical forms of artistic composition. It is this sense of the
role of science and Classical art which is the only true personalgenerations of populations are able to transmit specifically

human forms of knowledge within contemporary society, morality of the person. This is what Socrates and the Apostle
Paul identify as agapē, as that is translated into English asand across even thousands of years of successive genera-

tions. “the common good,” or “the general welfare.” It is only when
we locate our identity so, as opposed to merely those desiresSo, the development and realization of discoveries of

physical science, taken together with the aspects of culture which lie within the bounds of our mortal biological exis-
tence, that we can be happy in Leibniz’s sense of the pursuitwhich correspond to Classical artistic principles of composi-

tion, combine to supply us a higher and broader working of happiness.
The cultivation of this sense of the true meaning of happi-definition of physical science. As the history of legend and

Classical tragedy attests, from Homer through Schiller and ness, the intention upon which the independence of our repub-
lic was founded, is the true, exceptional, virtually uniqueBeethoven, and in the traces of ancient Vedic poetic calen-

dars, these kinds of reflections present us an overview of the greatness and exemplary virtue of that republic so constituted
under the guiding mind of our Benjamin Franklin, and that ofsubject we might term “Platonic ideas,” ideas corresponding

to that principle of hypothesis upon which both physical sci- Cotton Mather before him. It is that quality of passion, so
infused in our choice of deeds, and our actions themselves,ence so-called and Classical artistic composition depend ab-

solutely. which expresses what Friedrich Schiller defines as the Sub-
lime, the quality which a self-doomed Hamlet of Shake-However, all of these elements of knowledge are not suf-

ficient to give us a clear, principled image of the human indi- speare’s Third Act soliloquy fears, and for fear of which he
willfully brings about his own useless death, and that of hisvidual. The crucial word is “immortality.” A species may be

relatively immortal as a species; but only man is immortal as nation besides.
The foolish person pursues rewards, or merely avoids pen-an individual. The trouble with the word “immortality” begins

when we insist upon locating the notion of specifically human alties. The wise person, of which there are admittedly few in
our society today, pursues eternal happiness as Leibniz de-immortality axiomatically in the biological individual. The

following points are to be considered. fined it. That pursuit is his passion, the force which moves
him, or her, to discover, and to act for mankind.To focus the argument, think about certain great scientific

discoveries. Choose discoveries for which we know the orig- It is the consonance of the Socratic way of thinking, the
Sublime, with science as Plato implicitly defines science asinal discoverer by name, such as Pythagoras, Plato, Archi-

medes, Eratosthenes, and so on. We actually know these hypothesizing, and with love for mankind, past, present, and
future, which expresses that wonderful passion by which thepersons only when we have replicated their relevant act of

discovery within our own mind, and when we, in turn, also greatest acts are inspired. There lies the passion for science
which is lacking in the reductionist. It is hatred of that whichtransmit that inner experience of discovery to others who

may come after us. This personification of great discoveries they are not, by the reductionist, which is key to understanding
the evil of Newton and of Euler’s attacks on Leibniz. If weof universal physical principle, is in no sense a fantasy.

Think of any experimentally validated universal physical understand this, we are able to do happily what we must,
without regard for fear or favor. Such is, among others, theprinciple. That principle functions as an Herbartian principle,

an individuality of the form which Herbart and Riemann true scientist.
reference by the German term Geistesmasse. In orderly sci-
entific practice, there is a correspondence between the named
(personality) of the discoverer and the quasi-personality of
the discovered principle. We must think of the principle as ✪ LAROUCHE IN 2004 ✪of the form of a personality: It was an object brought into
our knowledge by the sovereign cognitive (noëtic) action of www.larouchein2004.coma discoverer.

So, the creativity of the individual, both original discov-
Paid for by LaRouche in 2004.erer and he or she who replicates the act of discovery, is the

essential distinction of both man and woman as individuals,
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George Soros Spreads Opium
Wars Across the Americas
by Gretchen Small

Richard Grasso no longer serves as chairman of the New York debacle it has created, a conflagration looms throughout Ib-
ero-America. Wall Street’s narco-terrorists are mobilizing toStock Exchange (NYSE), but Wall Street’s drive to bring to

power those “very sophisticated capitalists” who head Ibero- overthrow any government which does not do as they say,
and hand them power. Smelling victory, they are manic, andAmerica’s narco-terrorist cartels, as Grasso so brazenly de-

clared to the world on June 29, 1999, is roaring ahead. Thanks, not without reason. The mind-set which has taken over, was
succinctly summarized by Soros’ jet-setting cocalero asset inin large part, to the efforts of the “grassroots” billionaire

narco-lobbyist, George Soros. Bolivia, Evo Morales. Evo told a conference of the Latin
American Council of Social Sciences, meeting in Havana,As the Bush Administration fixates on the Middle East

food; they were looted. That history is known. What youLaRouche: Combat Coca need, in a place like Bolivia, is obvious: large infrastruc-
ture projects, which are a great challenge in a mountainousWith Development
region, where it’s harder than on the plains.

When people go into coca, a normal response under
With a diplomat from an Ibero-American nation, Lyndon European civilization, would be to develop the country to
LaRouche discussed how to fight the problem of coca in solve the problem. And to use the military. It’s a logistical
the Andes. The following is a paraphrase. question. You have to defend the whole country. You use

the military to build up infrastructure: transportation,
We must change the system, in order to do anything. The power, water, health, education. And you offer the people
choice today is between the debt, and the people. If you a better life. Even potatoes are better to grow than coca.
don’t nationalize the debt to save the people, you will end Coca is not considered a problem by leading U.S. inter-
up like Africa. But no one will do it, because of the United ests, nor for any of the leading ruling circles in the Ameri-
States. They will take defensive measures, partial mea- cas, because they all have their hands in the drug money.
sures, but they won’t move against the system. Therefore, That’s all they have: control over raw materials, and drugs.
we need a strategic policy to change the United States. They don’t have anything else.

On drugs: This is a war against civilization. Take Bo- In dealing with the cocaleros, you have to offer them
livia, which has suffered British wars—the War of the a way out. This point goes back to Livy, who said you
Pacific, and the Chaco war. These questions are live today; always have to give an enemy you are trying to defeat, an
some people think like this still. The question is, how do honorable way out. The United States should go after the
you help the people under these conditions? First, there transport of the drugs; forget the eradication—for now.
was the mining period of exploitation. People were dying We should interdict, get the big international dealers, and
at high altitudes; they were impoverished; they had no concentrate on that. And we have to go for development
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Cuba on Oct. 30, that if they work hard enough at achieving proclaimed “human rights” NGOs in the region, Human
Rights Watch/Americas.)regional unity, “very soon we could celebrate in Latin

America another Vietnam for the United States.” Every effort to dump Londoño failed, until the President
suffered his first big political defeat on Oct. 25-26. In back-
to-back elections that weekend, Colombians defeated theTarget: Uribe Vélez

Evo Morales soared to international fame in October, government’s referendum to authorize far greater austerity (a
referendum demanded by the International Monetary Fundwhen he and his fellow Soros asset, declared terrorist Felipe

Quispe, led mass protests which overthrew the government and Wall Street), and then elected a narco-terrorist frontman
as mayor of the nation’s capital, Bogotá, because he, unlikeof Gonzalo Sánchez de Lozada in Bolivia. Now, it is the

government of Colombia’s President Alvaro Uribe Vélez, the Uribe’s candidate, promised economic improvement.
Ten days later, Londoño was ousted, victim of a crudeone hard-line anti-drug government left in the region, touted

by the Bush Administration as its best ally in the Americas, watergate: He had held a private arm-twisting session with
opposition Senators, which, unbeknownst to him, was tapedwhich is on the line, and it is Washington’s own policies that

are bringing him down. by a hidden microphone. When his threats that the Senators
had better back up the President, or he might be forced toThe resignation of Uribe’s hard-line Interior and Justice

Minister, Fernando Londoño, on Nov. 6, may in hindsight resign early and call new elections, were leaked to the media,
his enemies went wild. Former Finance Minister Rudolfprove to be the beginning of the end for Uribe. Repeatedly,

the corrupt narco-political class in Colombia had tried to get Hommes, an intimate in Grasso’s dealings with Colombia’s
terrorist cartel, the FARC, threatened in a commentary in ElUribe to dump the blunt-speaking Londoño. First among Lon-

doño’s enemies was former President Alfonso López Mi- Tiempo that Londoño had to be dumped to restore Colombia’s
“international credit.”chelsen, whose three-decades-long efforts to legalize drug

monies, drug-traffickers, and the drug trade itself have earned Then, in quick succession, Uribe’s entire security and
defense team resigned: his Defense Minister on Nov. 9; thehim the nickname “The Godfather.” Also demanding Lon-

doño’s head, was Soros’ human rights lobby, especially after national Chief of Police on Nov. 11; and the Commander in
Chief of the Armed Forces on Nov. 12. It is rumored that ahe dared denounce, a year ago, the myriad of human rights

Non-Governmental Organizations opposing any war on drugs reorganization of the entire military command may follow.
Each resignation ostensibly occurred for different rea-or terrorism, as “agents of terrorism.” (Soros is the leading

financier of, and sits on the board of the mother of the self- sons, which varied from in-fighting to corruption. Nor has

in the producer countries, so you have something to offer You need a mission for the continent.
people. Ask: Why do we have a drug problem? Where did it

The coca/drug problem has been imposed on us. The come from? Financial interests want us to have it, in order
enemy who imposed the problem has to be destroyed. They to destroy us! They are trying to keep the situation under
are the problem, not the cocaleros who are their pawns. their control, to create a situation of “terror against terror.”
Therefore, the issue is one of philosophy. You have to build Therefore, we need a more conscious, more articulate net-
up an intelligentsia. That’s why I focussed on building the work working together in the Americas. Take the case
LaRouche Youth Movement. You have to start by building of Peru. They had an effective anti-drug program under
a cadre force, which understands the global and national Fujimori. In Colombia, it has not been as effective. In part,
strategic situation in which they are operating. You have this is because Peru has a more cohesive and coherent
to educate them for that. And then you have to give them society: People view their neighbors as like themselves.
the power to implement these ideas. We are all the same. We are all human. The army is under-

So my view of basic combat, is education. But you stood as our institution in Peru. They go to it for sugges-
need a social vehicle for this. You have to look for the tions, ideas, help.
natural leadership in the population and develop them. Bolivia, with its current crisis, needs a flanking opera-
Then, when those people have the power, you have to crush tion. What is its flank? Peru and Brazil. The key countries
the enemy. But you have to offer something to people. The in the area are Brazil, Argentina, Peru, and Bolivia: It’s a
country has to develop over the long-term. You have to complex. Venezuela is much harder to deal with. Colom-
have a vision of a viable future. You must have a sense of bia is divided, but what’s left of its patriotic forces can
mission. That’s why soldiers are willing to die: not for a participate. Also, the enemy is deploying new Wars of the
practical reason, but for a mission. Politics is the same Pacific to divide one country from another. This has to be
thing. You don’t organize society around practical pro- avoided by working together, by integration.
grams, but around a mission. And that’s what leadership is. —Dennis Small
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any formal announcement been made that the government prohibition is popular and widespread in Latin America. And
it has begun to unite.”intends to change course from the program upon which it was

elected to office: that of defeating, rather than negotiating In July, Nadelmann announced that the time had come to
force a break. In an article published in the July-August 2003with, the narco-terrorists destroying the country. The narco-

terrorists had had the run of Colombia under Uribe’s prede- issue of the Carnegie Endowment’s Foreign Policy magazine,
rapidly circulated widely in Spanish by the legalizers, Nade-cessor, Andrés Pastrana, who championed Wall Street’s pol-

icy of negotiating with the cartels (it was under Pastrana that lmann called for “Latin America to start breaking with Wash-
ington over the war on drugs.” The region should “regulate”Grasso carried out his infamous personal negotiations with

the FARC in their redoubt in the southern jungles of Colom- dope use, through “harm reduction” strategies such as those
implemented in Europe (cannabis coffee houses, “medical”bia). In 2002, the population gave Uribe an overwhelming

mandate to fight. heroin dispensation, etc.), and join together in “an organized
revolt involving a number of Latin American countries,” toThe signs that a capitulation to Wall Street’s insistence

on power-sharing with the narco-terrorist cartels is in the say “no” to any war on drugs.
Central to his proposal, was that Ibero-America, as aworks, are mounting, however. Chief among them, is the nam-

ing of the head of the National Business Federation, Sabas whole, launch a campaign to establish international trade in
coca, the basic ingredient of cocaine. EIR documented, inPretelt de la Vega, as Londoño’s replacement as head of the

Interior and Justice Ministry. June 1998, how Nadelmann and fellow legalizers designed
the subterfuge of establishing an international coca trade, asPretelt’s track record on narco-terrorism is far different

than Londoño’s. He participated in every major negotiation yet another flank in their drive to bring back the good old
days of Britain’s Opium Wars against China, when the globalwith narco-terrorist groups which the Pastrana regime carried

out, from the discussions with the ELN in a German convent narcotics trade was legal, and how Evo Morales was a creation
of that project. Not surprisingly, establishing such a coca tradeand in Havana, Cuba, to visiting the FARC’s southern head-

quarters in the Caguán as a member of Pastrana’s National is the central plank of the Morales/Quispe team today, who
threaten that any Bolivian government that does not legalizePeace Council. “A negotiated solution is absolutely indis-

pensable to reach peace,” he told Colombia’s RCN radio after the “industrialization” and export of coca, will be overthrown,
just as Sánchez de Lozada was.being named on Nov. 7.

Ironically, the ouster of Londoño may prove the catalyst
for exactly the chain of events he was watergated for mention- Repeating the Bolivia ‘Model’

Popular anti-government sentiment is rising across theing. Uribe could, indeed, become the next Sánchez de Lozada
of the continent. Uribe is far more popular than the millionaire continent. Bolivians have been visiting universities in Bo-

gotá, briefing Colombian students on how they overthrewmining baron Sánchez de Lozada ever was, but only because
of his commitment to defeat the narco-terrorists. Take that their government. Leaders of the Jacobin unemployed move-

ment in Argentina known as the piqueteros are calling for aaway, reduce him simply to being the enforcer of Wall Street’s
policies, and he’s gone. mass demonstration on Dec. 20, the second anniversary of

the demonstrations that brought down the government ofThe ouster of Uribe would deal a devastating blow to a
region already reeling from the Bolivian crisis. With all the Fernando de la Rúa in 2001, “to demand a people’s and work-

ers’ government.” A speaker at a Nov. 5 rally of this crewlimitations and errors of his administration—most especially
his abject subservience to the neo-conservative-dominated called for Argentines to follow the example of the Bolivian

peasants, and go out and “take power. . . . It’s not good enoughBush Administration—the Uribe government nonetheless
has kept alive the principle that the drug trade can be fought, to get to the doorway; we have to go in, and take over the

government palaces.”that capitulation is not the only option available, as the gov-
ernment of Alberto Fujimori in Peru once did, albeit more The situation in Bolivia is calm, for the moment. There is

a hiatus in the popular conflict, which local observers chalkstrongly.
In the view of Soros’ drug legalization team, the time is up to the fact it’s planting season now, and the cocaleros are

busy with the next crop. That ends in December, but the timenow ripe to eradicate that concept entirely from the region.
Last February, representatives of the cocaleros of Peru and of renewed conflicts generally does not begin again until after

Carnival, at which point, popular mobilizations are guaran-Bolivia (including Quispe) met with drug legalizers from
around the hemisphere, and from Italy, at a conference in teed against President Carlos Mesa, unless he can offer some

economic hope to Bolivia’s desperate population.Mérida, Mexico, entitled “Out From the Shadows,” called to
map out the next phase of the war to legalize drugs in the At about that time, from Feb. 9-12, 2004, some 800 people

are expected to attend the First Latin American and CaribbeanAmericas. The conference was made possible by Soros’
money, and a featured speaker was Ethan Nadelmann, execu- Harm Reduction Conference, in São Paulo, Brazil, organized

by the International Harm Reduction Association (IHRA),tive director of Soros’ Drug Policy Alliance. Nadelmann de-
clared that the meeting “shows us that opposition to drug yet another arm of the Soros dope machine.
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This being Britain, the national policy fights emphatically
include the monarchy. The revelation by Paul Burrell, former
butler to the late Princess Diana, that she had written him a
letter before her death warning that she feared she could be
killed in a staged automobile accident, caused a furor which
had scarcely abated when other nasty rumors against PrinceAll-Out Political War
Charles, dating back to the mid-1990s, hit the press—“estab-
lishment” as well as tabloid. That attack culminated in a bar-Is On in Britain
rage of screaming headlines on Sunday, Nov. 9, of the sort
not seen since the astonishing national reaction to the deathby Mary Burdman
of Princess Diana in 2001.

The reports’ reliability is of little matter; the issue is
Britain in the second week of November was in the throes of whether Prince Charles, and possibly the monarchy itself, will

survive the onslaught. The situation harkens all the way backunprecedented political warfare. All parts of the establish-
ment—the political class, royalty, the legal establishment, to the 1936 Abdication Crisis, which also occurred amid great

economic and political upheaval and danger. Feeble effortssecurity services, and the financial sector—were in turmoil.
The international strategy of Prime Minister Tony Blair— to protect Prince Charles by court restraints on publication,

crumbled within days. In 1936, reports on King Edward VIII’swho took Britain, as the leading ally of the United States,
into the Iraq debacle over enormous public opposition—was lover, Mrs. Simpson, were banned from the British press to

little avail.coming apart by the day. The British economy is in a perilous
condition, with the Bank of England itself issuing regular It is far from clear just who is doing what to whom. There

are reliable indications that Burrell himself is loyal to thewarnings about dangers posed by its record-level £900 billion
of debt. Queen and Prince Philip, although not to the Prince of Wales;

meanwhile, one of Charles’ highest-level former aides, MarkThis being Britain, the political and economic fissures
emerge in public fights which are as convoluted as they are Bolland, has made some of the most damaging public revela-

tions about the Prince. And the “liberal” press, including Thebrutal. Since October, the rate at which one controversy or
scandal has overwhelmed the one before it, has become Guardian and The Independent, have demonstrated internal

rifts and extremely conflicting loyalties to Tony Blair’s “Newbreathtaking. Tony Blair had had the effrontery to proclaim
himself “the only game in town,” in a self-justifying interview Labour” and his Iraq war. These establishment newspapers

are involved in nasty political infighting, while the tabloidswith The Times published on Oct. 13, when the opposition
Tory Party fell into bloody in-fighting. This was during a— are having a field day. The real issues are the international

political and financial crisis, being fought over in classic Brit-very temporary—lull in the highly damaging revelations be-
ing made by the inquiry conducted by Lord Hutton into the ish style.
apparent suicide of Britain’s prominent arms inspector, Dr.
David Kelly, on July 17. ‘Cynicism About Iraq Is Tangible’

The Hutton Inquiry is now formally adjourned for LordBlair should have known better. While the Tories’ trou-
bles and other scandals might have appeared to be a diversion Hutton to write his final report. It had been presumed, as a

London insider told EIR, that the report would be finished infrom Blair’s troubles, you must remember, as one London
insider told EIR, that “this is the land of Shakespeare, and the November, and Blair had staked a lot on that. He had wanted

to use the Queen’s Speech—the British Prime Minister’spowers-that-be know that such diversions will not really save
Blair. If Blair’s sins were on the front page every day, people equivalent to the U.S. State of the Union, which is written by

the government, not the Queen—at the opening of Parliamentwould get bored with them.” Soon enough, “attention will go
back to Blair’s troubles, with even greater effect.” And in- Nov. 25, to re-launch “New Labour.” Blair had chosen that

date assuming the Hutton report would be public, and he coulddeed, the lull was short-lived; public protests about the Iraq
war, which had been muted so as not to undermine the troops counter it. But the report will not be ready until the end of the

year, and is hanging over Blair’s head.in the field, were again raised from the highest levels of the
British establishment. On Oct. 14, Dr. Rowan Williams, the The prolonged Hutton inquiry only fed into the growing

public malaise with the ever-worsening war in Iraq. The depthArchbishop of Canterbury, told Britain’s Royal Institute for
International Affairs that the attack on Iraq “cannot be justi- and width of the entire population’s cynicism about the Iraq

war is “really tangible,” and is a matter of open public discus-fied as just war.” The same day in London, Lord Alexander of
Weedon attacked Britain’s Attorney General, Lord Goldstein, sion, a Scottish source said. There is “extreme cynicism about

the rationale” used to get into the war—which is the real issuefor giving legal sanction to the war, and told the Law Society
that Lord Goldsmith should publish his “judgment,” a break of the Hutton inquiry.

Blair and his Chancellor and chief Labour Party rival,with British legal tradition.
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Gordon Brown, fell out in a much-publicized rift beginning the President’s welcome. The visit, planned many months ago
as likely to enhance Bush’s electoral chances, has been madeNov. 6, when Brown went on national televison with his

political grievances. The cited “issues” were trivial, but un- into the first “state” visit by a U.S. President since Woodrow
Wilson in 1918. This means that Bush’s official hostess willderlying them is the future of the whole “New Labour”

project and government. Brown’s real objection is to Blair’s be the Queen; but, with all the travails hitting the House of
Windsor, it is not likely she will welcome the repercussionsadherence to Peter Mandelson, who was Blair’s closest polit-

ical advisor before scandals about Mandelson’s goings-on of three days hosting the most unpopular U.S. President in de-
cades.in Rio de Janeiro forced his resignation. Blair, however,

simply cannot afford to kick Brown out of the Treasury. As Bush has reportedly refused to speak in the City of Lon-
don, The Times noted on Nov. 12, to avoid any taint fromone political observer warned: “it would spook the markets.”

Brown has been responsible for maintaining the “stability” association with financiers. “His minders in the States said
they were looking for pictures beamed back of him with ordi-of the British economy since new Labour came to power in

May 1997. That “stability,” in reality, is a mountain of debt. nary people rather than toffs and financiers in an election
year,” The Times quoted one City insider. “After Enron,On Nov. 6, the Bank of England raised interest rates for

the first time since 2000, up from 48-year lows. On Nov. 13, WorldCom and other such disasters, Bush does not want to
be seen in their company.” But will “ordinary people” wantBank Governor Mervyn King warned British consumers that

“rates may change,” implying a series of rate rises. King had to be seen with Bush? In the huge February demonstrations
around Britain, the “ordinary people”—of all ages, back-warned in a speech in October, that the unprecedented level

of consumer borrowing had increased the risk of a “sharp grounds, and appearances—were out on the streets protesting
the impending war, and they could well be there again nextcorrection.” Overall debt in Britain is at levels never seen

before. On top of the mortgage bubble, probably the worst in week.
Blair, more and more on the defensive, used the Londonthe world, credit card lending has doubled in the last four

years, and, despite the rock-bottom interest rates, over 6 mil- Lord Mayor’s Banquet on Nov. 10 to try to justify his disas-
trous war, and his determination to save the “special relation-lion households are having trouble managing their debt.

As one observer noted, “This is not the time to be axing ship” with the “neo-con” crew dominating the Bush Adminis-
tration. Blair re-asserted his “New Labour” foreign policy,your Chancellor.”

The Labour infighting faces an—at least for now—united that Britain should be the “bridge” between the United States
and Europe. But this meant that Blair had to re-assert hisTory Party under its newly-elected leader, former Home Sec-

retary Michael Howard. Howard is known to have a fairly support for the Iraq war, and his role as the “poodle” of the
U.S. chickenhawks, as opposition to these policies rises byrealistic sense that something must be done to stop the decay

of the British economy. His hapless predecessor, Iain Duncan the day in Britain. Blair had to admit: “At present there is a
fairly narrow constituency for this view.” As to Bush’s visit,Smith, was notoriously close to the U.S. neo-conservatives

led by Vice President Dick Cheney and Defense Secretary Blair acknowledged: “There will be demonstrations. His
friends wonder at the timing. His enemies rub their hands atDonald Rumsfeld.
what they see as the potential embarrassment.” On Iraq, Blair
had again to admit that there “can be entirely legitimate dis-Who Invited Bush Here?

Into this turmoil will walk the extremely unpopular Amer- agreement” on the “rights and wrongs of that conflict. . . . It
will test the validity of the view of those whose protest goesican President George W. Bush, on a state visit to Britain from

Nov. 18-21. Large demonstrations are being organized to pro- far wider than merely condemnation of the war in Iraq and
extends to the whole of American and U.K. foreign policy.”test the Iraq war, by the “Stop the War Coalition” and the

Muslim Association of Britain—the same organizations That, at least, is certainly true enough.
To objections that “the coalition is an army of occupa-which organized the 2 million-strong peaceful demonstra-

tions in London in February. The White House is demanding tion,” stealing Iraqi oil, and unleashing terrorism, Blair could
only counter that Iraq is “moving toward full democracy.” Heunprecedented security for Bush, including, reportedly, that

the main streets of central London be closed off for the entire ended by attacking “anti-Americanism,” but his “pro-Ameri-
canism” is only a filthy bargain with the Cheney war-hawksvisit and a wide “exclusion zone” be maintained between

the President and everyone else. This is impossible: London in Washington, and more and more people in Britain recog-
nize this. Blair ended his speech with a pathetic cheer: “Eu-Mayor Ken Livingstone, who marched in February, stated

that “the ideas of some American security advisers, that per- rope and America together. Britain in the thick of it. The
world, a darn sight safer as a result.”haps we should shut down the whole of central London for

three days, ignoring the economic consequences of that; I Just two days later, 30 people, including Italian police-
men, where slaughtered in the worst guerrilla bombing so fardon’t think that’s got a chance at all.”

Such blatant interference in London is hardly increasing in the war.
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stick against Khartoum, when President Bush extended sanc-
tions against Sudan for another year.

So far, the winners in these peace negotiations have been
John Garang and his backers in Washington and London. A
united, sovereign Sudan is, for now, clearly on the losing side.Anglo-Americans Dictate
From Machakos to the Division of Sudan‘Peace’ to Sudan

What the international media characterized as a break-
through occured on July 20, 2002 in Machakos, a town south-by Uwe Friesecke
east of Kenya’s capital Nairobi. There, the Sudan government
and the SPLM signed a protocol in which the government

After meeting the peace negotiators for Sudan on Oct. 22 in de facto recognizes the right of secession of the southern
provinces. The text of the protocol still held out the idea ofthe Kenyan holiday resort Naivasha, U.S. Secretary of State

Colin Powell declared he expected a comprehensive peace unity for Sudan, but in reality it was the first step for the break-
up of the country. This became clear a year later in July 2003.deal signed by the end of the year. Initially, government

sources in Khartoum were quoted saying that nobody could The mediator, General Sumbeiywo, presented a new paper
for negotiations, which differed sharply from the Machakosdictate a deadline to the Sudanese government. But a day

later,Khartoumdeclaredofficially that thegovernmentwould Protocol. In Machakos the agreement was that during the
transition period of six years, national administrative and po-redouble its efforts to meet the year-end deadline. This shows

that Khartoum’s policy is not uncontroversial within the Su- litical unity would not be questioned, and thereafter the final
decision would be taken through a referendum. But the 2003danese governing elite. But the war in Iraq is a strong enough

warning of what could happen to Sudan, if it should not com- proposal was for two separate administrative, political, and
financial structures. It would recognize the control of theply. Therefore, in Khartoum right now, policy is determined

by those who are convinced that there is no alternative but to SPLA and John Garang over the South already during the so-
called transition period.give in to the Anglo-American stick, hoping that one day also

the carrot will be delivered. Naturally, Garang agreed to this immediately. Sudanese
President Al-Bashir, on the other hand, first rejected the pro-U.S. and British diplomacy has invested much to bring to

an end to 20 years of fighting in Sudan’s South. Since 1983, posal angrily and recalled his delegation. But after he had
replaced his peace advisor Dr. Ghazi Salaheddine Atabani asthe Sudan People’s Liberation Movement/Army (SPLM/

SPLA) in Southern Sudan has been fighting the Sudanese head of the delegation, by his Vice President Ali Osman Taha,
the delegation went back to Kenya and signed the deal pro-government in Khartoum. Now, after many failed attempts,

the two parties to the conflict seemto be close toan agreement. posed by Sumbeiywo. When the negotiations resume at the
end of November in Kenya, the last disputed points—wealth-But the deal communicated by the American Secretary of

State is motivated more by Anglo-American geopolitical con- sharing, power-sharing, and control over three areas in central
Sudan—will probably be settled the same way.cern for control over Central/East Africa and the Horn of

Africa, than by a genuine desire for peace for Sudan and Nothing but the destruction of Sudan’s sovereignty as the
largest country in Africa has, in reality, been the agenda ofits neighbors.

Negotiations have taken place between delegations from the peace talks. All signs are that Washinton and London are
committed to see this accomplished.Sudan’s government and the SPLM, within the framework

of IGAD (Intergovernmental Agency for Development) in During the Clinton Administration, U.S. Secretary of
State Madeleine Albright used a visit to Sudan’s neighborKenya since early 2002. Kenya’s former army chief, General

Sumbeiywo, is heading the mediation team; rather than hon- Uganda to call for the overthrow of the government in Khar-
toum. The Administration was full of fanatical ideologistsestly trying to mediate, it is engaged in winning one conces-

sion after the other from the side of Khartoum. U.S. and Brit- who wanted to destroy the Islamist government in Sudan at
all costs. Susan Rice, as Undersecretary of State for Africa, orish diplomats and intelligence operatives are all over the

negotiations, to make sure that the Sudanese government ac- John Prendergast as director for Africa policy in the National
Security Council (NSC), were among them. Today, Prend-cepts a deal making the secession of the southern territories

possible. During his meeting in Naivasha, Secretary Powell ergast is special advisor on Africa to the International Crisis
Group (ICG) in Brussels, a think-tank with George Soros,praised the two leaders of the delegations, Sudan’s Vice Presi-

dent Taha and SPLM leader John Garang, for their commit- Zbigniew Brzezinski, Richard Allan, and Mikhail Kho-
dorkovsky on its board. Prendergast is part of the team steer-ment to peace, and promised the signing of the deal would

take place with President George W. Bush at the White House ing the IGAD process for Sudan in Kenya.
When President Bush came into office in January 2001,in Washington. But a week later, Washington wielded the
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sible under Clinton and Albright; and they sent Sen. John
Danforth as the President’s special envoy. He delivered his
report in April 2002, recommending further U.S. engagement
in the Sudan conflict. But Garang’s SPLA kept constantly
threatening military attacks, aiming at the Sudanese oilfields.
Right after the Machakos deal was signed in July 2002, the
SPLA threatened the government town of Juba in the South.
Back in Washington, Congress adopted the Sudan Peace Act,
which gave the White House the right to ask for more sanc-
tions against Sudan from the UN Security Council. And the
Bush Administration kept Sudan on the list of states support-
ing terrorism.

Finally, in March 2003, the Iraq war sent an additional
message to Khartoum for those who still might not have un-
derstood what really was at stake in the IGAD peace talks.

Anglo-American Objectives
The peace agreement being dictated by the Anglo-Ameri-

can powers to Sudan is part of a decades-long process of
realignment of power structures in Africa. Before Garang
began his rebellion in 1983, he studied in the United States
and received military training in Fort Benning in Georgia. His
rebellion would never have succeeded if he had not been
supported financially, militarily, and politically by America,
Britain, and Israel. The Sudanese war was, from the begin-
ning, steered from the outside.

Garang’s closest ally in Africa was Yoweri Museveni,
who came to power as President of Uganda with British helpOil geopolitics and “war on terror” pressures from the United
in 1986.States and Britain (i.e., the invasion of Iraq) have pushed Sudan to

accept a July 2002 “peace agreement”; and now, after renewed During the transitional six-year period as now laid down
instigation of civil war, a drastically-altered agreement which in Kenya, Garang would become Vice President of Sudan,
divides the country in two, on lines going back to British 19th- and be another Anglo-American asset in Africa to guarantee
Century colonial policy.

the good behavior of a government. After the Congo peace
agreement was dictated in a similar way, Africa—from An-
gola to Kenya, and from Burundi to Sudan—would be gov-
erned by regimes dependent on Anglo-American interests,and Powell and Walter Kannsteiner replaced Albright and

Rice in the State Department, a more “pragmatic” Sudan pol- not the least regarding oil and other raw materials.
If, after the end of six years, Southern Sudan should spliticy was formulated by the United States. It dropped some of

the fanatical rhetoric against Khartoum, but did not lose sight from the rest of the country, and take with it most of the
oil concessions which are largely located in the South, theof the fundamental strategic changes envisaged for Sudan and

the region. remaining Northern Sudan would be rendered hopelessly
weak. The new state in the South, as a landlocked entity,The change also became apparent in Khartoum. In Janu-

ary 2001, Lyndon and Helga Zepp-LaRouche’s Schiller Insti- would not have much independent power either. Anglo-
American control would be complete.tute organized a seminar in Khartoum, sponsored by the

Sudanese government, under the title “Peace Through Devel- This Anglo-American strategy, to bring John Garang to
power in Khartoum and/or to split the country, is also directlyopment Along the Nile Valley.” Lyndon LaRouche was the

keynote speaker; his warnings of the policy of the incoming aimed at Egypt. The waters of the Nile are Egypt’s lifeline.
The area in the South claimed by the SPLM is run through byBush Administration in Washington were taken with great

reserve by some of Sudan’s government representatives in the White and Blue Nile. Any power changes here can be used
as blackmail against Cairo.attendance. It was clear that the demise of the Clinton Admin-

istration was greeted with hopes to come to some kind of an Unfortunately, Sudan and the rest of Africa will remain
far from real peace and development if the Western powersagreement with the new American government.

The Bush Administration engaged in a simple double continue to manipulate power and politics on the continent
for their own geopolitical desires.game. On one side, they offered talks, which had been impos-
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world economic development, with such a work independently, called this improve-
Russians: U.S. Losses bright future for Korea, it made my heart ment very significant, much greater than

that from angioplasty, and perhaps enoughbeat fast with excitement.”Like Ours in Afghanistan
The other public meetings included sem- to turn short-term into long-term survival.

In a second study, Dr. Bodo Strauer ofinars on the Land-Bridge infrastructure-Russian experts reckon that the U.S./British
building concept and LaRouche’s New Bret- Heinrich Neine University in Düsseldorf,casuality rate in Iraq is approximately equal
ton Woods proposal, at several graduate and his colleagues, gave bone-marrowto that suffered by Russian forces in Af-
schools, and an address to a peace movement stem-cells to half of 40 heart attack patients.ghanistan during their much longer occupa-
group which included some of the most elite They found that the patients given stem-tion. The calculations were reported by
scholars in Seoul, with direct lines to the cells seemed to regenerate new heart tissueSergei Lavrov, Russia’s permanent repre-
Presidential Blue House. Several Senators in the damaged area, shrank the damage,sentative to the United Nations: “The other
and retired cabinet ministers, and advisors and doubled the heart’s contraction speed.day, our colleagues from the UN, who used
to President Roh, including a top official of While these studies remain small, theyto be in charge of Afghanistan-related is-
the President’s party, were also briefed in continue a train of significant therapeuticsues, made some simple calculations. It
personal meetings. results in recent years from the use of stem-turned out that if we multiply daily Ameri-

“We are so happy to finally discuss the cells from the patient’s own body—resultscan casualties in Iraq, by the number of
Eurasian Land-Bridge as the great project lacking with morally controversial researchdays the Soviet troops were in Afghanistan,
illustrating the spark of the Divine in every with embryonic stem-cells, which continuesthe figure would be about 13,000. We had
human being,” said one professor, in ex- to be given the great bulk of media cov-that many casualties in Afghanistan. This
plaining the LaRouche campaign and the erage.information showed everyone the scope of
Schiller Institute to his students. “This isthe Iraqi problem.”
truly what Friedrich Schiller spoke of as the
‘Göttterfunken’ (‘sparks of God’) in his

Israelis, Palestiniansgreat ‘Ode to Joy,’ ” the professor added.
LaRouche Representatives Rally Against ‘The Wall’
Welcomed in South Korea

Thousands of Israelis and Palestinians dem-Adult Stem-Cell Research
Lyndon LaRouche’s representatives Jona- onstrated against Prime Minister Ariel Shar-

on’s “apartheid wall” on the 14th anniver-than Tennenbaum and Kathy Wolfe ad- Makes Another Advance
dressed almost 800 people in five public sary of the fall of the Berlin Wall, Nov. 9.

The demonstrations, organized by “Citizensmeetings, two press interviews, and more Several treatment experiments being re-
ported to the American Heart Associationthan 15 private discussions during a trip to of Israel Against the Fence,” were held in

Jerusalem, Tel Aviv, and the West Bank.Seoul, Korea from Oct. 31-Nov. 8. The conference in Washington on Nov. 10, indi-
cate once again that stem-cells in a patient’smeetings ranged from a national economic What the Israeli government describes

as a fence, “is actually a system of cementand trade association conference, to one of own body can be used to reverse or prevent
some of the damage caused by heart attack200 university students, organized by a stu- walls, electric and barbed wire fences,

trenches, patrol roads, trace paths, guarddent who has been studying EIR and pro- or heart disease.
German researchers at the Hanoverduced a leaflet entitled “Eurasian Land- towers, lookouts and cameras. The average

width is 60 meters and the length is 590 kilo-Bridge—Build Our Way Out of Pre-emptive Medical School reported that in a test in-
volving some 70 patients, cells taken fromNuclear War,” which spread around the In- meters, with an estimated building cost of 7

billion Israeli shekels [$1.5 billion],”ternet in Seoul. The leaflet calls for the those patients’ bone marrow at the hip, and
washed into the heart in the areas of disease,founding of a LaRouche Youth Movement warned the leaflet distributed by the march-

ers. The wall “dissects the West Bank andin Korea, and for the anti-war movement to could either transform themselves into
heart-tissue cells, or stimulate new growthgive up its negative anger and demand the puts the Palestinians in a pressure cooker:

without agriculture, without trade, withoutpositive solution of the Eurasian Land- of damaged heart tissue, so as to increase
the heart’s function.Bridge. The students were all eyes and ears water sources, without freedom of move-

ment and without educational, health andto hear about LaRouche’s program for “our “This is the first demonstration that this
treatment is effective,” Dr. Helmut Drexler,bright future” and to finally make fun of welfare services.”

One of the organizers of the march, Khu-Dick Cheney’s neo-con gang, instead of liv- who led the study, told a news conference
at the AHA convention. The 30 patientsing in constant fear of nuclear war. lood Badawi from Taayush, the Arab-Jew-

ish Partnership, said that they marched toThe student leader said in opening the who got the cells had an average 6.7% im-
provement in the pumping efficiency of themeeting, “When I first saw LaRouche’s Eur- show the world that “unlike what the Israeli

government claims, there is no general con-asian Land-Bridge book, with all the critical left ventricle of the heart. Both
Drexler and other doctors reviewing thebrightly-colored maps and its vision of sensus in Israel about the wall.”
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LaRouche TurnsUp
TheHeat onCheney
by Jeffrey Steinberg

On Nov. 12, Democratic Party Presidential pre-candidate feller (D-W.Va.), the chair and co-chair of the Senate intelli-
gence panel, sent strongly worded letters to National SecurityLyndon LaRouche began airing radio advertisements on

Washington’s all-news station WTOP, calling for Vice Presi- Advisor Condoleezza Rice, Defense Secretary Donald
Rumsfeld, and Secretary of State Colin Powell, giving themdent Dick Cheney’s removal from office, for his role in the

Iraq war “for which there was no need. A war we’re trying to a 24-hour deadline to produce documents and witnesses
sought by the committee since July.get out of now.”

LaRouche further scored Cheney for orchestrating a vi- The two panel leaders told Rice: “We have made numer-
ous requests for documents which we have not yet been pro-cious dirty-tricks campaign to shut down the work of the

Senate Select Committee on Intelligence, which has at- vided, and we have sought to interview a member of your
staff without success. Some of these requests have gone unan-tempted—despite persistent Administration obstruction—to

get to thebottom of thebogus intelligenceused to foist the Iraq swered since July. You must expedite our access to the out-
standing documentsand immediatelymake available the indi-war on the President, the Congress, and the American people.

The LaRouche radio ad is also circulating, with added vidual identified. You also must lift your objection to the
Central Intelligence Agency providing the Committee withdocumentation, as a million-run LaRouche in 2004 nation-

wide campaign leaflet, under the headline “LaRouche: Dump certain documents and allowing us to interview individuals
involved in briefing senior Administration officials.”Cheney Now!”

LaRouche has been placed on the ballot for the Washing- The letter to Rumsfeld made specific reference to Under-
secretary of Defense Douglas Feith, and demanded informa-ton, D.C. Democratic Presidential primary election on Jan.

13, 2004, the first in the country. On Nov. 15, scores of mem- tion on the super-secret Office of Special Plans (OSP), the
rogue intelligence and covert-action unit inside the Pentagon,bers of the LaRouche Youth Movement invaded the halls

of Congress, to circulate the “Dump Cheney” statement and at the center of the faked intelligence scandal. Roberts and
Rockefeller complained to Rumsfeld, “The committee is yetlobby for a full probe into the crimes of the Vice President

and his underlings—including the Cheney-led shutdown of to receive responses to all the questions-for-the-record sub-
mitted by Committee members to Undersecretary Douglasthe Senate investigation of the Iraq intelligence fraud.
Feith after his July 10 appearance before the committee.”

Appearing together on “Meet the Press” on Nov. 2, Rob-Cheney’s Plumbers?
For the second time in fivemonths,Vice PresidentCheney erts told Rockefeller and host Tim Russert that, while the

White House and the Pentagon had failed to meet the Oct.has been caught staging an intervention to shut down the
probe into the pre-war Iraq intelligence—at the moment that 31 deadline to produce the material and witnesses, he had

received assurances from both Executive agencies that theybipartisan momentum was building in the Senate to repair a
badly damaged Bush Presidency, by exposing the authors of would comply. Rockefeller voiced skepticism, and, within

days, his skepticism proved accurate.the Iraq war hoax.
On Oct. 30, Senators Pat Roberts (R-Kan.) and Jay Rocke- On Nov. 4, Fox network commentator and syndicated
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radio host Sean Hannity went public with a stolen Democratic On Nov. 7, Senate Majority Leader Bill Frist (R-Tenn.)
announced that he was taking the unprecedented and uncon-staff memo from the Senate intelligence committee, which

spelled out plans to assure that there was no coverup of the role stitutional action of shutting down the Senate intelligence
panel probe altogether. Frist is Cheney’s chief hatchet-manof senior Bush policymakers—i.e., Dick Cheney—in foisting

the Iraq war on the basis of false allegations of Iraqi posses- in the Senate. Congressional sources confirm that the two men
confer “constantly,” and that Cheney is a regular attendee atsion of nuclear weapons and links to the 9/11 terrorists. These

are both claims that Cheney persists in peddling to this day. the weekly Senate Republican policy sessions. Cheney was
at the Senate on Nov. 4—the day Hannity leaked the staffInstantly, a chorus of hard-core right-wing Republican

Senators—all allies of the Vice President—launched into a memo; and on Nov. 6—the day before Frist shut down the
committee.self-serving tirade against the Democrats, for playing “parti-

san politics” with the intelligence panel probe. Senators John
Kyl (R-Ariz.) and Rick Santorum (R-Pa.) led the charge, and Continuing Coverup and Obstruction

The actions of Cheney and Frist represented a continua-were eventually joined by Roberts himself, after the panel
chairman came under intense pressure. A Knight-Ridder story tion of White House obstruction of the work of the Senate

intelligence panel, dating back to July, when the committeeconfirmed that Roberts had come under pressure from Vice
President Cheney himself, to break the bipartisan cooperation first attempted to probe the Administration’s abuse of the

intelligence system to justify the Iraq war. Back on July 17,on the Senate panel.

can head of the committee, and Senator Rockefeller, on
sending letters to relevant parts of the government, to getLaRouche on ‘Cheney-Gate’
discovery of the way in which some of the decisions were
made, which might have affected the way fake intelligence

The Presidential candidate’s political committee, was conduited through the government, to get us into a
LaRouche in 2004, released this actuality to the news me- war. A perfectly legitimate question.
dia on Nov. 10; campaign radio ads based on it aired in During that period, of course, people were trying to
Washington, D.C. beginning Nov. 13. LaRouche is on the push things onto the CIA, as opposed to what we know is
ballot in the District’s Jan. 13 Presidential primary. the problem—which is various agencies associated, par-

ticularly, with Vice President Cheney.
This is Democratic Presidential candidate Lyndon Then, on that date, on Nov. 4, Fox-TV sprang this leak,
LaRouche speaking. Also, of course, a Presidential candi- alleging it had a document from inside the committee,
date in the current Washington, D.C. Presidential pri- which was immediately used by the Republican faction, to
mary selection. try to jam up the entire investigation—really as a way of

There are several matters which have broken out, trying to save Cheney’s neck. This is typical of the kind
which are of specific relevance to us in the Washington of problem.
area, as well as in Washington, D.C., itself. One, of course, The problem here, otherwise, is that the Democratic
is what has broken out on the Senate Select Committee National Committee, and leading candidates for the Presi-
on Intelligence. dential nomination, have so far refused to deal with this

If you go back to Oct. 22, at the time that I made a thing in a straightforward manner. If they had, then you
public statement, saying that the time had come, to proceed wouldn’ t have this jam-up in the Senate. And therefore,
rapidly on cleaning up the Cheney case, if we wished to you should examine the qualifications of people for Presi-
have any government, or any decent election process. The dent, on the basis on which they are responding to this kind
following day, the Senate Select Committee heard, on the of important issue.
Valerie Plame case, testimony on that subject.

Since that time, the Senate Select Committee on Intelli- The D.C. Health-Care Issue
gence has been a central point of much of the debate about Of course, also, as you all know, I am insisting on
getting discovery on matters pertaining to the way in which restoring the D.C. General Hospital, as a full-service pub-
Cheney and others faked up the reports, to get the United lic hospital, in its former form. And at the same time, of
States into a war, for which there was no need—a war course, reversing the present HMO health policy, back into
we’ re trying to get out of now. a Hill-Burton-type policy—an issue on which I have a

Recently, on or about Nov. 4, Fox-TV responded to fundamental difference with Dr. Dean, who is for, in his
the announcement of an agreement between the Republi- own terms, the HMO policy.
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panel member Sen. Richard Durbin (D-Ill.) had gone on mines the efforts of Secretary of State Powell. The Newsweek
story documented the links between the Pentagon secret intel-“Good Morning America” to chastize CIA Director George

Tenet for his “ taking full responsibility,” for allowing the ligence unit, dubbed “Team B,” which was the antecedent to
the Office of Special Plans, and the Vice President’s chief ofreference to alleged Iraqi uranium procurement in Africa to

appear in President Bush’s State of the Union address. A staff and top national security aide, I. Lewis “Scooter” Libby.
Libby met with “Team B” on a number of occasions, and onesimilar reference had been removed from a Bush speech in

Cincinnati in October 2002—at the urging of the CIA, which of the first members of the “off the reservation” intelligence
team, David Wurmser, is now in Cheney’s office as a Mideasthad investigated the allegations and concluded they were

false. Durbin reported that Tenet had told the intelligence aide. Libby was also involved in tasking the OSP, headed by
another former Cheney staffer, William Luti.panel “who the person was” who insisted “on putting in this

language about the uranium shipment from Africa.” Durbin Time reported that the shutdown of the Senate panel probe
came just days before scheduled testimony from a “currentrefused to reveal the name of the individual, but said that “ the

CIA knew [the information] was incredible.” intelligence official who is expected to allege that senior Bush
officials ignored or sidelined analysts who didn’ t back theirThe initial White House response was to denounce Sena-

tor Durbin for “ rewriting history.” Several days later, when hard-line views.”
The Los Angeles Times published a Nov. 6 commentarythe Washington Post identified the author of the infamous

“sixteen words” in the State of the Union address as National by Mary Lynn Jones and Thomas Schaller, headlined, “Has
Cheney Turned Into a Liability? Iraq and Domestic FailuresSecurity Council staffer Dr. Robert Joseph, a protégé of neo-

conservative ideologue Richard Perle, the White House Might Cost Him a Place on the 2004 Ticket.” The authors
cited Cheney’s role as the Administration’s leading Iraq war-launched a campaign against Durbin, accusing him of being

the source of the leak to the press. Rumors began circulating hawk, but also catalogued his failures to get key legislation
through the Congress.that a Federal grand jury had been convened to probe the

Joseph leak, and some right-wing Republican Senators de- A widely respected Republican Party-linked newsletter,
The Big Picture, featured a Nov. 10 lead story, detailing themanded that Durbin be fired from the intelligence panel.

The Durbin flap in July did stall the work of the intelli- behind-the-scenes faction fight inside the White House over
Cheney’s fate, and that of the entire neo-con apparatus thatgence committee, by creating a partisan ruckus. It also di-

verted attention from the White House leak to syndicated he runs inside the Bush Administration. According to the
account, the senior George Bush, and even White House polit-columnist Robert Novak of the identity of CIA “non-official

cover” operative Valerie Plame, the wife of Ambassador Jo- ical director Karl Rove, have concluded that Cheney has be-
come a serious liability to G.W.’s re-election, and are lookingseph Wilson, who had been sent by the CIA to Niger in Febru-

ary 2002, at the behest of Vice President Cheney. Wilson had for a way to dump him. The report warned that Cheney and
his longtime collaborator Rumsfeld will not leave without areported back that it was “highly doubtful” that Niger had ever

sold uranium to Iraq—not what the Vice President wanted to big fight, which could bring Bush down with them.
On Nov. 13, New York Times columnist Maureen Dowdhear.

Numerous intelligence community sources have said that also uncorked against Cheney, accusing him of “creating a
parallel universe inside the White House that is shaping theall the available evidence points to the Office of Vice Presi-

dent Cheney as the source of the Plame leak. According to one real universe.” While praising Rep. Charles Rangel’s (D-
N.Y.) recent call for the firing of Defense Secretary Rumsfeld,well-placed intelligence source, the targetting of Ambassador

Wilson by Cheney and staff began in March 2003—within Dowd recommended, “But maybe Mr. Rangel should aim
higher. If the Pentagon is responsible for mismanaging thedays of the testimony of Dr. Mohamed ElBaradei, head of

the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) at the UN occupation in Iraq, it is the vice president’s office that is re-
sponsible for the paranoid vision, the ‘with us or against us’Security Council. Dr. ElBaradei revealed that the so-called

Niger government documents purporting to show Iraq’s ef- biceps flex against the world that got us into this long, hard
slog.”forts to purchase large quantities of uranium, were crass for-

geries. The same day, ABC-TV’s “Nightline” aired a half-hour
tear against Cheney, identifying him as a radical right-winger
and the most powerful Vice President in American history—Backlash From Moderate Republicans

Cheney’s bullish efforts did not go unchallenged, and and the architect of the Iraq war disaster.
The picture that emerges is that, beyond the Byzantinethere is now a growing chorus demanding his ouster.

The Nov. 17 issues of both Newsweek and Time magazine struggles inside a now deeply divided Team Bush, the crimes
of Cheney—from the intelligence hoaxes, to the ongoing fi-ran stinging exposés of Cheney, with Newsweek accusing him

of running a “parallel government” out of his vast national asco inside Iraq, to the corrupt doling out of contracts to his
former employer, Halliburton—are becoming too big to bury.security staff, which bullies NSC Advisor Rice and under-
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On Nov. 13, all eight Democratic Party members of the rent CIA analysts were under heavy pressure from Cheney
and others to produce intelligence that supported the Admin-Senate intelligence panel wrote to Chairman Roberts, de-

manding that the committee’s work resume, and reiterating istration’s push for war, noting the “unprecedented” visits to
Langley by Cheney and Libby. They disclosed that analyststhat the panel must “explore fully the role of policymakers in

the intelligence process, including the use or potential misuse interviewed by the SSCI had “minders” from their agency
with them when they were interviewed by Roberts SSCI staff.of intelligence” prior to the Iraq war. Senators Rockefeller,

Carl Levin (D-Mich.), and Harry Reid (D-Nev.) have all Sen. Jay Rockefeller (D-W.Va.), the senior Democrat on
the Senate Intelligence Committee, held a press conferencecharged that the real crime surrounding the Democratic staff

memo, was not the content of the document, but its theft. to denounce Roberts for trying to rule out the “matter of use”
of intelligence by the White House, when this aspect is spe-Watergate began with a break-in to the Democratic National

Committee headquarters. Cheney-gate may prove to be a cifically part of the jurisdiction of the Committee. Rockefeller
made it clear he was prepared to utilize a special SSCI rulereplay.
to conduct his own investigation of how top Administration
officials such as Bush, Cheney, and Defense Secretary Donald
Rumsfeld, used or exaggerated Iraq intelligence. “All I have

Time-Line to do is to get five signatures that we want to investigate a
subject—the use of, for example, of intelligence, the shaping
of intelligence, the manipulation of intelligence, or what-
ever,” Rockefeller states. “And there’s no way that the Chair-
man can say that we cannot do that.”Moves ToShutDown the

Reports of pressure: By Friday afternoon, it was reported
that Vice President Dick Cheney himself had pressed RobertsSSCICheney-Gate Probe
to put the blame on the CIA. “A senior administration official,
who agreed to speak only on the condition of anonymity, said

This chronology of events in the weeks following Lyndon Roberts’ CIA comments were issued with Cheney’s encour-
agement,” reported the Knight-Ridder news service. “TheLaRouche’s Oct. 22 “Preparing the Post-Cheney Era” web-

cast from Washington, builds up to Senate Majority Leader official said Cheney is trying to shift the blame for the lack of
progress on Iraq, which is becoming an issue in next year’sBill Frist’s shocking move to shut down the Senate Select

Committee on Intelligence on Nov. 7. Presidential and Congressional elections, from the White
House to the CIA.”

Wednesday, Oct. 22: Democratic Presidential candidate Later in the day, Senator Roberts backed off the state-
ments attributed to him by the Washington Post, saying theyLaRouche told international webcast audience: “ If you want

to get through to next year, to the next election, get rid of had been “mischaracterized.” The CIA also held an unusual
press conference, with four senior CIA officials speaking onCheney now! Tell that man to go!”

Thursday, Oct. 23: At the request of former CIA officers background, refuting the claims of CIA failure made by
Roberts.Larry Johnson and Jim Marcinkowski, SSCI holds special,

closed-door session on the Valerie Plame Wilson leak. Saturday, Oct. 25: Senator Roberts, speaking in Kansas,
said that Congress would have voted against the Iraq warFriday, Oct. 24: The Washington Post ran a planted lead

article, claiming that the SSCI was preparing a “blistering authorization, if they had known at that time, what they
know now.report” blaming the intelligence community, and the CIA in

particular, for “overstating” the case on Iraqi leader Saddam Sunday, Oct. 26: Senators Rockefeller and Chuck Hagel
(R-Neb.), also a member of the SSCI, appeared together onHussein’s chemical, biological, and nuclear weapons, and

his alleged links to al-Qaeda terrorists. The chairman of the “Meet the Press.” Both expressed anger at the Administra-
tion’s failure to produce documents to the SSCI. RockefellerCommittee, Sen. Pat Roberts (R-Kan.), said, “The Executive

was ill-served by the intelligence community” and its indicated the Committee would focus attention on the Penta-
gon units that provided intelligence, outside of normal chan-“sloppy” intelligence, but that the investigation is “95% com-

plete.” nels, to justify the war.
Monday, Oct. 27: A senior retired CIA official told EIRA special briefing was held by the Senate Democratic

Policy committee, featuring three retired CIA officials: Vin- that Rockefeller had broken with Roberts, over Roberts’ ef-
forts, under immense White House pressure, to stall and ob-cent Cannistraro, Larry Johnson, and Jim Marcinkowski,

highlighting the severe damage to U.S. national security re- struct the investigation into the Wilson leak, and into the
Pentagon’s disinformation leading into the war. Cheney issulting from the Wilson leak, and attacking the overall faking

of intelligence to justify the Iraq war. They stressed that cur- leading the effort to get Roberts to scapegoat the CIA and the
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intelligence community for the fake intelligence that stam- 2004 elections. The memo actually only reiterated Rockefel-
ler’s Oct. 24 statement. The leak memo quickly went frompeded the Congress into voting to give the President the autho-

rization to go to war; and he added that the Cheney crowd is Fox’s website to many others.
Roberts responded that the memo “exposes politics in itsdesperate to prevent a serious investigation of the Office of

Special Plans (OSP) in the Pentagon. most raw form,” and “appears to be a road map for how the
Democrats intend to politicize what should be a bipartisan,Thursday, Oct. 30: Sometime between Tuesday and

Thursday, Senator Roberts, in a dramatic about-face, co- objective review of pre-war intelligence.”
Wednesday, Nov. 5: Republican Senators took to thesigned letters with Senator Rockefeller, which letters were

sent to the National Security Council at the White House, the Senate floor and press gallery to denounce the Democrats for
“politicizing” the Iraq intelligence investigation.State Department, and the Defense Department, castigating

those agencies for delaying the production of documents Rockefeller said that Roberts is trying to shield the White
House from scrutiny, and suggested that Republicans maywhich the SSCI had been demanding for months, and giving

them a deadline of noon on Friday, Oct. 31. The letter to have stolen the memo by breaking into a Committee com-
puter: “ I would suggest to my colleagues that there is reasonRumsfeld specifically named Undersecretary of Defense for

Policy Doug Feith; sources cited in news accounts said that for concern today, and it is not for the content of this draft
staff memo. It was an internal memo, a draft. At some point,the SSCI is looking into the Pentagon’s OSP, and also Assis-

tant Secretary of State John Bolton. A Congressional source the Committee and the Senate are going to have to explore
the chain of events surrounding this draft memo, since it raisestold the Los Angeles Times: “By co-signing these letters, Rob-

erts has done what he spent the last two months saying he serious questions about whether the majority is obtaining un-
authorized access to private internal materials of the mi-wouldn’ t—extending this into the White House.”

Sunday, Nov. 2: Senators Roberts and Rockefeller ap- nority.”
Thursday, Nov. 6: The Washington Times urged, in itspeared on CNN’s “Late Edition.” Rockefeller insisted the

Administration would be forced to deliver all the requested lead editorial, that the White House should henceforth be
extremely cautious about providing any classified informa-records. He reported that, as of Friday, the State Department

and CIA had complied, while both the NSC and the Pentagon tion to the Intelligence Committee, “until the credibility and
reliability of the committee can be re-established.” A Newhad failed to meet the deadline. Senator Roberts “apolo-

gized” to Rockefeller for not yet informing him that, late York Post editorial demanded that the Senate dump Jay
Rockefeller from the Committee, and conduct a thoroughFriday afternoon, a very top White House official had called

him to promise, in the “spirit of cooperation,” that all the purge of its staff.
Sen. Rick Santorum (R-Penn.), chairman of the Senatesubpoenaed records would be turned over. Roberts said his

staff received a similar call from the Pentagon. Rockefeller Republican Conference, threatened to scrap the bi-partisan,
power-sharing arrangements in the Intelligence Committee.reserved judgment on this cooperation until he had the mate-

rial in hand. (Under those rules, either Roberts or Rockefeller can chair a
hearing, and the minority party can launch an investigationRockefeller repeated his earlier statements about the

broad legislative mandate of the SSCI, and specified that he by obtaining five signatures out of the eight Democrats on
the Committee.)is interested in the intelligence leading up to President Bush’s

Oct. 7, 2002 speech in Cincinnati, from which all references Friday, Nov. 7: The Wall Street Journal editorial de-
manded that, until those responsible for the memo are fired,to the Niger yellowcake allegations were struck, in contrast

to Bush’s State of the Union message three months later, in the SSCI be “shut down, cleaned out and reconstituted later,
preferably after the next election.”which he cited the already-discredited report of Saddam’s

African uranium search. Rockefeller also says that he and Senate Majority Leader Bill Frist shut down the SSCI,
cancelling all its activities, including a meeting scheduledRoberts have agreed that there would be personal calls by

them to senior Administration and Pentagon officials this that day.
week, if they have not complied with the Committee’s de-
mands.

Monday, Nov. 3: The Washington Post reported that, in WEEKLY INTERNET
addition to the document requests, Roberts and Rockefeller AUDIO TALK SHOW
“have requested interviews with officials of the National Se-
curity Council and Cheney’s office.” The LaRouche Show

Tuesday, Nov. 4: Fox News commentator and talk-show
EVERY SATURDAYhost Sean Hannity reported that he had obtained a memoran-

dum, circulated among the Democratic staff on the SSCI, 3:00-4:00 p.m. Eastern Time
which, he claimed, showed that Democrats intend to use clas- http://www.larouchepub.com/radio
sified information to drive President Bush from office in the
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LaRouche Campaign

D.C.’s PrimaryBecomes
Critical National Test
by EIR Staff

Only three weeks after Lyndon LaRouche’s Oct. 22 Presiden-
tial webcast from Washington, D.C., that city’s first-ever
Presidential primary was turning into a decisive battle of the
2004 campaign, and a field of escalation of the strategic battle,
LaRouche vs. Cheney, for the fate of the United States right
now. From Nov. 12 onward, the District became a central
focus of the mobilization of the LaRouche Youth Movement,
with the mass distribution and broadcasting of LaRouche’s
“radio actuality” on the deepening “Cheney-gate” scandal

A view of candidate Howard Dean’s “confederate flag” policy,which threatens the White House (see page 49 above). But
center of controversy in the Presidential campaign in mid-the candidate had also announced, in that Oct. 22 webcast,
November. Democratic National Committee fears a LaRouche-vs.-

decisive actions he will take in his first hours of office asDean contest in Washington, D.C. primary.
President, on health care and military policy, which are criti-
cal for the District of Columbia, as for the nation as a whole.

These escalations occurred because of simultaneous stra-
tegic blunders by both Vice President Dick Cheney and his Clark (ret.), and Rep. Dick Gephardt—foolishly complied

with the DNC’s command and withdrew from the Districtfaction, and by the Democratic National Committee (DNC),
which has acted as a de facto “Cheney protection racket,” primary. The action was denounced as “gutless” by D.C.

Councilman Jack Evans, the author of the D.C. primary legis-rendering all Democratic campaign criticisms of Cheney’s
war policy impotent by directing them against his puppet, lation.

That left Howard Dean and Lyndon LaRouche contestingPresident George W. Bush. The Cheney backers’ desperate
and dangerous move was the Nov. 7 shut-down of the Senate in the nation’s capital, along with Rep. Dennis Kucinich,

Carol Moseley-Braun, and Rev. Al Sharpton. As of Nov. 12,Select Intelligence Committee, carried out by Majority
Leader WilliamFrist (R-Tenn.) to “save Cheney’sneck” from with the District’s Democratic Party and elected officials in-

sulted by the DNC and its heavy-handed move backfiring,that Committee’s investigation, as LaRouche put it in his
radio statement (for full story and consequences, see page McAuliffe was reportedly preparing another move, to try to

put the five withdrawn candidatesback on the ballot. The48 above).
At the same time the DNC’s venal and feckless national DNC—which has done everything, including arguing the un-

constitutionality of the 1965 Voting Rights Act, to keep Lyn-chairman, Terry McAuliffe, made another move suicidal for
the Democratic Party, ordering its Presidential candidates to don LaRouche out of candidates’ debates and off ballots—

feared a showdown in D.C. between Dean and LaRouche,remove their names from Washington, D.C.’s Jan. 13 primary
election ballot. McAuliffe was attempting, in hallmark racist who were first and second among all candidates in total num-

ber of campaign contributors nation-wide, through the endfashion, to torpedo the new District primary completely, sim-
ply because it would precede the traditionally first-in-the- of October.

For the District’s voters, both as citizens of the depres-nation New Hampshire primary, and because its non-binding
vote would be an expression for Washington’s mostly Afri- sion-wracked United States and as residents of the nation’s

capital, voting and mobilizing for LaRouche in the Jan. 13can-American voters, whose representatives have no vote in
Congress. primary is a critical opportunity to change national policies.

First, the candidate is leading the drive to get Cheney out of
office and end the insane war policy. Second, in LaRouche’sDNC Treachery

Five Democratic Presidential candidates—Sens. Joe Oct. 22 webcast, he announced that in his first hour in the
White House, he would reopen the wrongly shut-down D.C.Lieberman, John Kerry, and John Edwards, Gen. Wesley
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Remaining beds

Loss of beds

Sibley Memorial 
Hospital

218 beds (–21%)

Providence Hospital
316 beds (–0%)

Children’s Hospital
188 beds (–0%)

National Rehabilitation
 Hospital

128 beds (–20%)

Washington Hospital 
Center

791 beds (–9.5%)

Psychiatric Institute
of Washington, D.C.

104 beds (–5%)

Walter Reed
Army Medical Center

284 beds (–58%)

Columbia Hospital
for Women

110 beds (–0%)

Veterans Affairs
Medical Center

167 beds (–56%)

Howard University
Hospital

283 beds (–23%)

George Washington
University Hospital

231 beds (–20%)

Greater Southeast
Community Hospital

About to close

Georgetown University
Hospital

303 beds (–14%)

* Percent change 1995-2001

495

95

Remaining Hospitals in Washington, D.C.
(With Beds and Beds Lost, 1995-2001)  

Map of the area within the Washington, D.C. Beltway shows the entire southeast quadrant of the area without hospitals or emergency
rooms when the bankrupt and about-to-close Greater Southeast Hospital shuts down. This is the result of the disastrous May 2001 closing
of D.C. General Hospital; candidate LaRouche’s announcement that he will re-open the hospital has set off waves.

General Hospital as a full-service hospital. He will immedi- doctor but one who has never practiced—has long been, and
still is, an advocate of putting Americans into HMOs, notori-ately move to get repeal of the law enabling Health Mainte-

nance Organizations (HMOs), enacted in 1974 under Richard ous for restricting their medical care.
As of now, because of the shut-down of the highly-rankedNixon, and instead restore a health-care policy based on the

1946 Hill-Burton Act, which ensured funding and planning public D.C. General Hospital in 2001, under an HMO strategy
imposed on the city, the entire Southeast quadrant of Wash-for adequate levels of hospital and clinic beds and staffing in

every county in the United States. ington has only one hospital, which is bankrupt and on the
verge of closing.Howard Dean, on the other hand—a banker, and a medical
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At Concord, New Hampshire Nov. 12: Above right, LaRouche signs Presidential primary filing with Secretary of State William Gardner
(left) and State Rep. Barbara Richardson (right), who introduced him at his packed press conference that day. Above left, TV station
interviews the candidate.

As LaRouche put it in his radio statement, “Of course, like Justice Department. Then, on Nov. 7, LaRouche was
certified for the Jan. 13 primary ballot by the D.C. Boardalso, as you all know, I am insisting on restoring the D.C.

General Hospital, as a full-service public hospital, in its for- of Elections.
LaRouche has the only campaign with a significant youthmer form. And at the same time, of course, reversing the

present HMO health policy, back into a Hill-Burton-type pol- movement, and with demonstrated broad support among the
lower 80% of income brackets in the American population.icy—an issue on which I have a fundamental difference with

Dr. Dean, who is for, in his own terms, the HMO policy.” Washington, D.C. is a hotbed of organizing by the LaRouche
Youth Movement, which has carried the campaign to unseatSpeaking on a Missouri radio talk show Nov. 7, Lyndon

LaRouche declared that he is the “unnamed” Democrat who war-mongering Vice President Dick Cheney into the streets,
as well as into the halls of the U.S. Congress. The campaigncan beat President Bush in 2004. LaRouche was referring to

a recent poll showing that all of his so-called rivals for the has been running ads indicting Cheney on D.C.’s largest
news-radio station, WTOP, for months.Democratic Party Presidential nomination, running against

Bush, would lose; but that an “unnamed” Democrat could As the LaRouche Youth Movement in the nation’s capital
geared up its mobilization for “Cheney-gate” and for the up-beat Bush. LaRouche dismissed speculation that Hillary Clin-

ton was the “unnamed candidate,” pointing out that her ambi- coming Presidential primary contest, the candidate in mid-
November toured New England—with appearances in Newtions extend no further than becoming a Vice Presidential

candidate in a hung Democratic Party nominating convention, Hampshire, Vermont, and Massachusetts—and the Midwest,
with appearances in Michigan and Missouri the week ofa strategy which assumes a Democratic defeat in November.
Nov. 16.

Youths’ Series of Victories
LaRouche’s remarks capped a week in which his cam- New England Echo of Washington

Mobilizationpaign moved from strength to strength, beginning with the
Nov. 3 decision by the Secretary of State of California to All of the New Hampshire press, in covering LaRouche’s

Nov. 12 press conference in the state capital of Concord,place LaRouche’s name on the California ballot. California
Secretary of State Kevin Shelley selected LaRouche as a na- where he filed his candidacy for that state’s primary, empha-

sized that as he addressed supporters there, his LaRouchetionally “generally recognized” candidate. LaRouche had
previously been certified for the Feb. 3 Democratic primary Youth Movement was launching mass distribution of the

“Dump Cheney Now” leaflets in the nation’s capital, Wash-ballot in Missouri, despite a last minute DNC-directed effort
to refuse his submission. ington. “LaRouche, who had raised $5.7 million through Sept.

30,” reported the Concord Monitor, “printed 1 million copiesThe California certification was followed by a smashing
victory in the Nov. 4 Philadelphia Mayoral race, where the of the flier, urging the Vice President to step down now, rather

than lead the country on what he called an inevitable marchdeployment of the LaRouche Youth Movement secured a
massive margin for incumbent Mayor John Street, who was to war.”

Two dozen media representatives and others gathered tounder attack from Attorney General John Ashcroft’s Gestapo-
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hear LaRouche at his filing press conference; about 100 negger, a strong LYM mobilization shifted the Los Angeles
area dramatically such that the Recall was unexpectedly de-students attended his campaign speech the next morning at

Plymouth College, which has held forums for several of the feated in Los Angeles County. She also cited LaRouche’s
campaign to save D.C. General Hospital in 200-2001, andDemocratic candidates; and he was to speak at Middlebury

College in Vermont the evening of Nov. 14, invited by his vow to restore it immediately as President. Richardson
commented that she has not been at a Concord press confer-both campus Democrats and Republicans and several state

representatives. ence at the Legislative Office Building attended by so many
press. LaRouche interviews also ran on WMUR-TV channelAt the Concord press conference, the candidate was in-

troduced by veteran Democratic State Rep. Barbara Richard- 9, and on the area’s National Public Radio affiliate.
LaRouche was to speak in Boston on Nov. 15, then travelson, who said his ideas—she particularly emphasized his

New Bretton Woods monetary reform to restart the world’s from New England to the Midwest for major campaign events
in St. Louis, Missouri and Detroit, Michigan, both sponsoredeconomies—and his campaign’s broad financial support

should place him in every Presidential debate and primary by Democrats in the legislatures of those states.
Overall, it was a bad political week for Dick Cheney andcontext. LaRouche, besides focussing on removing Cheney

as the key change, addressed three main topics: how to his neo-conservative cabal controlling the Bush Administra-
tion, and another bad week for the Democratic National Com-prevent the Iraq war from spreading worldwide; how to

remake a “world financial-monetary system in the last phases mittee faction which has been leading the Democrats into
oblivion.of disintegration” ; and how to spread ideas to mobilize the

youth of America, to re-organize their reality-averse Baby
Boomer parents.

In New Hampshire and Vermont, as he does in his Wash-
Interview: Lamarr Lemmonsington radio statement and mass leaflets, LaRouche empha-

sized that polls are showing American voters would like to
vote for “a Democrat” against President George W. Bush next
year—an FDR Democrat, as LaRouche insists—but that each
of his nine “official” Democratic rivals trails far behind the ‘ProudToBring LaRouche
President in one-on-one surveys. LaRouche said that he, the
sole Democratic leader in the tradition of Franklin D. Roose- ToMyConstituency’
velt’s response to the last economic Depression, is “ the un-
named candidate” who can beat Bush. “Now is the time for a

Democratic State Rep. LamarrNew Hampshire native to be President, one newspaper quoted
him. Referring to the other candidates as “ losers,” LaRouche Lemmons hosted Lyndon

LaRouche’s Presidential cam-asked, “Would you put a cripple on the football field as your
quarterback?” paign meeting in Detroit on

Nov. 20. Lemmons served in“LaRouche Rallies Youth Vote,” headlined the Nashua
Telegraph). “LaRouche Hits Bush, Cheney, Democrats,” was the Michigan House of Repre-

sentatives for six years untilthe Manchester Union-Leader headline. The Concord Moni-
tor noted that “ if LaRouche is well-known anywhere, it is on 2003, representing East De-

troit. He was interviewed onthe college campuses . . . where his supporters set up tables
and hand out LaRouche literature, like the latest edition of Nov. 14 by Marcia Merry

Baker.Children of Satan”— referring to LaRouche’s world-famous
exposé of the Cheney-Wolfowitz cabal as Straussian liars.
The newspaper interviewed one LaRouche Youth Movement EIR: We are now seeing lots

of “ recovery” headlines about(LYM) member from New Hampshire, whose brother—a
university student in New York State—is also in the LYM. the United States, played

around the world. You know the situation in Detroit and inHe described how a mobilization of the LYM had just victori-
ously turned the Nov. 4 Philadelphia mayoral election into a Michigan as well as anyone. What is really going on?

Lemmons: My constituents haven’ t felt any recovery at all.“national”defeat for Attorney General John Ashcroft, who
tried to witchhunt Mayor John Street. Street called in the Many of them have given up hope. The unemployment figures

are skewed because it doesn’ t count the people who are noLYM and won in a landslide.
Rep. Richardson noted the LYM’s previous victory in longer seeking employment. And of course, the state is in a

budget crisis, so they’ve cut—they’ve closed the unemploy-California, where, while the state’s voters as a whole bought
the Recall hoax and voted in “beast-man” Arnold Schwarze- ment offices all over the state. Now, you have to deal with
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them electronically. And so the unemployment figures are
not accurate. I would say that the unemployment figures are
probably twice as bad as what they say they are, in the City
of Detroit. And in Detroit, they are pretty bad.

EIR: I understand that Detroit showed up to be number one
in the nation, as far as the rate of job loss in the past three
years, by the National Association of Mayors.
Lemmons: That’s exactly what I am describing.

EIR: So with unemployment benefits running out, and the
state cutting social benefits—child care, and so forth—people
actually need food relief in Detroit?
Lemmons: Right. At my former District Office, we dissemi-
nate food, and we can’ t keep it in stock. Our pantries are
constantly depleted by individuals needing food. And we refer Detroit Receiving Hospital, “ our equivalent to D.C. General

Hospital” in Washington, has been on the verge of closure.them to places, and their pantries are also badly depleted. We
Community and union demonstrations have so far managed tohaven’ t been able to procure the donations at a rate commen-
keep Detroit Receiving open, but other city hospitals have closed.surate with the demand. The demand has increased sharply;

and simultaneously, the donations have decreased. So that’s
a recipe for disaster.

the state budget the way it is, any additional cuts in revenue
sharing—money that we receive from the state—would causeEIR: Besides food, there are the other necessities—medi-

cines, and so on. You mentioned the state budget crisis, be- additional lay-offs. The unions have taken pay cuts, or haven’ t
received raises.cause, of course, the state revenues are down.

Lemmons: We have about a $900 million deficit in the state
of Michigan. And the Governor is going about the state to ask EIR: One of the Senators from Michigan, Debbie Stabenow

(D), during the overnight filibuster/debates in the Senate Nov.the citizens where we should cut. . . . It reminds me of a scene
in Roots, when they ask Kunte Kente, did he want his genitalia 13-14, was reading off names of smaller-sized companies in

Detroit, or the outskirts, that have shut down. She read lettersor his foot? So that’s the type of decisions we have to make
here. from her Detroit area constituents, describing just what you’ re

saying. However, her policy response to all this was to say,
that if free trade had been made to be fair all along, then weEIR: Even before this, you have been speaking out on deadly

cuts, like health care? wouldn’ t be in this mess.
But you are hosting the spokesman in the DemocraticLemmons: Well, they’ve constantly been threatening to

close our equivalent to D.C. General Hospital, which is De- Party, Lyndon LaRouche, who is known for saying the oppo-
site: Free trade would never have been able to be fair; we needtroit Receiving. But, I think the floodgates would open to

overwhelm the other hospitals—particularly, the suburban economic rescue measures to restore production.
Lemmons: Exactly. That is exactly the type of approach thathospitals—and so we’ve been able to keep that from happen-

ing. They just had a $50 million bail-out, and that’s only a I think that we need, and which is why I am hosting Lyndon
LaRouche, much to the dismay of the Michigan Democratictemporary band-aid to hold the hospital open.

It’s part of the Detroit Medical Center, so the ripple effect Party and the DNC.
would be devastating to the existing hospitals. It’s still unre-
solved. It’s patchwork. Somebody’s putting their finger in the EIR: One year ago, November, before the last national elec-

tions, Mr. LaRouche said, the issue in elections should bedam, and hoping, until we come up with something else.
how to have a “Super-TVA”—big projects kind of approach.
What do you see that meaning for the Great Lakes?EIR: The $50 million that was advanced to the hospital—

that was done this Summer, I believe—how long can that last? Lemmons: In Michigan, we need to open these factories.
Restore production and manufacturing. We need to stop theLemmons: In fact, that is closely, if not completely depleted

by now. By the first of the year, they will have to come up insanity of this NAFTA. We need to end NAFTA immediately.
In Michigan, those are the approaches that we need. On thewith something else.

In police and other services, temporarily, the city has been 20th of November, I’ ll be proud to host and introduce Mr.
LaRouche to my Detroit constituency.able to stave off any massive lay-offs at this time. But with
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“America, under Bush, is a danger to the world. If necessary,
I would give more money.” Then, giving Soros the cover he
needs to become “the opposition,” the Republican National
Committee criticized him through spokeswoman ChristineSoros Has Dumb Dems
Iverson, who complained, “George Soros has purchased the
Democratic Party.”Diving For Dope Dollars

What all these stories about Soros’s “war” against Bush
leave out, is that George Soros is the biggest drug legalizer inby Scott Thompson
the the United States, and probably in the world. The role he
is playing in the 2004 elections is even more sinister—to

If financier George Soros, who is trying to buy out the Demo- attack Bush, while leaving the Cheney imperial apparatus
intact.cratic Party, and his Republican twin, George P. Schultz, the

godfather of the neo-conservative fascists who run the Bush
Administration, have their way, mind-destroying drugs will The ‘Two Georges’

George Soros is not a Democrat. He is, like Shultz, a high-be legal in the United Stateswithin 4-5 years. In turn, this
legalization will be forced upon other nations under the rubric level operative of the “Synarchists,” the international fascist

movement created in the 1780s in reaction against the Ameri-of “free trade,” and globalization. It is part of the Synarchist
International’s war against civilization. can Revolution, to impose “beast-man” dictators from Napo-

leon Bonaparte, to Adolf Hitler, to Vice President Dick Che-This was the message delivered at the bi-annual confer-
ence of George Soros’s Drug Policy Alliance (DPA), at the ney. The Synarchist International (see “Synarchy vs.

America,”EIR, Sept. 5) is the heart of the drug and terrorismSheraton Meadowsland Hotel in New Jersey from Nov. 6-8.
Throughout the three days, when away from the cameras and operations that are used to destabilize most of the nations

targetted by Dick Cheney’s cabal today.the tape recorders, speaker after speaker called for the legal-
ization of drugs, and gleefully discussed how they would Soros is actually part of the Cheney operation, by virtue

of Soros’s alliance with fellow drug legalizer Shultz, the manimplement it, all the time whispering that legalization has to
be “kept separate” from Soros’s latest front-end operation: whocreated the Bush Administration. Shultz assembled, in

2000, the team of Halliburton’s Cheney and of the neo-conthe takeover of the Democratic Party of the United States.
On Oct. 27, Democratic Party Presidential candidate for Likudniks Paul Wolfowitz and Richard Perle, to control then-

candidate George W. Bush. The pre-emptive nuclear war pol-2004 Lyndon LaRouche warned against the Soros operation
to buy up the Democratic Party. “We caught them dead to icy of the Bush Administration that Soros says is a “danger

to the world,” was created by Soros’s own cohort, Shultz.rights,” said LaRouche. “They’re pushing drugs, which is
what George Soros is doing. And Soros is trying to buy the According to eyewitness accounts at Soros’s Drug Policy

Alliance conference, it was Shultz who created North Ameri-Democratic Party with the proceeds of his policy. . . . My
line is that any Democrat who takes Soros’s money, perhaps ca’s biggest “legalized” dope operation in Vancouver, British

Columbia—which is now being used by Soros’s DPA as theshould think about retiring. Or the very least,admit that they
are taking that money. . . . I, as a Democratic candidate, say model of models for North and South America. From that

conference,EIR can also report that Shultz and Soros havethat anybody who is taking money from Soros ought to know
what Soros’s policies are. And then: What do they have to say been working together for the last decade, including during

the time Shultz created Soros’ “enemy,” Bush.about drugs? Are they, in one sense or another, actually drug
pushers? And if so, why, they shouldsay so; put that on their According toEIR’s Special Report,Bush’s Surrender to

Dope, Inc., Shultz had already called for drug legalization incampaign website: ‘I am a drug-pusher. I’m pushing
cocaine.’ ” an Oct. 7, 1989 address to the Stanford Business School.

Shultz told alumni that the time had come “to make it possibleJust two weeks later, on Nov. 10 and 11, Soros’s buy-up
of the Democratic Party suddenly became the hottest political for addicts to buy drugs at some regulated place at a price

that approximates their cost.” He asserted that the “criminalnews: in theWall Street Journal, the Washington Post, the
London Guardian, CBS News, and theNational Review. justice approach” to fighting drugs had failed, because what

drives the drug trade is simply the economic marketplace.After LaRouche associates had exposed the Soros/Demo-
cratic Party alliance as a “Cheney protection racket” (seeEIR, “These [criminal justice] efforts wind up creating a market

where the price vastly exceeds the cost. With these incentives,Nov. 14), Soros went into high gear and high drama. In an
interview, he declared that defeating George W. Bush in 2004 demand creates its own supply and a criminal network along

with it. . . . We’re not going to get anywhere until we can take“is a matter of life and death,” and “the central feature of [his]
life.” Soros, the megaspeculator, who has destroyed Third criminality out of the drug business. . . . We need at least to

consider and examine forms of controlled legalization ofWorld nations’ currencies and economies, poured out croco-
dile tears, and said he loses sleep every night, because drugs.”
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The national conference
of the George Soros-
funded Drug Policy
Alliance, Nov. 6-8, was
full of the evidence that
Soros—who is now
buying up the
Democratic
candidates—is doing it
with drug money; and
that his chief
oligarchical partner in
drug legalization is
George Shultz, who
picked and created the
Cheney team in the Bush
Administration which
Soros is “crusading”
against!

The attention given to the the Soros/Shultz alliance was short six weeks since the opening, there have already been 20
overdoses (though no deaths). No problem for Campbell, whoone of the most startling developments at the DPA confer-

ence, which was, admittedly, full of bizarre events. DPA’s forecast that “fi nancial breakeven” will be reached if the num-
ber of HIV cases among the addicts is less than ten, since itannual award was given to the current and former Mayors of

Vancouver, for establishing on Sept. 21, 2003 the first legal costs $150,000 to treat an HIV/AIDS patient. Next, he prom-
ised a legal cocaine center.heroin injection center in North America, with a legal cocaine

center to follow. And it turned out that the Vancouver model At the DPA’s conference, Campbell let the cat out of the
bag. After a night in which the DPAers kept at him to trywas Shultz’s brainchild. The story was told at the session

called “Those Wild and Crazy Canadians,” where former marijuana, he agreed he would not bust pot growers in Can-
ada, “because if we did not have those $3 billion [from theVancouver Mayor Philip Owen, who took office in 1993,

said that in 1995 he had travelled to the Hoover Institute at pot trade], we’d be in a recession.”
A last-minute add-on to the Canadian panel was PhilippeStanford University, for a seminar. There, George Shultz and

Soros’s protégé, then-Baltimore-Mayor Kurt Schmoke, con- Lucas, Director of Vancouver Island Compassion Society/
Canadians for Safe Access. He gave a computerized slidevinced him that the War on Drugs was a “disaster.”

Back in Canada, Mayor Owen opened a similar seminar presentation that demonstrated the superiority of Vancouver
and British Columbia grown marijuana (20% THC content)modelled on the Hoover Institute event, and held dozens of

meetings with Vancouver citizens, while coordinating with over that grown in a zinc mine by the government (3%
THC)—ostensibly for medical marijuana purposes.the Canadian government in Ottawa. What came out of this

was the “Four Pillars Declaration” for effective legalization, Canadian national Senator Pierre Nolin told the confer-
ence that his Senate Special Committee on Illegal Drugs, hasand Owen, who had been in phone contact with Shultz

throughout this period, returned to see Shultz in California, issued a comprehensive report calling for the legalization and
regulation of marijuana in all of Canada.with a Vancouver drug addict at his side, once the declaration

had been accepted. It cannot be assumed accidental, that one week before
the Soros conference, Forbes magazine—owned and run byHaving served the longest consecutive term of any mayor

in Canada, Owen did not run again in 2002. He was succeeded Steve Forbes, another Hoover Institute sympathizer and for-
mer GOP Presidential candidate—hailed British Colombia’sby Larry Campbell, a former member of the Royal Canadian

Mounted Police, who set out to implement the Shultz/Owen economic pot “boom” on its cover.
program. While Campbell claimed support from 80-90% of
Vancouver citizens, opposition was such that he could not ‘Grass Roots’

The Democratic Party has reinvented the meaning ofopen the first legal heroin injection center in North America
until September 2003—eight years after Owen had begun the “grass roots,” and is going down for the Soros-connected dope

dollars, in the biggest political buyout in decades. Not sinceShultz drug legalization campaign.
But even with all the hype about “harm reduction,” in the the “Southern Strategy” of post-1972, when Democrats
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picked up on Dick Nixon’s embracing the Ku Klux Klan in cally, the legislation gave even greater power to the super-
rich, such as billionaire Soros, by “privatizing” the softhis 1968 Presidential campaign, have the Democrats em-

barked on such suicide. It is completely out in the open, that money. Now billionaire pot-lovers like Lewis can buy up
organizations like John Podesta’s Committee for AmericanLaRouche’s rivals for the Democratic Presidential nomina-

tion—especially those most active in keeping LaRouche out Progress (CAP), Americans Coming Together (ACT), the
Partnership for American Families (PAF), and the (formerly)of the debates—are all on Soros’s dole. Led by Howard Dean,

for whom Soros threw a major fundraiser, others of the “nine radical MoveOn.org.
Baby Boomer Democrats, such as Soros fan Harold Mey-dwarves” whom Soros supports also include John Kerry,

Wesley Clark, and Richard Gephardt, according to the Wash- erson, editor of the American Prospect, believe that using
big, easy money from Soros and Co. is better than organizingington Post. Soros told the Post that the Democrats who set

up America Coming Together (ACT), Steve Rosenthal and real people. Writing in the Washington Post on Nov. 12,
Meyerson falsely claimed that Soros was responsible forEllen Malcolm, “were ready to kiss me,” when he told them

he would be giving them $10 million, bragging that “Money the landslide victory of Mayor John Street, Democrat of
Philadelphia, who had been targetted by Attorney Generalbuys talent.”

Soros and his buddy, dope legalizer Peter Lewis, an- John Ashcroft, and whose re-election was secured when his
campaign called in a deployment of the LaRouche Youthnounced on Nov. 10 that they had committed $5 million for a

matching-funds program for the “progressive” organization, Movement—the envy of Democratic Party hacks across the
United States. Meyerson actually attacked the idea of a youthMoveOn.Org, which earlier this year refused to include

LaRouche in its Internet “primary.” movement. He wrote that Mayor Street, whom he calls not
one of the “great American mayors,” was saved by Soros’sAs EIR already reported, Soros’s front groups are a re-

tread of the discredited Democratic Leadership Council dope money. Now, organizations funded by Soros have “ the
resources to hire . . . as state directors experienced operatives(DLC). The Jewish Times on Nov. 11 reported that Soros is

working with Michael Steinhardt, the organizer of the Mega . . . not the 25-year-olds who have often run such operations
in the underfunded past.”group of billionaires, who made his fortune using the orga-

nized crime lucre of his father, the fence for Murder, Inc. boss
Meyer Lansky. Steinhardt used his money to found the DLC Case Studies in Insanity

Soros has other plans for youth: They’ re the market foras the “second Republican party.” For the DLC, Steinhardt,
Soros, and the dope legalizers, LaRouche is “Public Enemy his legalized dope. And, this was clear at the Drug Policy

Alliance conference.No. 1” because LaRouche’s organizing is the Franklin D.
Roosevelt tradition. LaRouche is organizing to stop the Dem- Years ago, Soros had hand-picked Ethan Nadelmann,

now the head of the DPA, his chief henchman for drug legal-ocratic Party from “going to pot.”
Soros is not the only pot-pusher who is providing the ization. The DPA is the product of a series of mergers of

Soros-funded groups including the Open Society Institute’sDemocrats with big bucks. Co-financing the takeover is fel-
low drug-legalization financier Peter Lewis, chairman of the Lindesmith Center, which Nadelmann originally headed, and

the Drug Policy Foundation (DPF). Going back to 1994, atProgressive Corp., an Ohio-based insurance company. For
more than a decade, Soros and Lewis have poured tens, if not pro-legalization Drug Policy Foundation meetings, this au-

thor recalls the cackles of the DPF leadership as they plottedhundreds of millions into a single “grass roots” cause—drug
legalization. Together with Arizona Republican moneybags how “medical marijuana” would be the foot-in-the-door for

broader legalization schemes. But these drug legalizers areJohn Sperling, Soros and Lewis poured $30 million into Cali-
fornia alone in 1996, to push through the paradigm-shift legis- usually slick enough to pose as reformers when TV cameras

and tape recorders are on.lation—“medical marijuana.” These three financed decrimi-
nalization measures nationwide, and are adoringly referred But the following case studies from breakout sessions,

and other events, of the DPA conference begin to show theas “The Funders,” by the dopers backing legalization. In 2000,
Lewis, the head of the fifth-largest insurance company in the dangerous nature of the real Soros agenda.

Case Study I: “MamaCoca”: the International Plan.U.S.A., was arrested with hashish and pot in New Zealand,
while attending a yacht race for the jet set. He was let off with Matthew Briggs, who is Research and Publications Director

of the DPA, moderated the panel on called “Drug Wars ina “contribution” of $5,000 to a drug rehabilitation center.
Now the Democratic Party, led by hedonistic Baby Boom- the Americas: The View from the South.” He began with a

rousing cheer for the coup that overthrew the elected leaderers devoted to “ feeling good,” are going for the money from
Soros & Lewis, while abandoning those FDR referred to as of Bolivia, stating that this was the beginning of a “mass

resistance movement to the War on Drugs” in the region.the “ forgotten man”— the lower 80% of the U.S. population
suffering under economic depression. Brazil, Bolivia, and Colombia were each targetted in turn. Dr.

Fabio Mesquita of São Paolo, Brazil, after a lunatic and lyingThe vehicle for the Soros takeover is a series of organiza-
tions called “527’s,” created after the McCain-Feingold legis- history of the drug wars, suggested that a combination of

Brazil’s Lula, Mexico’s Vincente Fox, and the new head oflation passed to bar “soft money” and special interests. Ironi-
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Argentina would ally to break the diktat from Washington for Biden Is Legalizers’ Target
Hip-Hop historian and disk-jockey Davey D., who mod-a “War on Drugs” .

Jeremy Bigwood, who is purportedly an independent erated the panel, claimed that if law enforcement could crack-
down on club owners for 13- and 14-year-olds passing outjournalist despite having received money from Soros’s Open

Society Institute, started with a rousing defense of coca as a from Ecstasy, then police should arrest college presidents for
“ frat house” alcohol excesses in colleges. When Rave disk-benign, short-lasting stimulant. He praised the 1901 period

when there were coca lozenges, extracts, teas, etc. He com- jockey “D:FUSE” called for more self-policing and no drugs
at Raves, the other panelists attacked him.plained that a plan by himself and three friends to start grow-

ing coca in the United States was stopped by then President DPA’s Bill Piper zeroed in on Senator Biden. When Biden
found that laws against crackhouses could not be applied toRonald Reagan’s War on Drugs.

Bigwood is “on the case” in unstable Bolivia, claiming to nightclubs, he introduced the Rave Act which passed commit-
tee in ten days, and seemed assured of success. The DPAbe in close contact with Bolivian Evo Morales, Soros’s man

among the cocoleros, who want to place coca on the same launched a mobilization with the American Civil Liberties
Union to kill the bill. He claimed that “ tens of thousands” oflegal basis as coffee and tea, and make it a major trade com-

modity. The trick that Bigwood and others use to push legal- protest letters caused two of the co-sponsors to drop out, and
the bill was dead. The DPA is now mobilizing to fight Biden’sization, is saying that coca should be legal, but its refined

product, cocaine, should still be illegal. Care to buy a bridge Illicit Drug Non-Proliferation Act which has been attached as
an amendment to a bill on child kidnapping.in Brooklyn?

Then there is the case of Colombia. Representing the le- The worst were “medical” experts. Chris Mann is the
creator of MedEvent—a nationwide organization made upgalization fight was “MamaCoca” earth mother Maria Mer-

cedes, who had been trained at the Sorbonne in Paris. Her of volunteer physicians, paramedics, nurses, and EMTs who
provide support for special events such as Raves. He arguedwebsite is in English, Spanish, and French, where she is

known for her saying, “MamaCoca es la palabra.” (“Mother that by making Ecstasy illegal, you are denying Rave partici-
pants proper medical attention, including chilling-out rooms.coca is the word” ). Mercedes says that the United States grows

marijuana; Colombia grows coca and coffee; and, Holland Dr. Julie Holland, the “wicked witch” of Bellevue Hospital,
took the cake, claiming that human beings have “a biologicalproduces “Ecstasy” ; and that is a fine division of labor. She

said that there is a time-bomb in Colombia; that when former need to alter their states of mind.” She co-authored Ecstasy:
The Complete Guide to MDMA.President Pastrana’s peace plan turned into Plan Colombia,

which brought about “La Violencia.” While totally excusing Case Study III: Psychedelics. This panel was a Baby
Boomer travelogue of bad LSD trips. But it had a “happythe actions of the narco-terrorist FARC, “MamaCoca” ac-

cused President Hector Uribe, Pastrana’s successor, of using ending” : the three panelists are now successful establishment
figures, with studies approved by the Food and Drug Adminis-indiscriminate terror against peasants.

In addition, Soros’s legalizers came up with a new tactic: tration, and regular columns in favorite Baby Boomer
journals.a law enforcement front group, Law Enforcement Against

Prohibition (LEAP), led by one Edward “Eddie” George, a Richard Doblin, Founder and President of the Multidisci-
plinary Association for Psychedelic Studies (MAPS), stillformer Detective Chief Superintendent and head of the Scot-

land Yard Drug Squad. Long committed to legalization, takes psychedelics, but he is about to get FDA approval for a
study of the effect of MDMA on rape victims. He also appliedGeorge said in an interview that he only busted the big distrib-

utors, except for crimes committed to support a habit. Appar- to the FDA for use of LSD on terminal cancer patients.
Doblin’s qualifications: he dropped so many psychedelics andently, this means that a wealthy man with a heroin addiction

is acceptable in his book. George peddles the usual pablum had so many “bad trips” in the 1960-70s out of fear of being
drafted, that it took him a decade before he could enter gradu-that that drugs should be treated like tobacco and alcohol, and

nodded agreement with the “victimless crime” line of fellow ate school.
Then, self-described “Old Acid Head” John Horgan, au-Scotland Yard’er Lindesmith, after whom Soros’s legaliza-

tion project was named. He wants to see heroin injection thor of Rational Mysticism: Dispatches from the Border Be-
tween Science and Spirituality, and a fanatical hater ofcenters like Vancouver’s internationally.

Case Study II: Menticide Against Children. A major ses- LaRouche, blathered about his bad trips, regretting that he
confessed to continued tripping, in Slate magazine. During asion entitled, “Congress, Club Drugs and the Business of

Dancing” sought to protect the producers and club owners trip in 1982 on a powerful psychedelic, he became convinced
that God was a Multiple Personality Disorder (MPD), andwho put on Raves from prosecution, now pending in Federal

legislation introduced by Sen. Joseph Biden (D-Del.). Raves that this was demonstrated by behavior of human beings.
There was little wonder why the conference participantsare the all-night “dances” where there is high violence, and

high consumption of Ecstasy, and increasingly of Metham- insisted to all who asked, that their efforts should be “kept
separate” from George Soros’ fi nancial takeover of thephetamines, which are often sold by the Rave producers and

club owners. dumb Democrats.
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Congressional Closeup by Carl Osgood

Defense Authorization as “not supporting the troops,” given of attention they are to these 30 hours,
to the matters that the American peo-Gives Rumsfeld Powers that the bill included many benefits for

military personnel—including health-On Nov. 7, the House of Representa- ple care most about.” He meant the
loss of 3 million jobs in the last threetives passed, by a vote of 362-40, and care benefits—that had wide support

in the House.with little debate, the $407 billion Fis- years, the rising cost of health insur-
ance, and the lack of funding of educa-cal 2004 Defense Authorization bill.

Included was legislative language giv- tion programs and homeland security
measures.ing Secretary of Defense Donald

Rumsfeld the authority to reorganize The GOP’s larger political goalGOP Beginsthe Defense Department’s civilian seems to be to create some kind of pop-
ular revolt against the Democrats’ ob-workforce as he sees fit. Instead of Marathon Anti-Filibuster

Senate Republicans, frustrated withCongress creating a new civilian per- structionism among the voters. While
that may be doubtful, what is certainsonnel system, Rumsfeld has been Democratic blocking of three judicial

nominees out of 168 submitted by thegiven that authority, and the ability to is that the 30 hours they plan to spend
on judicial nominations will not bebypass much of the present civil ser- Bush White House, began a marathon

session on Nov. 12, to try to forcevice law, including the provisions on available for other important business,
including appropriations bills and,collective bargaining and employee Democrats to give up their filibusters.

In announcing the strategy on Nov. 6,appeals. more particularly, investigation of
Vice President Dick Cheney’s manip-The defense bill came out of the Senate Majority Leader Bill Frist (R-

Tenn.)—fresh from shutting down theconference committee with the origi- ulation of Iraq war intelligence.
nal House language largely intact and Senate Select Intelligence Committee

to protect Vice President Cheney—in-then was voted through so quickly that
many Democrats had not had a chance voked the Constitution. “The goal is

to break these partisan filibusters andto read the bill before being forced to No Budget, Yet Anothervote on it. Rep. Martin Frost (D-Tex.), give, not necessarily approval of these
nominees, but that up-or-down vote,who voted for President Bush’s Iraq Continuing Resolution

As the Senate fights over judicial nom-war resolution last year, complained consistent with advice and consent in
the Constitution of the United States.”that the leadership shut Democrats out inations, the Fiscal 2004 appropria-

tions process continues to languish.of the conference committee meetings The Republicans plan to try to take
arcane quorum rules that normallyon the bill. He pointed to a “clear and Under these circumstances, the House

passed another continuing resolution,dangerous pattern” by the House Re- applyafter a cloture vote ends a de-
bate, and apply them in a pre-cloturepublicans to lock Democrats out of the on Nov. 5, to keep the government

open, this one running until Nov. 21.legislative process. vote situation, in order to force the
Democrats to talk, rather than allow-Rep. Henry Waxman (D-Calif.) Only four of the 13 annual spending

bills have been sent to President Bushsaid, “This bill makes a mockery of ing them to use quorum calls to avoid
talking. The marathon session was tolabor relations at the Defense Depart- for his signature: the Defense, Home-

land Security, Legislative Branch, andment.” He added that the bill gives the go through the night of Nov. 12 to at
least midnight Nov. 13. The GOP evenPentagon the authority to waive col- Interior Department appropriations

bills. The Senate has sent six others tolective bargaining rights for the next made a show of bringing cots into the
Capitol Building to dramatize whatsix years, as well as the authority to conferencecommittee, themost recent

being the Agriculture Department billdecide what issues will be bargained they are doing.
For his part, Senate Minorityand how labor-management impasses on Nov. 6, but has yet to act on the

three remaining bills. The House hadwill be resolved. Leader Tom Daschle (D-S.D.) ap-
peared unintimidated by the GOPEven though the civil service re- finished the last of itsbills in early Sep-

tember.form was only one of many provisions strategy. On Nov. 12, Daschle called
the planned marathon session “a co-in the bill that made many House Rep. David Obey (D-Wisc.), the

ranking Democrat on the House Ap-members uncomfortable, few were lossal waste of time.” He added, “We
only wish they would devote the kindwilling to take the risk of being seen propriations Committee, attributed the
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difficulties in the appropriations pro- into question on Nov. 5, during a hear- ket for its products and very low costs
for labor and capital “clearly amountcess to the Senate GOP leadership’s ing of the House Armed Services

Committee. It began when Rep. Joelinability to schedule consideration of to an unfair advantage when put in di-
rect competition with private indus-appropriations bills. and the insertion Hefley (R-Colo.), after noting that

both active duty and reserve units areinto some of provisions that are so out- tries.” FPI employs about 7,000 Fed-
eral prisoners in 111 factories and sellsrageously partisan that agreement can- deploying more frequently, warned,

“Our ability to deal with contingenciesnot be reached. Obey gave as one ex- all of its products to the Federal gov-
ernment. According to Sensenbren-ample of the second problem, the may be at risk, because our strategic

reserve will shrink.” He suggested thatschool vouchers provision in the Dis- ner, the bill would phase out, by Oct.
1, 2008, FPI’s exclusive right to selltrict of Columbia appropriations bill. winning the war on terrorism may

mean expanding the force struc-The Republican majority, he said, to government agencies. The bill also
provides funding for inmate rehabili-“went beyond where they could go and ture”— i.e., increasing the armed

forces.still maintain a bipartisan consensus tation and vocational training in order
to make up for the jobs that would befor that bill, and in the process lost the The Administration witnesses,

Undersecretary of Defense for Person-votes of” most of the Democrats. lost under the bill’s provisions.
Rep. Bobby Scott (D-Va.)In the Senate, rumblings of finish- nel and Readiness David Chu and Vice

Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staffing up the year with an “omnibus” bud- charged, in effect, that FPI was being
made the scapegoat for the last threeget package continue, despite Major- Gen. Peter Pace, both insisted that they

were taking measures to make moreity Leader Bill Frist’s assertions to the years’ decline in manufacturing jobs.
He said that when representatives ofcontrary. Sen. Robert Byrd (D- people available, short of asking for a

bigger force structure. Said Chu, “WeW.Va.), defending the Constitutional the textiles and furniture industries—
two sectors said to be suffering sub-prerogatives of the Senate, warned, have a lot of individuals who we be-

lieve are performing jobs that could,during debate on the Defense Authori- stantial job losses as a result of compe-
tition from FPI—were asked, theyzation bill on Nov. 11, that an omnibus in fact, be done by civilians, freeing up

a soldier, so to speak, to go back tobill would compromise the Constitu- conceded that “FPI sales represent an
insignificant or negligible portion oftional powers of the Senate. He said another unit.” Pace insisted that “ the

war games that we have done tell usthat the House can open the door to their industries,” and that other factors
must be responsible for their jobappropriations legislation, “but if the that we will not need” an extra divi-

sion, assuming training of new IraqiSenate is denied the opportunity to losses. Scott defended the program for
giving real work skills to Federal in-consider amendments, or is severely security forces expected to take over

security in Iraq from U.S. troops, etc.limited in the number of amendments mates so that they can hold down jobs
after release.which it may consider, Senators are “But,” he added, “ it is clearly a judg-

ment about current status, futurethereby denied the opportunity to offer During the debate, Scott offered an
amendment that would have allowedamendments of their own and the po- needs, and the ability to transform

within the sized force that we cur-tential for the achievement of good FPI to develop and produce goods and
provide services for charitable organi-legislation in the final results, accord- rently have.”

ingly, lessened.” zations, and allowed FPI to produce
goods for the commercial market that
are otherwise only produced off-
shore—both in the form of pilot pro-Prison Industry grams that pay prevailing wages to in-Concerns About Military Reform Voted mates. However, he agreed to
withdraw the amendment when Rep.Readiness Aired in House On Nov. 6, the House voted 350-65 to

force the Federal Prison Industries toThe ability of the U.S. military to sus- Peter Hoekstra (R-Mich.), a co-spon-
sor of the original bill, promised totain its current level of overseas com- compete for more of its business.

House Judiciary Committee chairmanmitments at its present level of person- work with all of those interested in re-
forming FPI to craft a compromise thatnel strength, and its dependence on the James Sensenbrenner (R-Wisc.) told

the House that FPI’s guaranteed mar-National Guard and reserves, came will be acceptable to everyone.
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Editorial

A Challenge for Germany

For the past 58 years in Germany, Nov. 9 has been sidered a branch of the British extremist neo-nazi group
“Combat 18,” await trial.dedicated to commemorations of the progroms that the

Nazi regime launched on Nov. 9, 1938 against Jews, Intensified police raids, upgraded protection of
Jewish sites in Germany, and other state measures toburning down their synagogues, stores, and other Jew-

ish sites throughout Germany. That day is seen as the disrupt the scene of Synarchist groups—as well as the
exposure of links to groups abroad—are, however,opening of the Holocaust, which reached horrifying

European dimensions from early 1942 on. Because of only one aspect of what can be done. The problem
lies in another sphere: will non-Jewish and Jewishthis dark history, that specific day has a special value

for post-Nazi Germany, but unfortunately also a differ- Germans be able to revitalize the legacy of the second
half of the 18th Century, when the cooperation betweenent value for the murky underground of neo-nazi

groups, which take it as the occasion to cause maxi- Jews and non-Jews reached a high-point which created
the conditions for the great era of the German Classic?mum political damage to the modern German republic

which they hate, through incidents like desecration of Will the heritage of such great minds of philosophy and
science as Moses Mendelssohn and Gotthold EphraimJewish cemeteries, swastika graffiti, and the like. The

fact that this year’s Nov. 9 passed without any major Lessing, who personally laid the cornerstone for the
other great minds of the Classic like Friedrich Schiller,incidents and acts of disturbance, is welcome. The

national ceremony for the laying of the cornerstone of or Heinrich Heine, be revitalized? Are there leaders
among present-day Germans who can appeal to thethe new synagogue in Munich (with almost 10,000

members the second-largest Jewish community in Ger- revitalization of that philosophical and scientifical rich-
ness that Germany had at the turn of the 19th Century?many), attended by German President Johannes Rau,

Bavarian State Governor Edmund Stoiber, Chairman Are there such leaders, outside of the LaRouche Move-
ment that has called for a revitalization of that greatof the Jewish Communities in Germany Paul Spiegel,

among numerous other prominents, was undisturbed era of the Classics, for 30 years now?
The other big problem lies in the relationship be-despite earlier hints of threat of right-wing attacks.

Germany, according to the official statistics, has be- tween Germany and the Israel—both being postwar
foundations. Real security and economic prosperitycome the country worldwide with the largest Jewish

immigration—even before Israel, and the United for the Israeli state can only be achieved in the context
of general development in peace in the entire Mid-States.

Experts saw the concentrated police raids against east—based on mutual respect and commitment to
cooperation. The same is true for the neighboring Arabright-wing and neo-nazi groups during the past weeks

as the main reason for the peaceful observance of this states and the future state of Palestine. This is not only
what many Germans think, it is also what the recentlyNov. 9. From early September on, police had searched

several hundred flats and meeting-points of right- established independent Geneva Initiative group, com-
posed of prominent politicians from the Israeli (likewingers; secured numerous weapons and hate-propa-

ganda material; and, in a spectacular move, neutralized Yossi Beilin) and Palestinian sides, led by Yossi Beilin
and Yasser Abed Rabbo, thinks. At least one of thea group of pro-terrorist neo-nazis in Munich and other

cities. The Munich group was in possession of 14 preparatory meetings of that group for the Geneva
Initiative took place in Berlin, the capital of Germany.kilograms of explosives, including 1.7 kilograms of

TNT—enough to blow several large buildings to Assisting in this kind of dialogue between Israelis
and Palestinians is the best positive contribution thatpieces and kill hundreds of people. That material was

seized, and 13 members of that group, which is con- Germany can make to establish peace in the Mideast.
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